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Abstract 

 

Using data collected from the 2011 census and survey results, this study explores the urban form 

preferences of Edmonton’s creative workers.  Edmonton continues to have a diverse economy, 

which includes a robust industrial sector.  Research on creative class theory has not considered 

certain social and economic attributes of a city region such as Edmonton.  Despite the lack of 

research interest, understanding the urban form preferences and social characteristics of 

Edmonton’s creative workers is important for planners and policy makers to develop relevant 

strategies aimed at diversifying its economy and becoming an attracting place for creative 

workers.  According to the creative class theory, the creative economy operates and flourishes in 

the right spatial, cultural, and regulatory conditions.  Understanding Edmonton’s creative class 

provides a unique case study to evaluate the claims suggested in creative class theory.  This 

thesis reveals certain differences between the Edmonton case study and what is expected based 

on the understanding of creative class theory.  This thesis also offers recommendations in light of 

those differences. 
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An Exploration of the Urban Form Preferences of Edmonton’s Creative Workers 

Chapter One: Introduction 

Creativity has historically flourished in a variety of physical environments.  Writers often 

have a certain place where they go to stimulate the creative process.  Paris, Barcelona, Florence, 

and New York are just a few cities known for attracting artists seeking inspiration and 

imagination (McAdams, 2007).  Why is it that these cities attract such people when they can 

carry out their creative ambitions anywhere?  Clustering creative people together cultivates an 

energy that can evolve a place into an atmosphere teeming with a type of ambience that feeds 

creativity (Project for Public Spaces, 2016).   Richard Florida’s book, The Rise of the Creative 

Class, released in 2002, brought to light his creative class theory and motivated many local 

politicians and officials.  Florida proposed that cities enhanced arts and culture policies and 

changed zoning regulations to accommodate trendy pedestrian streets and create funky 

neighbourhoods as a way to increase its cool factor.  The underlying objective aimed to attract 

and retain creative workers as a basis for economic growth (Leigh & Blakely, 2013).  Creative 

people choose occupations and lifestyles where creativity is valued (Florida, 2012, p. 35) and 

wish to live in urban environments that offer mixed-use, walkability, and opportunities to fulfill 

their creative lives (Florida, 2012a, p. 291).   

Cities most motivated to adopt policies to attract creative workers are those cities with 

declining industrial-based occupations (Kunzmann, 2004; Koos, 2013).  Globalization has 

affected North American cities that have relied on industrial-based local economies because 

manufacturing and other labour intensive companies have located to countries where lower 

wages can be paid (Fennessy, 2009).  In the United States, working class jobs, including 

manufacturing, construction, and transportation, have declined from about forty percent in 1970 
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to about twenty percent in 2010 (Florida, 2012a, p. 45).  Knowledge-based jobs in science and 

technology, business and management, arts, media, and entertainment, which accounted for 

about twenty percent in 1970, have increased to over thirty percent in 2010 (Florida, 2012a) (see 

Figure 1).  Florida (2002) refers to these workers as the creative class - those paid to think and 

create new forms.  They typically earn more money and have more disposable income, which 

supports the increase in service related jobs.  The creative and service jobs take the place of 

working class jobs.  Florida (2012a) suggests that if cities do not make decisions and create 

policies that attract and retain creative people, they will be left with low paying service jobs and 

no economic growth (p. 322).   

 

Figure 1. Labour Force by Occupational Class 1800 – 2009 (Source: Martin Prosperity 

Institute, 2016a. Reproduced with permission) 

Many scholars agree and have acknowledged that a shift to a creative economy has 

occurred (Cooke, 2002; Moss, 1998; Rutten, 2003).  Others believe such a shift has had an 

impact on how cities function and look (Cappellin, 2007; Powell & Snellman, 2004; 

Schlichtman, 2009).  Florida’s work suggests the creative class and sustainable urban 
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development go hand-in-hand because the creative or knowledge age has a new perspective and 

respect for livability and sustainability.  This includes a new urban characteristic facilitating a 

certain lifestyle that enables individuality and knowledge exchange among a diversity of people 

(Kneale & Dwyer, 2008, p. 303).  People in the creative class thrive when exposed to a variety of 

opportunities and ideas (Florida, 2012a, pp 280-303).  The built environment therefore requires 

amenities necessary to their general well-being, which include places in which they can feel 

comfortable and at ease sharing spaces with other people, access to recreation, specialty food 

shops, and arts and culture.  In addition, creativity and innovation requires the right social 

characteristics in order for ideas to flow among a diverse population (Noordhoek, 2013, p. 30; 

Ballie & Prior, 2014, p. 449).   

Most research on the subject of the creative class applies to large cities with an 

agglomeration of creative workers or regions with a declining working class population replaced 

with creative and service workers (Kratke, 2010; Florida, 2002; Landry, 2000) such as San 

Francisco, New York, Boston, Austin, and Pittsburgh.  In this paper, I explore the characteristics 

of creative workers in the Edmonton region.  Edmonton continues to have a diverse economy, 

which includes a robust industrial sector.  Research on creative class theory has not contemplated 

certain social and economic attributes of a city with a robust industrial economy (Kratke, 2010, 

p. 13), such as Edmonton.  Despite the lack of research interest in cities like Edmonton 

concerning the creative class, understanding the urban form preferences of Edmonton’s creative 

workers is important for planners and policy makers to develop relevant strategies aimed at 

diversifying its economy and becoming an attracting place for creative workers.  The objective 

of this thesis is to gain a deeper understanding of Edmonton’s creative class in order to provide 

insight into the relationship between urban and regional planning, urban design, and economic 
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growth for a local economy.  The findings also offer justification to implement policies for 

compact, sustainable urban development within the Edmonton region.  Moreover, utilizing an 

industrial city like Edmonton as a case study illustrates new value in Florida’s theory and makes 

an argument for the need to consider these types of cities in ongoing work around creative class 

research.   

Research Questions 

This paper examines the urban form preferences of Edmonton’s creative class on the 

notion that attracting such people will benefit the local economy.  The central research question 

is: “how do the urban form preferences of Edmonton’s creative class compare with what would 

be expected based on creative class theory.’  In exploring this notion, the research endeavoured 

to answer the following questions: 

 Where within Edmonton does the creative class live? 

 What are the urban form preferences of Edmonton’s creative workers? 

 What factors influence the choices of Edmonton’s creative class regarding urban form 

preferences?  

 Do Edmonton’s urban environments meet the preferences of Edmonton’s creative 

workers? 

 What implications might these findings have on the use of creative class theory as a tool 

for policy within Edmonton? 

Research Justification 

My dissertation is an exploration of creative class theory as it relates to Edmonton, a type 

of region not fully contemplated in creative class research.  According to the creative class 

theory, the creative economy operates and flourishes in the right spatial, cultural, and regulatory 
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conditions (Florida, 2002, 2012a, p. 22).  Understanding Edmonton’s creative class will provide 

a unique case study from which to evaluate Florida’s claims.  It will also help guide development 

to establish those ideal spatial conditions.  The lack of knowledge of developing policy aimed at 

attracting the creative class in cities where the working class population is not declining is a gap 

for policymakers who accept the creative class theory.  Florida (2008) acknowledges that 

“regional leaders must become more aware of how their region’s collective personality shapes 

the kinds of economic activities that it can do and the kinds of people it can attract, satisfy, and 

retain” (p. 213). 

Organization of Report 

 Following the introductory chapter, the second chapter is a summation of established 

knowledge on creative class theory, identifies areas of controversy, and highlights the need for 

further research in certain areas.  The literature review identifies gaps and orientates my research 

within the established knowledge of this area.  Chapter 3 describes the research methodology and 

the broad philosophical underpinning to the methods chosen.  Chapter 4 provides a 

socioeconomic, development, and policy overview of the Edmonton region and analyzes data 

related to Edmonton’s creative class.  Finally, the last chapter presents conclusions of this 

research and relevant and recommendations based on it.    
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Chapter Two: Creative Class Theory 

In the first chapter, I posed the question why certain cities attract artists when their 

creative ambitions could be carried out anywhere.  The answer may stem from an economic 

theory recognized by economist Sir Alfred Marshall and later promoted by urbanist Jane Jacobs.  

Jacobs suggests a concept of “knowledge spillover,” which refers to the reason certain industries 

excel in certain cities (Acs, Armington, & Zhang, 2007, pp 370-372).  Marshall recognized cities 

as an incredible complex web of systems and ideas.  In 1890, he understood that city dwellers 

encounter an abundance of interactions every day.  These interactions result in an exchange of 

knowledge, which, to varying degrees, alters one’s perspective and therefore has a distinctive 

effect on innovation.  The urban environment, the spatial distribution of uses and different types 

of built form influence the diversity of people who choose to be there.  It is therefore the quality 

and diversity of the urban environment that creates the setting for such encounters to take place.  

The quality of place needs to be just right for the exchange of ideas to occur.  Those exchanges 

occur in the phenomenon of knowledge spillover (Jacobs, 1961).  Florida (2002, 2012a) builds 

upon this economic theory in light of globalization and its effect on competition for talent.  

According to Florida (2002, 2012a), creativity is increasingly becoming more appreciated 

in today’s society.  As a result, his theory provides rationale for policy-makers to develop urban 

policy aimed at attracting creative workers.  This chapter explores the principles and criticisms 

of Florida’s theory related to: a) the 3T’s that determine quality of place; b) the creative milieu 

model; c) amenity and urban centric preferences of creative workers; and d) economies of 

agglomeration exemplified in the literature and Edmonton’s characterization.   This chapter also 

looks at the possible limitations associated with creative class theory in Canada.   
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Principles 

Creative class theory grounds itself upon a shift in global economic responsibilities 

(Florida, 2002; Kunzmann, 2004, p. 387).  Manufacturing in western countries is becoming 

either more sophisticated or relocating entirely to countries where manual labour is significantly 

less expensive (Rifkin & Kruger, 1996).  The essence of Florida’s creative class thesis is that the 

economic future of cities rests upon their ability to attract and retain creative people.  According 

to Florida (2012a), creative people are not attracted to places where companies are located, but 

rather companies are attracted to places with creative people (pp. 25-29).  These are individuals 

who are mobile and prefer to be in tolerant, diverse, and amenity rich places.  They go to cities 

based on what is there, who is there, and what is going on there (Florida, 2012a, p. 281).  What is 

there consists of the built environment and its being an appropriate setting for the pursuit of 

creative lives.  This includes things like mixed-use developments, active streets, sidewalk patios, 

art galleries, and opportunities for active outdoor recreation. Who is there refers to a diversity of 

people interacting and providing cues that anyone can make a life in the community; and what is 

going on there refers to the street life, arts, music, culture, and people partaking in outdoor 

activities.   

Furthermore, Florida (2012a) argues that healthy economic regions such as New York, 

Boston, and San Francisco possess an innovative capability due to a necessary and supporting 

quality of place.  Florida refers to the 3T’s that determine quality of place: tolerance, technology, 

and talent, which give primacy to the attraction and retention of creative workers (2012a, pp. 

228-265).  Tolerance is evaluated by the following: the melting pot index – the proportion of 

foreign-born residents; the gay index – the proportion of the LGBTQ population; and the 

bohemian index – the proportion of those working in arts and culture (Florida, 2012a, pp. 237-

241).  Of these three indices, the gay index has the most profound effect on how tolerant a city is 
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perceived.  Cities with a high proportion of foreign-born residents had fewer start-up companies; 

whereas, cities with a high gay index had a positive correlation with creative workers (Lee, 

Florida, & Acs, 2004).  Florida, Mellander, and Stolarich (2008) went a step further and found 

tolerance has a much greater association with creative workers where there is both a high gay 

and bohemian index (p. 11); however, the proportion of foreign-born residents has little effect (p. 

39). 

The notion of tolerance in relation to creative workers is supported Robert Cushing’s 

work, as discussed by Florida (2012a, pp. 253-256) in his book, The Rise of the Creative Class.  

Cushing attempted to find if there is an association between innovation and three theories of 

capital: social capital, human capital, and creative capital (Phan, 2010; Brecknock, 2004, p. 4).   

According to Florida (2002a), the creative class is a driving influence for economic 

development (p. xxi).  The urban and regional setting is an important constituent of Florida’s 

theory because innovation leading to economic output requires real human interactions, a 

characteristic of social capital.  The social facets of innovation are now recognized as essential to 

the success of start-up companies (Hoyman and Faricy 2009).  Florida (2002a) discusses how 

social capital can either impede or benefit a region’s local economy.  He refers to the concept of 

strong and weak social capital in support of his creative class claims.  Strong social capital refers 

to relationships built on personal bonds and trust (Putnam, 2001) and these relationships lead to a 

strong sense of community (Crowe, 2006).   Neighbourhoods with strong social capital provide 

benefits to those inside the social network but exclude outsiders; whereas neighbourhoods with 

weaker ties are more open to newcomers.  Strong social capital is also believed to have a 

negative effect on economic growth and development because it can impede innovation because 

of its tendency to promote insularity and aversion to new ideas (Hoyman 2009).  Florida also 
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submits that cities with strong social capital can be isolated from new ideas, which has the result 

of inhibiting innovation (Florida et al. 2002). Weaker ties, on the other hand, allow for greater 

diversity and consequently promote novel combinations of knowledge and ideas (Granovetter, 

2005, p. 34).  Granovetter (2005) argues that since the people we have close relationships with 

move in the same circles, we receive information that we already know (p. 34).  Conversely, 

those that we have casual relationships with, such as acquaintances, associate with people in 

different circles.  Therefore, the information received is more different (Granovetter, 2005).  

Creative individuals place a higher value on communities with weak social capital because they 

crave new ideas (Florida, 2012a, pp. 285-286). Moreover, Florida (2002a) contends that weak 

social capital is necessary to the modernization of society when he states: 

“weak ties are critical because they allow for rapid entry of new people and rapid 

absorption of new ideas and are thus critical to the creative process” (p. 277). 

Creative class theory suggests strategies to attract the creative class ought to aim at 

promoting individuality and built environments enabling spontaneous encounters such as trendy 

coffee shops, nightclubs, restaurants, and other amenities (Long, 2009) as opposed to creating 

homogenous neighbourhoods.   

The theory of human capital and urban growth suggests that people, not businesses, are 

the engine of economic growth (Florida, 2003).  Jane Jacobs (1984) drew attention to the mistake 

of advocating the universal prescription of "attract industry" and acknowledged that cities ought 

to attract talented people to stimulate economic growth.  Human capital theory, predicated on 

measurements of education levels, differs from the creative capital theory in that creative capital 

recognizes creative people as being a key factor in economic growth and not necessarily those 

with high levels of education.  Florida deliberately uses occupational categories to measure talent 
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as opposed to linking educational attainment with a particular occupation because of the idea of 

creative capital, which speaks to human capital theory's failure to recognize entrepreneurs who 

lack higher educational attainment (Florida & Mellander, 2012).  Creative workers are capable of 

maintaining dense social networks, which are different from strong social ties because these 

social networks enable the flow and creation of new ideas among varieties of people.  These 

ideas can translate into innovations that contribute to the growth of the local economy if there is 

the presence of universities, colleges, and research and development firms (technology) and 

talent (Florida, 2002, 2012a).  Talent, which is central to the creative class theory, are the 

creative workers; those paid to think and solve complex problems (Florida et al. 2008, p. 625).   

Florida (2002) suggests there are two categories of the creative class.  The 'super creative 

core' - the leading producers of new ideas; and, the ‘creative professionals’ – those whose work 

utilizes innovative thought to solve problems or achieve positive results.  The super creative core 

is innovative, creates commercial products and consumer goods. The primary job function of its 

members is to be creative and innovative (p.69); whereas, for creative professions, this function 

is secondary.  Appendix A provides the full list of creative occupations. These sub-categories 

include the following occupations (Florida, 2002): 

Super-Creative Core 

 Computer and Mathematical Occupations 

 Architecture and Engineering Occupations 

 Life, Physical, and Social Science Occupations 

 Education, Training, and Library Occupations 

 Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media Occupations 

Creative Professionals 

 Management Occupations 

 Business and Financial Occupations 

 Legal Occupations 

 Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations 
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Creative Milieu 

Creative class literature refers to urban environments offering ideal physical and social 

settings where face-to-face interaction creates new ideas and solves problems to complex issues 

as the creative milieu (Florida et al, 2008; Landry 2000, p. 133).  Sharp and Joslyn (2008) 

studied social and cultural conditions and found that a creative milieu provides a feeling of 

openness and tolerance.  Florida (2002, 2012a) argues a creative milieu attracts the super-

creative core and bohemians who are at the heart of creative workers.  They produce cultural 

value within inner city neighbourhoods (Bain, 2006, p. 429; Smith, 1996).  The area then pulls in 

other creatives once the cultural value of the neighbourhood exists (Florida, 2002, 2012a).  The 

urban environment therefore becomes an important setting in which social interaction can take 

place as it allows people to go outside of their personal space at home, at work, or in a personal 

social situation.  Public spaces are places in which to see and experience things in a frame of 

mind outside of the normal and ordinary context (Landry, 2008, p. 120).  It also facilitates 

interaction among a diverse of individuals, which enables the connection of differentiated 

knowledge necessary in the development of novel ideas derived from the recombination of 

existing knowledge (Spencer, 2008).   

Amenity and Urban Centric Preferences 

 The Martin Prosperity Institute’s study, The Divided City (Florida, Matheson, Adler, & 

Brydges, 2015) found a distinct geographic division among the three socio-economic classes 

within major metropolitan regions in the United States and Canada.  These regions have 

pronounced clusters of creative workers within the urban core, near transit hubs, close to major 

universities, and near natural amenities (pp. 9-10, 16).  What is more profound is the share of 

creative workers within these clusters.  As an example, 32% of all workers in the Houston region 

work in creative occupations.  The 10 census tracts (CT) with the greatest proportion of creative 
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workers in Houston have a share of more than 74% creative workers.  That trend carries through 

to other metropolitan areas in the United States (Florida et al, 2015).  A separate study by the 

Martin Prosperity Institute found similar results in Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver but to a 

lesser extent (Martin Prosperity Institute, 2016b).  In the United States about one third of 

predominate creative class CTs have a share of 50% or more.  Canadian cities are less divisive 

with 10% to 15% having a share of 50% or more (Martin Prosperity Institute, 2016b). 

The findings in the Martin Prosperity Institute studies (2015, 2016b) support Florida’s 

theory, which advocates the importance of promoting urban economies.  Florida (2005) makes 

no demographic qualification when he states:  

“Creative workers strongly prefer the mixed-use type of urban setting, both for living and 

working.  They are drawn to stimulating and experiential creative environments.  They 

gravitate to the indigenous street level culture found in Soho, Greenwich Village, and 

parts of Brooklyn..”(p. 164). 

Here, Florida advocates the significance of diversity and tolerance and its relationship to 

mature urban neighbourhoods (Lawton, Murphy & Redmond, 2013, p. 4).  Florida’s image of 

urban form depends on the work of Jane Jacobs (1961) and her dismissal of modernist urban 

planning in support of mixed-use, integrated, and higher density neighbourhoods (Lawton et al, 

2013).  Florida (2002) acknowledges suburbs as a place to accommodate the creative class based 

more on creating unique built environments and strong urban design principles as opposed to 

traditional residential factors (p. 291).  He also recognizes life cycle considerations of creative 

workers maintaining preference toward urban rich amenities; however, he uses the example of 

New York arguing that once a creative worker marries and has children they often remain in the 

city (p. 233).  Florida does not outright reject suburbia; however, there is an undertone and an 
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implicit bias towards established urban areas.  Urban design philosophies ingrained within 

Florida’s theory intended to attract creative workers to urban areas have become the basis for 

policymakers as an urban design and economic development strategy (McCann & Ward, 2010, p. 

176; Peck & Theodore, 2010, p. 170).  This includes the gentrification of urban areas that is 

appealing to the consumption patterns of the middle class (Lawton, et al., 2013).   

 Florida (2012a) argues that locational choices of creative workers are grounded upon and 

coincide with their lifestyle choices as opposed to where they are within their life cycle (pp. 48, 

288-290).  As a result, creative workers are not concerned with the need for more private space 

as much as their desire to share space within a high quality public realm.  Insofar as the broader 

factors related to urban form decisions, Florida (2012a) contends that places with quality built 

form that facilitate casual/sporadic exchanges with acquaintances are ideal for creative people 

(pp. 288-293).  Therefore, there is little attention within Florida’s work related to the suburbs as 

an urban form for creative workers to live (Lawton, et al., 2013).  Amenity and urban centric 

preferences also support the generation of weak social capital (Florida, 2002; Lawton, et al., 

2013).  Since there is greater preference toward shared public spaces and less on private space, 

people tend to have more opportunities to generate weak social capital, a characteristic of 

creative class communities (Florida, 2002, 2012a).  Therefore, according to Florida, creative 

workers gravitate towards urban environments including neighbourhoods in the urban core, 

and/or near universities, transit, or natural amenities; whereas working and service class gravitate 

to the suburbs.    

Economies of Agglomeration  

Earlier researchers referred to the concept of clustering intelligent people together to 

solve problems and create new ideas as “economies of agglomeration” (O’Flaherty, 1995).  

Silicon Valley is a classic example of an economy of agglomeration.  Such an environment has 
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produced an incredible amount of new knowledge that has led to many innovations because of 

the synergies resulting from proximity.  Detroit is also an economy of agglomeration because of 

a clustering of knowledge specific to the auto industry.     

Gabe, Abel, Ross, and Stolarick (2010) identified economies of agglomerations in 

metropolitan regions in Canada and the United States and grouped each region based on its 

knowledge traits.  The report notes the importance for policymakers to consider the type of 

knowledge base within the workforce in addition to the region’s level of educational attainment 

when developing economic development strategies (Gabe, et al, 2010, p. 3).  This supports 

criticisms on the breadth and depth of creative class theory.  Florida’s assertions are based upon 

examples of regions classified as innovation, thinking, making, or teaching and not applied to 

other types of economies of agglomerations (Gabe, et al, 2010, p. 16).  As noted earlier, Florida’s 

gives primacy to the creative milieu, a fundamental urban policy aimed at attracting creative 

workers.  The notion of a creative milieu to draw in creative workers may be very ripe within 

certain regions but may not be as effective in others.  There may also be other factors at play, 

which also draws in creative workers, such as a strong economy and the perception of being able 

to make a difference in spite of urban qualities postulated in creative class theory.          

The Edmonton region is an economy of agglomeration recognized for its very high 

knowledge about construction, transportation, and specialized manufacturing (Gabe, et al, 2010, 

p. 11).  Edmonton falls in the “building region” group (Gabe, et al, 2010, p. 11 and 39).  

Edmonton’s regional economy is relatively diverse due to a strong public sector presence in 

government, education, and health care.  Royalties from the energy sector support publicly 

funded sectors, and therefore the strength of the local economy is linked to the strength of the 

energy sector (Landon & Smith, 2010).  The energy sector has provided significant 
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opportunities, which have resulted in above average population growth since 1997 (Landon & 

Smith, 2010).   

Criticism of Creative Class Theory 

Many have criticized the importance and relevance of the creative class theory in terms of 

how it is being translated into urban planning policy.  Some critics suggest Florida’s portrayal of 

social capital is elitism and promotes consumerism of the middle class (Brenner & Theodore, 

2002, p. 368; Maliszewski, 2003) because the types of urban policy Florida advocates targets 

people with more disposable income.  Wilson and Keil (2008) argue that Florida ignores issues 

related to homelessness as gentrification draws in the higher income creative workers and push 

out those with less income to other areas of city (p. 842).     

Critics also point out that cities are developing policy that caters to the creative class 

without understanding their unique social and economic structures (Kratke, 2010, p. 16).  The 

creative class may have different preferences and characteristics depending on a region’s unique 

personality.  Hansen and Winther (2010) argue that established global cities such as London and 

San Francisco possess major advantages attracting skilled labour whereas smaller and medium 

sized cities may not possess the attributes needed to develop the types of amenities that Florida 

suggests cater to creative workers (p. 7).  Landry (2000) recognizes that creativity is place-

specific and the distinct resources of a particular city communicate a unique identity and culture 

(Bradford, 2004).  Andersen, Bugge, Hansen, Isaksen, and Raunio, (2010) argue that many city 

officials motivated to transform their cities to appeal to creative workers make the mistake to 

assume the creative class is a ubiquitous group that is able to latch onto Florida’s one size fits all 

urban policy.   

Many of Florida’s critics do not question his research concerning the value of clustering 

creative workers together (Martin-Brelot, Grossetti, Eckert, Gritsai, & Kovacs, 2010).  Critics 
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argue the breadth and depth of his theory and, in particular, the push for local authorities to 

development strategies and policy aimed at building a creative milieu.  In particular, Kratke 

(2010) argues large urban cities by their very nature offer the context for productive interaction 

of diverse milieus (p. 8).  A dense urban agglomeration of heterogeneous economic sectors will 

produce local economic clusters.  Therefore, Kratke (2010) questions the value of urban policy 

catering to specific classes of people (pp. 7-8).  Florida’s notion of a creative milieu as a strategy 

to draw in other creatives may be valid; however, it may not be as applicable in every context.    

Moreover, other approaches to draw in creatives may also be just as effective, especially in 

regions that are atypical of the types of cities Florida studied.   

 For instance, Florida may not give due consideration to locational choices and urban 

preferences of people at different stages of life which does have an effect on the creative class 

(Clark & Huang, 2003, p. 324).  It is important to acknowledge this because supportive creative 

class literature tends to focus on cities that are exemplars of creative class theory.  As the 

individual moves through his/her life cycle, the necessity for physical space changes and their 

locational preferences will change accordingly.  Individual preferences during the early stages of 

adulthood search out compact housing forms that are centrally located close to urban amenities; 

whereas families prefer more physical space (Bourne, 1981, p. 137).  The essential argument is 

that family households tend to migrate to the suburbs because they desire more space (both 

dwelling space and private outdoor space) in order to accommodate and raise children.  Families 

typically make the decision to locate to the suburbs because space is less expensive.  Such 

families, however, engage in a number of trade-offs substituting higher travel costs for lower 

costs for additional space (Lawton, Murphy, & Redmond, 2013, p. 2).  Family households also 
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place a greater importance on quality and being close to schools, family-based amenities, and 

safe and homogeneous neighbourhoods (Hur & Morrow-Jones, 2008, p. 631). 

 Karsten (2007) argues that middle class households in the urban core of Rotterdam make 

a deliberate and calculated choice to stay in the urban core (p. 93).  Although these families are 

committed to urban living, they are disapproving of the city as a place to raise children (Karsten, 

2007, p. 85).  This confirms reasons why families prefer suburbs to the urban core.  Karsten also 

acknowledges households with children in the urban core are atypical (Lawton et al, 2013). 

Research on residential preferences centres on the actual decisions made by households 

and do not necessarily reflect individual preferences (Lawton, et al., 2013).  Hunt (2010), and 

Pagliara, Preston, and Simmonds (2010), looked beyond action decisions and investigated 

residential preferences based on a series of hypothetical choices.  The results demonstrated that 

individuals prefer residential locations with a combination of shorter commuting time, lower 

transport costs, lower density and higher quality schools (Kim, Horner, & Marans, 2005, p. 

1633).   

Creative Class Theory in Canada 

 The bulk of work exploring creative class theory in Canada are limited to Canada’s three 

largest city regions (Gertler, et al, 2002).  Because these are regions with large populations, they 

have natural concentrations of creative workers and therefore the research has generally 

reinforced Florida’s approach (Petrov, 2007).  Second tier cities, such as Edmonton, Calgary, 

Winnipeg, and Ottawa do not necessarily have such natural concentrations nor do they have the 

same type of connections with other city regions.  The importance of creative class theory is not 

known insofar as how it can be adapted and applied to the unique circumstances of Canada’s 

second tier city regions (Petrov, 2007). Therefore, the lack of research into the creative class in 

these regions represents a gap in the literature.     
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Urban Hierarchy in Canada.  Aucoin (2006) notes that creative city strategies are 

heavily oriented in laissez fare ideology that appeals to individualism, something that is 

associated more with the United States than Canada (Phan, 2010, p. 19).  Canada’s social values 

place greater emphasis on land development regulation, public transportation, and orderly urban 

development (Fischler, 1998, p. 390).  Canada’s metropolitan regions have a different urban 

hierarchy than the United States.  Canada is geographically vast but sparsely populated with only 

six metropolitan regions with a population over one million (Partridge, Olfert, & Alasia, 2007, p. 

41).  As such, many Canadians live between metro regions in lower-tiered cities, resulting in 

more pronounced socio-geographic ties between rural and urban centres (Phan, 2010, p. 19).   

This is a significant distinction between Canadian and American city regions in the context of 

creative class theory.  Scott (2007) notes that creative city regions in the United States such as 

the San Francisco Bay area, Seattle/Tacoma, and New England, encompass a multitude of urban 

centres with strong urban to urban connections (Phan, 2010, p. 19).  Apart from Toronto, 

Montreal, and Vancouver, Canadian cities are mostly composed of a strong central city with few 

urban centres within their regions (Partridge, Olfert, & Alasia, 2007).  As such, this may have an 

effect on how creative class strategies are applied.     

Another factor that may be unique to Canada is lifestyle-based choices of middle class 

professionals to live near rich natural amenities in sparsely populated areas.  This includes 

natural landscapes such as mountains, lakes, old growth forests, etc.  Glorioso and Moss (2007) 

refer to this phenomenon as amenity migration (Phan, 2010, p. 21).  Ling and Dale (2011) also 

found that a relationship exists between unique natural amenities and creativity for the three case 

Canadian studies analyzed (p. 245).  This [natural] amenity migration may have more relevance 
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to a Canada as opposed to the United States because Canada has fewer large metropolitan 

regions, it is more sparsely populated, and it has stronger urban to rural connections.       

Class Share.  In ranking Canadian cities according to their creative index, Florida notes 

than roughly 30% of its workforce work in creative occupations (Florida, 2012b).  He notes that 

creatives cluster in Canada’s 20 most populous urban metropolitan areas.  Florida (2014) also 

notes that the three main socio-economic groups are increasingly divided within Canadian cities.   

The Martin Prosperity Institute (2016b) analyzed the residential locations of three socio-

economic groups (creative class, working class, and service class) within Toronto, Montreal, and 

Vancouver.  The report mapped the residential locations for each group, identifying where within 

each region the dominate group live.  The study found that in each case, each socioeconomic 

group clusters together.  The creative class cluster in urban areas, near natural amenities, around 

universities, and close to transit centres (p.3).  They also found that clusters of the creative class 

in Canadian city regions are less concentrated than city regions in the United States (p.3).  Ten to 

15% of the census tracts in Canadian metros have a creative class share of 50% or more, (Martin 

Prosperity Institute, 2016b, p. 3).  While the results show lower concentrations of creative 

workers that American metros, given the overall share of creative workers in the regions, it does 

demonstrate a significant divide among the three groups.  Census data also confirms similar 

results in Calgary, Winnipeg, and Ottawa (Statistics Canada, 2013e; 2013f; 2013g).   
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Chapter Three: Research Methods 

To answer the research questions proposed to address the notion that creative class theory 

has a more comprehensive applicability within a region with a robust industrial economy, I 

utilize a case study of the Edmonton Census Metropolitan Area (CMA).  The research applied 

both quantitative and qualitative approaches when gathering data related to Edmonton’s creative 

workers.  This includes an analysis of municipal demographic and economic data, census data 

from the 2011 Canadian census and data from a broadly distributed survey.  The survey, which 

targeted creative workers, asks questions related to individual preferences and social 

characteristics.  Since this thesis is a study that requires data from tangible regulatory 

frameworks around land use and more nuanced social information, Madsen and Adriansen 

(2004) suggest applying multiple and broad methods in order to capture trends over a larger 

population.  The methods used in this study provide for a more well-rounded analysis. 

First, to address the question, “where in Edmonton do creative workers live” requires 

distinguishing creative workers based on their occupational categories and being consistent with 

creative class theory.  I examined census data within the case study area to establish the spatial 

distribution of creative workers.  I focused on three approaches: proportion of creative workers, 

population of creative workers, and share of three socioeconomic classes (service, working, and 

creative).  These three approaches were analyzed at different hierarchal levels: the census tract 

(CT) level, geographic typology level (as discussed later), and at a regional level.  Demographic 

data, a windshield survey, and an examination of the area’s built form characteristics established 

whether certain neighbourhoods are consistent with creative class theory.   

Second, in determining the urban form preferences of Edmonton’s creative workers, I 

analyzed the results of a broadly distributed survey targeting creative workers.  This section 

explains the data collection process and reasoning for the methods chosen to approach the 
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research questions.  In the next section, I outline and elaborate on the relevance of Edmonton as 

a case study.  Following that, I identify the five distinct geographic typologies within the 

Edmonton case study and explain the methods in detail. 

Edmonton Case Study 

A case study of the Edmonton region represents an appropriate place to test the utility 

and validity of the creative class theory for a region with a robust industrial workforce.  If the 

tenets of creative class theory are applicable, the geography and social context of Edmonton’s 

creative class should reflect it.  When viewed in the light of its geographic location, proximity to 

natural resources, society, and its local economy, Edmonton provides an interesting case study to 

challenge the creative class theory.   

Edmonton is flat and surrounded by open, easy to develop land.  Urban development in 

Edmonton has historically radiated outward as opposed to linearly and therefore the 

transportation network allows for relatively short commute times.  Edmonton is North America’s 

northernmost metropolitan area with a population over one million.  Figure 2 is a map of the 

study area and Table 1 lists the cities, towns, and counties within the study area.  Appendix B 

provides the full list of municipalities within the study area. 
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Figure 2. Edmonton Census Metropolitan Area. Produced by Parkland County and used with 

permission. 
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Table 1  

Edmonton CMA Census Subdivisions and Population 

Census Subdivision Name Type Population 

2011 2006 Change % 

Edmonton City 812,201 730,372 11.2 

Strathcona County Specialized Municipality 92,410 82,511 12.0 

St. Albert City 61,466 57,764 6.4 

Parkland County Municipal District 30,568 29,220 4.6 

Spruce Grove City 26,171 19,541 33.9 

Leduc City 24,279 16,967 43.1 

Sturgeon County Municipal District 19,579 18,566 5.5 

Fort Saskatchewan City 19,051 14,957 27.4 

Stony Plain Town 15,051 12,363 21.7 

Leduc County Municipal District 13,541 13,135 3.1 

Beaumont Town 13,284 8,961 48.2 

Morinville Town 8,569 6,775 26.5 

Devon Town 6,510 6,261 4.0 

Gibbons Town 3,030 2,642 14.7 

Calmar Town 1,970 1,959 0.6 

Redwater Town 1,915 2,202 -13.0 

Bon Accord Town 1,488 1,534 -3.0 

Legal Town 1,225 1,192 2.8 

Bruderheim Town 1,155 1,215 -4.9 

Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada, Census of Population, 2012a. 

Geographic Typologies 

I categorized census tracts (CT) into five categories based on the predominant built form 

typology.  There categories are urban core, mature, established, suburban, and rural (see Figure 

3).  The City of Edmonton uses these same labels to categorize neighbourhoods; however, I 

categorized CTs based on urban/built form characteristics as opposed to period of development.  

Each of the five categories have built forms that characteristically differ from one another.  

These characteristics include dominate building types, building orientation, building siting, street 

pattern, and vegetation.  The City of Edmonton labels neighbourhoods according to period of 

development (City of Edmonton, 2015).  A vehicle-orientated neighbourhood developed in the 
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1970’s may have the exact same characteristics as a new neighbourhood under development; 

however, the City of Edmonton labels the older neighbourhood as established and the new 

neighbourhood as suburban.  For the purposes of this study, I labeled both as suburban.  It is 

worth noting that the City of Edmonton applies these categories to neighbourhoods; whereas I 

am applying the categories to census tracts.   

 

Figure 3. Geographic Typology Categories. Google Maps (2016a) Edmonton Alberta. Retrieved 

from 

https://www.google.com/fusiontables/DataSource?docid=1bTXzLHPmwltLeJcMT1KAFu7BLui

0dF3yk_6rrRBx#map:id=3   
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Edmonton’s urban core has the city’s oldest neighbourhoods that include the downtown, 

Old Strathcona (which was an incorporated City before amalgamating with Edmonton in 1912), 

the University of Alberta, and a handful of other neighbourhoods.  Neighbourhoods in the urban 

core are medium to high density and generally mixed use (See figure 4).   

 

Figure 4. Oliver neighbourhood within the urban core (Source: C. Thomas, 2016) 

Mature neighbourhoods surrounding the urban core developed until approximately 1958.  

These mature neighbourhoods accommodated housing booms following the First and Second 

World Wars and the discovery of oil within the Leduc oil fields.  While these are predominately 

low to medium-density neighbourhoods, they are character neighbourhoods because of their tree-

lined streets, architectural diversity, rear-detached garages, grid pattern local streets, and close 

proximity to river valley parks and urban amenities (See figure 5).   
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Figure 5. Westmount Neighbourhood within the mature category (Source: C. Thomas, 2016) 

Encircling the mature neighbourhoods are established neighbourhoods developed during 

the 1960’s.  At this time, neighbourhoods moved away from the grid or modified grid-pattern 

roadway.  They have larger lots and have predominately rear detached garages (See figure 6).   
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Figure 6. Ottewell Neighbourhood within the established category (Source: C. Thomas, 2016) 

Radiating out from the established neighbourhoods are the suburban areas (Figure 7).  

These neighbourhoods are single use and predominately vehicle-orientated due to the 

hierarchical roadway pattern and presence of front attached garages and nodes of commercial 

services along major arterial roadways.    
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Figure 7. Street within the suburban category (Source: C. Thomas, 2016) 

The rural category consists of areas not consumed by urban development.  Within the 

Edmonton CMA, this area is vast and, despite its rural label, somewhat diverse in terms of land 

use.  Rural CTs are predominately within the counties and areas within the City of Edmonton 

just beyond the developed suburbs.  The land use consists of agricultural farmland, small hobby 

farms, acreage lots, environmentally significant areas, industrial parks, and major industrial 

processing plants (See figure 8).   
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Figure 8. Country residential subdivision within the rural category (Source: C. Thomas, 2016) 

Locating Edmonton’s Creative Class 

To establish where the creative class are located in Edmonton, I used occupation data at 

the census tract (CT) level from the 2011 census.  This allowed me to identify where within 

specific geographic units the creative class are choosing to live within the Edmonton region.  A 

CT is an area that is small, typically the size of a neighbourhood, and relatively stable with 

populations typically between 2,500 and 8,000.  CMAs and in census clusters with a core 

population of at least 50,000 use CTs (Statistics Canada, 2012a).  The Edmonton CMA consists 

of 250 CTs, 237 of which provide data on occupational classification.  The 13 that do not 

provide data are areas that have either no population, such as an industrial neighbourhood, or an 

insignificant population.  In addition, data within Indian Reserves are not provided.   

Limitations.  The National Occupational Classification (NOC) arranges occupations 

based on a four-tiered hierarchical structure with successive levels of disaggregation.  The first 
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level is a broad category designated by a single digit; the second level is more detailed and 

designated by second digit; the third level by a third digit; and the most specific level is 

designated by a fourth digit.  For example, management occupations are in the single digit 

category; whereas, senior managers in education place in the fourth digit category.  There was 

some concern with using the 2011 census data instead of the 2006 census data because the 2011 

data provided only the single digit occupational data at the CT level.  This is because between 

2006 and 2011, Statistics Canada replaced the mandatory long form questionnaire with the 

National Household Survey (NHS) (Statistics Canada, 2016).      

  To overcome this challenge, I established the proportion of creative workers within each 

occupational category based on the National Occupational Classification (NOC) for the 

Edmonton CMA.  At the CMA level, the 2011 NHS provided the number of workers employed 

in each occupation at the four-digit level.  Once I established the proportion of creative workers 

within each occupational category, I applied that proportion to each CT.  For example, in the 

CMA, 60.9% of all management occupations are creative workers.  That level of detail is not 

provided at the census tract level for the 2011 census, but it does provide the number for all 

management positions.  Therefore, if the number of management positions within a census tract 

is 100, I multiplied that number by 0.609 to establish that 61 creative workers are employed in 

creative occupations within all management occupations for that census tract.  While there may 

be slight variations between CTs, the difference is minor and for the purposes of mapping and 

analyzing the data, the variance does not compromise the generality of the maps or data.  I was 

able to verify this by testing the 2006 data in relation to the proportion of creative workers in 

each occupational category at the CMA level against proportions in selected census tracts.  Table 

2 shows the number of occupations, the number of creative occupations, and the proportion of 
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creative workers within each occupational category.  It is worth noting that the proportion of 

workers is based on actual number of workers employed in creative occupations in relation to all 

workers within the category.  Table 2 does not show occupational categories with no creative 

occupations. 

Interestingly, 100% of occupations in art, culture, recreation, and sport fall within 

creative occupations.  Therefore, a creative worker includes occupations such as a lifeguard 

whereas it may be more appropriately categorized as a service worker.  Creative class theory 

does not single out occupations if there are occupations branching out from the fourth level.  I 

can only assume that because the majority of occupations within this detailed category are 

considered creative, the four-digit category is painted with the same brush.  For example, “5254 

– Program leaders and instructors in recreation and sport” is identified as a creative occupation.  

Yet, lifeguard, camp councillor, and day camp leader fall within this category.  These specific 

occupations may be more appropriately categorized as service workers rather than creative 

workers.  Again, for the purposes of mapping and analysing the data, the difference will not 

compromise the generality of the maps or data.   

Table 2  

Proportion of Creative Occupations within Occupational Categories  

Occupational Category n n1 Ptn. of Creative Workers 

Management Occupations 47 26 60.9% 

Business, Finance, and Admin. Occupations 37 6 11.3% 

Natural and Applied Sciences 42 42 100% 

Health Occupations 36 28 76.5% 

Education, Law and Social, Community and Gov’t Service  38 21 55.9% 

Arts, Culture, Recreation and Sport Occupations 33 33 100% 

n = number of all occupations   

n1 = number of creative occupations 

Source: Statistics Canada, 2013; National Occupational Classification, 2011 
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Class Share.  To understand the relationship between the three socioeconomic classes 

(creative, working, and service) and spatial geography, I mapped the residential locations of CTs 

with the greatest share of the respective class.  I was able to manipulate occupational data from 

the 2011 census to establish the population of each class within the CT.  The population of all 

workers was divided by the population of the respective class to establish its share.  I coded each 

CT according to the occupational class with the greatest share of workers.  CTs with the greatest 

share of creative workers are shaded purple, the blue CTs are predominately working class, and 

the red are predominately service workers.  Due to the limitations as noted in the previous 

section, the sum of the share of the three classes is slightly less than 100%.    

Location Quotient.  A location quotient (LQ) method (Hustedde, 1984) established the 

spatial distribution of Edmonton’s creative class.  This method identified where creative workers 

are over-represented and under-represented as compared to the total labour force of each CT 

(Phan, 2010).  The rationale for using this method is to ascertain the types of urban form in 

which Edmonton’s creative class are locating and compare this to the types of urban form 

propagated in creative class theory.   

LQ is a method of quantifying how concentrated a particular occupation or demographic 

group at the local level compares to the rest of the nation. It can differentiate a particular region 

or local area from that of the national average.  It is particularly useful in demographic studies 

because it is able to reveal what makes local demographics distinct in relation to a larger 

geographic area.  For the purposes of this study, the LQ establishes two separate results.  The 

first identifies CTs with the greatest concentration or proportion of creative workers, and the 

second result identifies CTs with the highest population of creative workers.   
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Concerning the first result, the location quotient method establishes the relative 

concentration of creative workers within the total labour force for each CT. Therefore, the 

proportion of creative workers in one CT is relative to other CTs within the rest of the Edmonton 

CMA.  LQ is determined by dividing the sum of creative workers in the CT by the total labour 

force in the CT and dividing that number by the total number of creative workers within the 

CMA divided by the total labour force in CMA. 

Location Quotient (LQ) =  (Σ of creative workers in CT/Total labour force in CT) 

(Σ of creative workers in CMA/Total labour force in CMA) 

A LQ greater than 1 indicates the CT has a higher than average concentration of the 

creative class within the region, and a location quotient less than 1 indicates the CT has a lower 

concentration of the creative class.   

Concerning the second result, the location quotient method establishes the population of 

creative workers within each CT relative to other CTs within the rest of the CMA.  In this case, 

the location quotient is determined by dividing the sum of creative workers within the CT by the 

average number of creative workers in each CT. 

 LQ =   (Σ of creative workers in CT) 

(Average number of creative workers for all CTs) 

This method is beneficial because it helps to dissect some of the differences between 

suburban and non-suburban CTs.  Observing only the proportion of creative workers within CTs 

does not necessarily explain where the creative class are concentrated.  For example, suburban 

neighbourhoods tend to be much more standardized or “homogeneous” than non-suburban 

neighbourhoods in terms of demographics as well as design, character, and appearance.  

Therefore, it may appear that non-suburban neighbourhoods, especially those with greater 

diversity of workers, have disproportionately fewer creative workers than the suburban 
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neighbourhoods.  This is important since the creative class literature suggests that creative 

workers gravitate towards urban areas with a diverse population.   

The difficulty with a population-based LQ is that some of the rural CT boundaries have 

not adjusted from 2006 to reflect encroaching suburban development.  Therefore, these CTs have 

disproportionately high populations as compared with other CTs.  For example, CT 8350104.23 

in southeast Edmonton was predominately rural during the 2006 census; whereas its population 

in 2011 was 18,054.  According to Statistics Canada (2012a), a CT is an area that is small and 

relatively stable with a population usually between 2,500 and 8,000 persons.     

 Demographic Analysis.  A demographic analysis is used to scrutinize the statistical data 

of CTs with the highest proportion of creative workers.   Demographics included age, income, 

dwelling type, dwelling size, and dwelling value.  Since the purpose of the research is to 

determine if a city like Edmonton has a different applicability of creative class theory, it was 

important to look at the make-up of neighbourhoods with a high presence of creative workers.  

Demographic information can provide insight as to the degree in which creatives are basing their 

decisions on life cycle or on what expected as suggested in creative class literature.   

 Windshield Survey.  For the CTs that had the highest LQ within its respective category 

(with the exception of rural), I undertook a windshield survey and incorporated photographs 

(Rooney, Ryan, Bloniarz, & Kane, 2005).  I performed the windshield survey on the following 

dates: 

 Friday April 29, and Friday June 10, 2016: University, Garneau, and Windsor Park 

neighbourhoods. 

 Friday April 29, 2016, and Saturday June 11, 2016: Belgravia, Grandview Heights, and 

Greenfield neighbourhoods. 

 Friday May 13, and Saturday June 11, 2016: Ogilvie Ridge and Hodgson 

neighbourhoods. 
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I performed the windshield surveys on Friday afternoons for all four categories on days 

when the weather was pleasant.  With the exception of the urban category, I did a second survey 

on Saturday afternoons.  The reason I included Saturday was that I observed very few people 

within the established and suburban examples on Friday afternoons.  The purpose of the 

windshield survey and photographs was to analyze certain characteristics and illustrate the urban 

form within those CTs with the highest proportion of creative workers within each category.  

This type of qualitative analysis helps give perspective that goes beyond quantitative data such as 

census and demographic data.  It captures the unique design, character, appearance, and flavour 

of the area as well as a glimpse into the lifestyle of those who reside in the area.  I observed and 

documented what people were doing, the number of people present within the community, and 

the pace in which they were moving.  The photographs illustrate the variety of built form and 

patterns that exist within the four CTs that I analyzed. 

Survey Questionnaire 

The objective of using a survey is to study a general trend among the creative class’s 

choices, opinions, experiences, and behaviour regarding their urban preferences.  Surveys are 

beneficial in finding pieces of information from a wider selection of people in order to make a 

general claim as opposed to interviews, which are useful to learn detailed information from few 

specific people (Driscoll, 2011).  In this case, the information required is relatively specific and 

pertains to a wide audience, and therefore a survey is more beneficial and appropriate.  Appendix 

H provides the full survey results. 

The survey asked participants questions related to their current situation and specific 

preferences based on the type of lifestyle they desire or prefer.  These preference-based questions 

related to residential housing and other built forms, urban amenities, activities, and mode of 

transportation.  The survey also asked questions concerning whether participants have strong or 
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weak ties to the community in which they live.  The majority of the questions utilized a scale 

asking participants to assign level of importance ranging from least important to most important 

based on a five or ten point Likert scale.  Six questions were multiple choice, and demographic 

questions required participants to write their answer, such as their neighbourhood name.  Thirty-

three questions specific to urban form preferences asked participants to assign importance to 

specific factors related to urban form preferences and choices.  These included questions 

pertaining to urban amenities purported under the rubric of creative class theory as well as a 

picture survey illustrating residential typologies.  Fourteen questions specific to social 

characteristics asked participants to assign importance to factors related to perceived tolerance, 

and social and creative capital.  This included questions related to the manner in which 

participants associate with others within their social network, questions related to current 

lifestyle behaviours, and perceived tolerance within their neighbourhood.  Seven questions asked 

questions related to both urban preferences and social characteristics.  The 75 survey questions in 

total were broken in the following categories: 

 Part 1: Location – Identifying where respondents live within the region and the type of 

housing in which they reside; 

 Part 2a: Current Lifestyle – Identifying certain social characteristics based on their 

current lifestyle; 

 Part 2b: Desired Lifestyle – Identifying certain social characteristics based on the type of 

lifestyle they desire; 

 Part 3: Urban Amenities – Identifying the level of importance of specific urban 

amenities; 

 Part 4: Urban Form Preferences (Housing) – Identifying ideal urban form typologies 

based on respondent’s social characteristics.  Survey asked to rate photographs of 

housing types with a description of the built form and its environment.  Survey also asked 

what is preventing the respondent from attaining the type of housing form that 

corresponds with their social characteristics and built form preferences; 

 Part 5: Social Characteristics – Identifying the nature of respondents social interaction;  

 Part 6: Tolerance – Identifying how respondents perceive tolerance in their 

neighbourhood; 
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 Part 7: Demographics – Identifying demographic information about respondents such as 

age, occupation, gender, education attainment, number of children, and place of birth. 

 

Survey Sample.  The survey’s target audience was Edmonton’s creative workers.  I 

distributed the survey through a number of sources where the primary membership, client, 

audience, or users are creative workers.  Table 3 below provides a summary of the sources in 

which the survey was distributed.   

Given the nature of the study, the goal was to select a sample that is as follows: 

 Broad enough to best represent the creative class (population);   

 Large enough to capture the necessary elements of the defined population; and 

 Small enough to be manageable. 

 

A significant portion of the membership of the sources identified in Table 3 are engaged 

in creative pursuits.  While this cohort resembles creative workers identified in the literature, it 

did not necessarily represent Edmonton’s creative class as a whole.  There are approximately 

192,000 creative workers in Edmonton.  My distribution targeted an audience of about 2,905 

(Post Media was a general advertisement in electronic media and did not target creative workers.  

During the week the advertisement ran, the survey received three responses).  The target 

audience captured approximately 1.5% of Edmonton creative workers.   
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Table 3  

Survey Distribution 

Source Function Audience Distribution 

Start-up Edmonton Business Incubator 325 Email 

Edmonton Economic 

Development 

Promote economic development  1000+ Social Media 

Make Something Edmonton Brings creative people together. 350 Email 

MADE – Media, Architecture, 

Design, Edmonton 

Discussion forum 100 Social Media 

IDEA  Research, advocacy, and support for infill 

development 

50 Email 

The Edmonton Arts Council Supports and promotes the arts. 300 Social Media 

Capital Ideas Forum for creative people 500 Social Media 

Avenue Magazine  Listing of successful Edmontonians under 40. 280 Email 

Postmedia Traditional online media 87,333  Online media 
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Chapter Four: Exploring Edmonton’s Creative Class 

Edmonton CMA 

Statistics Canada (2015) estimated Edmonton’s population in 2014 at 1,328,000, a 

difference of more than 293,000 over a period of eight years.  The growth rate between 2013 and 

2014 was three times the national growth rate at 3.3% (Statistics Canada, 2015).  Edmonton is 

one of the youngest jurisdictions in Canada with a median age of 36.8 versus the national 

average of 39.5.  Just over thirty percent (30.6%) of the population aged 25–64 have a university 

degree, 2.3% higher than the national average and 3.6% higher than the provincial average 

(Federation of Canadian Municipalities, 2013). 

 Local Economy and Socioeconomic Class Structure.  The petro-chemical sector in 

Alberta drives much of Edmonton’s local economy (City of Edmonton, 2015).  Major 

employment sectors within the region are manufacturing, retail, health care, construction, 

government, and education (Statistics Canada, 2009).  Edmonton has clear strengths in providing 

services to the petro-chemical industry.  This includes oil and gas extraction and related services, 

construction, and scientific and technical services such as geology, geophysics and engineering 

(City of Edmonton, 2015).  

Two sub-sectors in the petro-chemical industry drive the resource-related economy in 

Edmonton.  Both are labour intensive and require significant logistics, engineering, and project 

management.  The first is the construction of major oil sands expansion projects.  Calgary is 

where decisions and deals for multi-billion dollar projects occur while the majority of the 

industrial work to carry out these projects takes place in Edmonton.  The second is the operating, 

servicing, and supply of existing production and operation (City of Edmonton, 2015).  This sub-

sector is more important to the local economy because it provides stability and resilience (City of 
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Edmonton, 2015) whereas capital projects associated with oil sands expansions have greater 

disruptions due to short-term labour demands and increased costs (Alberta Finance and 

Enterprise, 2009).   

The production of oil sands extraction and processing is high cost.  Bitumen saturated 

sand is mined, transported, separated and turned into a range of usable products.  This process is 

very abrasive on the machinery used to extract, transport, and process (Findlay, 2016, p. 64).  

Manufacturing, assembly, and servicing of machinery occurs in Edmonton (Petroleum Human 

Resource Council, 2014).  While capital projects maybe put on hold during times of economic 

recession and/or low oil prices, the production of oil will continue (EY, 2015).  Since 2009 the 

operation, maintenance, and servicing of the oil sands exceeded the expenditures related to new 

projects (Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters, 2013).     

While much of the creative class theory assumes the loss of industrial workers to 

countries where labour in much cheaper, Edmonton’s industrial-specific sectors have not been 

affected by globalization (Conference Board of Canada, 2015).  Unlike other industrial-based 

sectors, specifically manufacturing, the petrochemical sector operates more on where natural 

resources are located as opposed to cheap labour (Mitchell, Marcel, & Mitchell, 2012).  

Edmonton has the second highest share of people employed in working class occupations among 

Canada’s 20 most populous CMAs (See Table 5).  Despite a slight drop in the share of working 

class between 2006 and 2011, the region saw a steady increase in working class jobs over the 

same period, and Edmonton had the second highest population growth among all CMAs in 

Canada (behind Calgary).   

Edmonton’s high share of working class does not come at the expense of its share of 

creative workers.  In his book, Florida (2002, 2012a) suggests the loss of working class jobs will 
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be replaced either by jobs in the service sector or by creative workers.  Although Edmonton 

maintains a steady working class share, the balance between working, service, and creative 

workers remains in check.  Table 4 shows that Edmonton ranks ninth among all Canadian CMAs 

based on creative index.  According to the Martin Prosperity Institute, creative workers account 

for 29.9% of Edmonton’s workers and ninth as the most creative city among Canadian CMA’s 

based on talent, technology, and tolerance.  Appendix C are the findings from the Martin 

Prosperity evaluation.      

Table 4  

Ranking of CMA’s by Creative Class Index  

      CMA Rank Creative Index Population Rank 
Ottawa 1 87 4 

Vancouver 2 83 3 

Victoria 2 83 15 

Montreal 4 82 2 

Quebec City 5 81 7 

Calgary 6 80 5 

Halifax 7 79 13 

Toronto 7 79 1 

London 9 68 11 

Edmonton 9 68 6 

Kitchener 9 68 10 

Regina 12 67 18 

Kingston 12 67 25 

Sherbrook 14 66 19 

Guelph 14 66 28 

Hamilton 16 64 9 

St. John’s 17 62 20 

Saskatoon 18 61 17 

Winnipeg 19 59 8 

Peterborough 20 58 33 

Source: Florida, 2012b. Reproduced with permission 
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Table 5  

Share of Working Class among Canadian CMAs  

CMA 2011 2006 Difference 
Windsor 26.2 32.2 -6.0 

Edmonton 24.9 26.0 -1.1 

Kitchener-Waterloo 24.8 30.5 -5.7 

Oshawa 23.5 28.6 -5.1 

Saskatoon 23.4 26.0 -2.6 

London 22.9 26.4 -3.5 

St. Catharines 22.9 27.9 -5.0 

Regina 22.8 21.4 +1.4 

Hamilton 22.4 26.8 -4.4 

Winnipeg 21.2 22.6 -1.4 

Calgary 20.7 22.4 -1.7 

St. John’s 19.2 18.5 +0.7 

Toronto 19.1 21.3 -2.2 

Vancouver 18.9 20.1 -1.2 

Montreal 18.8 20.9 -2.1 

Quebec 18 18.8 -0.8 

Halifax 17.3 17.2 +0.1 

Ottawa 13 14.1 -1.1 

Sherbrooke 10.2 26.6 -16.4 

Victoria 7 16.0 -9.0 

Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada, Census of Population, 2012a.   

 

Although Edmonton has a modest share of creative workers, many of these work in 

Edmonton’s industrial-based knowledge cluster.  Table 6 shows creative occupations with the 

greatest proportional difference between Edmonton and the whole of Canada based on the 

number of workers per 1000 people.  All of the occupations in Table 6 are positions that provide 

a very pragmatic purpose.  Conversely, Edmonton has fewer people working in arts and culture 

as compared to Canada as a whole (Statistics Canada, 2011).  This suggests that creative workers 

in Edmonton correspond to its industrial based knowledge cluster.    
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Table 6  

Differential between creative workers in Edmonton compared to Canada per 1000 creative 

workers  

Code Occupation Edmonton  Canada Difference 
2263 Inspectors in Public and Environmental Health 3.51 1.73 1.78 

2131 Civil Engineers 4.48 3.03 1.44 

2261 Non-destructive testers and inspection technicians 1.60 0.39 1.22 

2231 Civil Engineering technicians and technologists 2.18 1.21 0.97 

2253 Drafting technologists and technicians 2.83 1.89 0.93 

2243 Industrial instrument technicians and mechanics 1.42 0.49 0.92 

2234 Construction estimators 1.83 0.99 0.85 

0112 Human resource managers 3.88 3.06 0.82 

0121 Insurance, real estate, & financial brokerage managers 3.73 2.93 0.80 

2145 Petroleum Engineers 1.34 0.56 0.78 

2132 Mechanical Engineers 3.54 2.84 0.70 

3212 Medical laboratory technicians & pathologists’ asst’s 2.06 1.41 0.65 

3131 Pharmacists 2.49 1.94 0.55 

2171 Information systems analysts and consultants 9.38 8.85 0.54 

1111 Financial auditors and accountants 12.77 12.26 0.51 

2154 Land surveyors 0.97 0.52 .045 

2211 Chemical technologists and technicians 2.01 1.58 0.43 

3215 Medical radiation technologists 1.58 1.18 0.40 

1121 Human resources professionals 4.00 3.62 0.38 

2264 Construction inspectors 1.20 0.82 0.38 

     

Source: Statistics Canada 2011 National Household Survey, Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 99-

012-X2011033 

 

Regional Geography.  There is a distinct urban and regional hierarchy within the 

Edmonton CMA.  It is composed of 35 census subdivisions (see Appendix B).  The City of 

Edmonton is the largest municipality within the CMA and accounts for 70% of the population 

within the CMA.   Immediately adjacent to the City of Edmonton are the City of St. Albert and 

the urban service area of Sherwood Park.  The communities of Edmonton, St. Albert, and 

Sherwood Park make up the region’s largest urban centres and form a geographic urban cluster.  

These three communities have strong physical and economic connections.  Fifty eight percent of 

St. Albert residents (Chouinard, 2014) and 44.7% of Strathcona County residents (Strathcona 

County, 2014) over the age of 15 work in the City of Edmonton.  The Edmonton CMA has one 
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of the highest proportions of workers employed outside of the region’s central city at 22.8% 

(Statistics Canada, 2008).   

The CMA consists of 5 cities, 10 towns, 1 specialized municipality, 3 municipal districts, 

4 villages, 8 summer villages, and 4 Indian Reserves.  Statistical data was not available for the 

four Indian reserves and therefore were not included in the results.  The CMA’s population 

increased by 12.1% between 2006 and 2011, the second highest among all Canadian CMAs.  

Municipalities with the greatest increases were the smaller cities and larger towns (excluding 

villages, summer villages and Indian Reserves).  These include Beaumont (48.2%), Leduc 

(43.1%), Spruce Grove (33.9%), Fort Saskatchewan (27.4%), and Stony Plain (21.7%).  These 

municipalities have a predominately working class population.  Table 2 provides a list of 

municipalities within the Edmonton region with the exception of villages, summer villages, and 

Indian Reserves (Appendix B provides the full list of municipalities). 

The City of Edmonton is the key central city in the region.  Services it provides are those 

expected of a large urban city such as major post-secondary education, recreation, entertainment, 

culture, and shopping.  The City has a strong central business district with many financial, 

government, engineering, and insurance tenants.  The City has four primary industrial nodes 

consisting mainly of warehousing and business industrial.   

 The Alberta Industrial Heartland and Strathcona Industrial Park are the region’s two 

major heavy industrial nodes.  These areas accommodate petro-chemical processing, refining, 

and upgrading.  The Alberta Industrial Heartland is located northeast of the City of Edmonton 

and encompasses portions of three municipalities: City of Fort Saskatchewan, Strathcona 

County, and Sturgeon County.  Acheson and Nisku are two large industrial districts within 

Parkland County and Leduc County respectively.  These districts primarily provide services to 
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the petro-chemical processing, refining, and upgrading plants within the region and northern 

Alberta.   

 There are three main arts and culture nodes in the Edmonton region.  Eight live theatre 

venues cluster within a few blocks in Old Strathcona, eleven live music venues cluster in the 

downtown, and eleven art galleries cluster along or near 124th Street between Jasper Avenue and 

Stony Plain Road.  Old Strathcona hosts the annual Fringe Theatre festival and the downtown 

hosts a number of music and arts events.   

Development Patterns and Policies.  Building permit statistics monitor residential 

development.  In 2014, 36% of new residential units were single detached, 32% were semi-

detached, duplex, secondary suites, or row houses, and 32% were apartment units (City of 

Edmonton, 2015).  Eight percent of new infill housing units were in the urban core, the vast 

majority of which were apartment units.  Six percent of new residential units were in mature 

neighbourhoods; three percent were within established neighbourhoods, and 83% of new housing 

units were within developing neighbourhoods.  Although suburban neighbourhoods continue to 

accommodate vast majority of growth, the type of growth is changing.  Regional policies require 

new neighbourhoods to meet a density target resulting in new neighbourhoods with higher 

densities.  The trend is that suburban areas are accommodating a smaller share of new growth.  

According to the 2006 census, 98.1 % of new housing units were outside the urban core and 95% 

occurred within new suburban neighbourhoods (Cox, 2012).   

 Within the region, the City of Edmonton has been the most aggressive in creating policy 

regarding urban design, redevelopment, and infill development.  St. Albert developed innovative 

policy related to form-based codes and smart growth; however, the City Council of the day 

decided against the plan.  The City of Edmonton’s ten-year strategic plan, The Way Ahead, 
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provides direction for the city’s municipal development plan, The Way We Grow.  This plan aims 

to preserve and sustain Edmonton’s environment, improve livability, transform urban form, shift 

transportation modes, and diversify the economy (City of Edmonton, 2010).  Major policies 

within the plan include integrating high-density development with LRT stations; targeting a 

minimum of 25% of new housing units to be located in the urban core and mature 

neighbourhoods; developing the former City Centre Airport lands into a sustainable mixed-use 

community; and embracing high quality urban design throughout Edmonton.   

Since the adoption of the Way We Grow, the City of Edmonton has initiated a number of 

major projects.  The most notable are the following: 

 Stadium Station Area Redevelopment Plan: Transit-orientated development near 

the Stadium LRT on lands currently used as industrial.  The plan is for a compact, 

mixed-use, sustainable and high density community; 

 

 Blatchford: Mixed-use, transit-orientated development intended to add 11,000 

housing units within the former City Centre Airport site.  The site is adjacent to 

the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology and about two kilometers north of 

downtown.  It is intended to utilize 100% renewable energy; 

 

 Edmonton Arena District: Sports and entertainment district located within the 

downtown core.  The district’s center piece is the arena; however, the plan is to 

accommodate up to 1,000 housing units, office, and retail within the 10-acre site; 

 

 The Quarters: Located on the eastern edge of downtown, is in close proximity to 

river valley parks, entertainment, and arts and culture.  It is intended to be a 

diverse and inclusive community; 

 

 West Rossdale: The redevelopment concept envisions an urban village and 

development that transitions from higher density to low density near the river’s 

edge; 

 

 Evolving Infill:  An initiative to advance residential infill within Edmonton’s 

mature and established neighbourhoods.  The initiative aims to improve 

communication, facilitate process, and support redevelopment projects;  

 

 Annexation: The City of Edmonton has applied to annex 12,050 hectares into 

Leduc County to the south.  The City is justifying its application based on, among 

other things, past development trends and strong low-density growth since 2006.    
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Location of Edmonton’s Creative Class 

 I applied three methods to examine the location of Edmonton’s creative workers.  First, I 

mapped the geography of the creative, working, and service classes based on their proportionate 

share within each CT, using statistical data to establish which of the three classes has the greatest 

share of workers within the CT.  Next, I used the location quotient (LQ) method to achieve two 

separate results.  For the first result, I used the location quotient method to map CTs with a LQ 

greater than 1.4 and 1.5 respectively based on the proportion of creative workers.  Doing so 

identified the spatial distribution of geographical areas with higher than average concentrations 

of creative workers relative to non-creative workers.  I then sorted the 20 CTs with the highest 

LQ into their respective category - suburban, urban, mature, and established.  For each category, 

I compiled demographic and statistical data.  This was effective in analyzing general 

demographic and statistical data to detect differences among the four categories. However, it did 

not consider qualitative physiognomies such as urban form dynamics; therefore, I also examined 

the CT with the highest location quotient in the suburban, urban, and mature categories in order 

to investigate specific neighbourhood qualities such as amenities, housing style, land use, 

proximity, and transportation.   

Next, I used the location quotient method to map CTs with a value of 1.3 and higher 

based on highest population of creative workers.  For this analysis, I was not able to go into the 

same level of detail because of the disproportionately high overall population in some CTs, 

particularly large rural CTs with encroaching suburban development.  However, this method 

offered a layer of scrutiny to specific CTs that exhibited high proportions of creative workers.     

Class Share.  According to the Martin Prosperity Institute (2012), the share of creative 

workers in Edmonton is 29.9%; my findings show the share to be 29.5%.  The share of working 

class is 24.9%, and service workers is 45.5%.  Figure 9 shows the geography of occupational 
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classes within the region and Figure 10 focuses on the urban cluster.  CT’s with a greater share 

of creative workers are shaded purple; blue areas are working class; and red are predominately 

service workers.  There are a total of 52 CTs with a greater proportion of creative workers; 19 

CTs with a greater proportion of working class; and 166 with a greater proportion of service 

workers.  Appendix D provides the share within each census tract. 

 

Figure 9. Census tracts with predominate class at the regional level. Google Maps (2016b) 

Edmonton Alberta. Retrieved from 

https://www.google.com/fusiontables/DataSource?docid=13rWxYN8dh-esQVRGO16H3pk 

Wk0RG4cCVmiu445b-&pli=1#map:id=3 
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Figure 10. Census tracts with predominate class within the urban cluster. Google Maps (2016b) 

Edmonton Alberta. Retrieved from 

https://www.google.com/fusiontables/DataSource?docid=1bTXzLHPmwltLeJcMT1KAFu7BLui

0dF3yk_6rrRBx#map:id=3 
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The creative class CTs stretch primarily southwest along the North Saskatchewan River 

from the urban core and University of Alberta.  The service class CTs are mostly in the 

established and suburban areas of the northeast, northwest, and southeast quadrants of the City of 

Edmonton.  CTs with the greatest share of working class are predominately outside of the City of 

Edmonton.  In terms of municipalities, St. Albert has the greatest share of creative workers at 

33.9% followed by Edmonton at 30.1%.  Rural municipalities, Fort Saskatchewan, Stony Plain, 

Spruce Grove, and Leduc, have a lower share of creative workers and a higher share of both 

working and service class.  Despite having a relatively strong creative workforce, none of the 

CTs has a creative class share of more than 50%.  For the most part, all CTs have strong 

representation of each of the socio-economic classes.  Sixty-eight percent of all CTs within 

Edmonton have a creative class between 20% and 35%.  Moreover, 91% of all CTs have at least 

a 20% share of creative workers. 

CTs with the highest LC values based on proportion.  Figures 11 and 12 identify the 

CTs with a location quotient of 1.4 and 1.5 respectively, and Table 8 lists the 20 CTs with the 

highest location quotient.  Nine of the 20 highest are suburban, three are urban core, four are 

mature, and four are established.  None of the twenty CTs with the highest LQ is rural.  The 

University of Alberta is located within the CT with the highest LQ (1.667) and adjacent to the 

CT with the next highest LQ (1.642).  Neighbourhoods with high LQs are near the North 

Saskatchewan River valley and ravine park system.   (See Appendix E for the full list of census 

tracts and their location quotient based on proportion of creative workers) 
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Figure 11. Census tracts with a location quotient of 1.4 and greater based on proportion of 

creative workers. Google Maps (2016b) Edmonton Alberta. Retrieved from 

https://www.google.com/fusiontables/DataSource?docid=1bTXzLHPmwltLeJcMT1KAFu7BLui

0dF3yk_6rrRBx#map:id=3 
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Figure 12. Census tracts with a location quotient of 1.5 and greater based on proportion of 

creative workers.  Google Maps (2016b) Edmonton Alberta. Retrieved from 

https://www.google.com/fusiontables/DataSource?docid=1bTXzLHPmwltLeJcMT1KAFu7BLui

0dF3yk_6rrRBx#map:id=3 
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The results illustrate the creative class are split between suburban and non-suburban 

(Appendix E provides a list of all CTs with corresponding category and ranked from highest LQ 

to lowest).   Table 7 shows differences between urban core and non-urban core CTs in terms of 

demographic and built form characteristics; however, there is less disparity between established, 

mature, and suburban CTs.  Residents within the urban core have lower income, are less likely to 

be married, and live in smaller households compared to other geographic typologies. Conversely, 

creative workers within suburban CTs are the highest income earners, have the highest rate of 

married couples, and the most people per household.  A notable similarity among the four 

typologies is the average value of dwelling units; however, the physical size of dwellings units 

are smallest within the urban core and largest within the suburban areas.  As such, value based 

on a square metre basis is significantly different among the four.  The cost per square metre in 

the urban core is $5,045 versus $2,376 in the suburbs (Mature: $3,902; Established $3,208).  It is 

important to note that the assessed value of the dwelling determines the property tax levy.  Blais 

(2010) refers to this as an indirect incentive to purchase in the suburbs (p. 136).      
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Table 7  

Demographic Analysis of Grouped CTs with the Highest Concentration of Creative Workers  
 Suburban Urban core Mature Established 

Number of CTs 9 3 4 4 

Population 62,327 15,381 17,374 15,251 

Pop Change (2006-2011) 67.1% -1.9% 0.1% 0.1% 

Density (du/ha) 19.1/ha 222.6/ha 25.6/ha 22.69 

Median Age 39.5 34.7 38.5 41.8 

Married or Common Law 56.6% 33.4% 43.3% 51.3% 

Average persons/dwelling 3.3 1.8 2.8 2.9 

Average Household Income $144,727 $80,988 $120,823 $118,195 

Average Individual Income $68,422 $47,018 $63,323 $57,447 

Single Detached Dwelling 67.4% 8.9% 66% 78.8% 

Semi-Detached Dwelling 10.4% 0.4% 1.5% 0.9% 

Row Housing 7.8% 0.3% 1.0% 4.2% 

Apartment Duplex 0% 2.4% 10.6% 0.6% 

Apartment fewer 5 storeys 14.1% 27.4% 13.4% 8.9% 

Apartment 5 or more storeys 0.2% 60.4% 7.5% 6.5% 

Average rooms/dwelling 6.9 3.9 5.6 7.5 

% with 4 or more rooms 33.3% 6.5% 32.7% 53.2% 

Average Floor Area* 210.9 sq. m 88.7 sq. m 128.2 sq. m 149.6 sq. m 

Owner occupied 89.3% 31.7% 70.0% 79.0% 

Average value of dwellings $501,054 $447,463 $500,195 $480,022 

Average value of dwellings 

within entire category 

$382,983 $341,434 $370,554 $352,950 

*average floor area is based on a random sampling of real estate listings within the applicable CTs  

Source: Statistics Canada, 2012b; Statistics Canada 2012c; Statistics Canada, 2012d; Statistics Canada, 

2012e; Statistics Canada, 2013a; Statistics Canada, 2013b; Statistics Canada, 2013c; Statistics Canada, 

2013d 

 

The results in table 7 appear to support traditional residential preferences associated with 

an individual’s life cycle as opposed to creative class theory.  To analyze this further, I 

performed a windshield survey of the CTs with the highest concentration of creative workers 

within their respective category.  I observed built form characteristics such as variety and style of 

housing, neighbourhood character, opportunities for passive recreation, and neighbourhood 

design.  I also looked at statistical data related to life cycle preferences such as dwelling type, 

value and size as well as family characteristics.  For the purposes of this examination, I do not 

consider the rural category simply because a rural CT is not within the 20 CTs listed in Table 7.   
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This analysis exposes certain contrasts present within the Edmonton region.  Analyzing 

these CTs separately uncovers the divergence of characteristics within the Edmonton context.  

This is particularly important as the assumptions regarding creative workers hinge on the 

purported commonalities of their lifestyle and urban form preferences.  

Urban.  The CT with the highest LQ within the urban core includes the University of 

Alberta and the neighbourhoods of Garneau and Windsor Park (CT 8350023.00).  The LQ for 

this CT was the highest within the case study area.  As this CT includes two distinct 

neighbourhoods, the University campus, and two river valley parks, the urban landscape is very 

diverse in terms of land use, built form, and demographics.  Many houses in Garneau were built 

in the 1920’s and possess a very distinct architectural character.  The University campus 

possesses many historic resources constructed between 1912 and 1941.  The majority of the 

population in the area reside in apartment buildings higher than five stories.  Part of its southern 

boundary, Whyte Avenue, is Edmonton’s most popular and trendy street with many restaurants, 

boutique shops, bars, and nightclubs.    

High-density housing is within Garneau’s west and south blocks.  Apartment style 

housing account for 86% of all housing units within the neighbourhood, and only 8% are single 

detached housing.  Geographically, however, single detached housing predominates about nine 

blocks within the neighbourhood.  In this area are many architecturally and historically 

significant homes and mature tree-lined streets contributing to the unique character of the 

neighbourhood.  The roadway system within Garneau is a grid pattern shaded by mature Elm 
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trees.  The eastern boundary of the CT and Garneau neighbourhood is 109th street – also a trendy 

street consisting of the Garneau theatre and a number of popular restaurants, cafes, bars, and  

shops.  With its proximity to the University, 49% of Garneau’s population is aged 20-29, and 

56% of the population is single.   

Major corridors along 109 Street, Whyte Avenue, and 87 Avenue are active with people 

walking.  Internal streets are less active but maintain a noticeable pedestrian-friendly 

atmosphere.  Mature trees within the boulevard provide a natural canopy over the street and 

dissipate sunlight, enhancing the pedestrian experience of the public realm.  I observed that 

people walk slower within the internal street network versus the other categories (as noted in the 

coming paragraphs).  Saskatchewan Drive at the northern edge of the area offers a very different 

pedestrian experience.  The street is very scenic offering beautiful views of the river valley and 

downtown.  It also passes many historic homes and prominent University buildings.       

Windsor Park is located in the western portion of the CT and immediately west of the 

University of Alberta.  The neighbourhood is predominately large single detached housing 

developed in the 1950’s and on relatively large lots.  Therefore, Windsor Park is a stark 

difference from the Garneau neighbourhood in terms of demographics, character, and land use.   
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Figure 13. Map of Census Tract 8350023.00 including neighbourhoods of Garneau, Windsor 

Park, and University of Alberta (Source: Statistics Canada, 2015a) 
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Figure 14. Street-orientated commercial within the Garneau neighbourhood. (Source: C. 

Thomas, 2016) 

 

Figure 15. Street character within the Garneau neighbourhood. (Source: C. Thomas, 2016) 
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Mature.  The CT with the highest LQ within the mature category includes the 

neighbourhoods of Belgravia and Grandview Heights (CT 8350010.00).  This CT had a location 

quotient of 1.64.  In addition to the two neighbourhoods, the CT also includes a portion of the 

University of Alberta South campus.  Belgravia is located immediately south of the University of 

Alberta’s main campus and immediately north of south campus.  Grandview Heights is 

immediately north and west of the south campus.  Both neighbourhoods are also adjacent to the 

North Saskatchewan River Valley and the LRT.  The two neighbourhoods differ somewhat in 

characteristics; Belgravia developed almost entirely between 1946 and 1960, whereas Grandview 

Heights developed during the 1960’s.  Belgravia’s grid pattern streets reflect the styles that were 

common in the 1950’s, whereas a modified-grid pattern is prevalent in Grandview Heights.  

Mature elm trees line Belgravia’s streets that contribute to the neighbourhood’s character.   

Seventy-four percent of the housing in Belgravia is single detached and 18% apartment.  

Belgravia’s housing stock consists of a mix of housing styles with the majority being relatively 

small with rear-detached garages accessible from the lane.  The housing styles are very diverse.  

While many of the homes are original, there are many examples of modern infill development.  

Mature boulevard trees provide a natural canopy over most of Belgravia’s streets.  It is 

convenient and comfortable to walk within the neighbourhood to access LRT, parks, and small 

commercial services.  I observed fewer people walking than within the urban example; however, 

those that I did observed walked at the same pace as those in the Garneau neighbourhood.  I also 

observed a quite a few people sitting on benches along Saskatchewan Drive and taking 

advantage of the view.  Grandview has larger homes on wider lots with rear-detached garages 

accessible from the lane.   
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Figure 16. Map of Census Tract 8350010.00 including neighbourhoods of Belgravia, Grandview 

Heights, and portion of University of Alberta (Source: Statistics Canada, 2015b) 

 

Figure 17. Street within Belgravia neighbourhood (Source: C. Thomas, 2016) 
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Suburban.  The CT with the highest LQ within the suburban category is CT 8350005.11, 

as shown in Figures 19 and 20.  This CT includes the neighbourhoods of Hodgson and Ogilvie 

Ridge.  These neighbourhoods developed between 1985 and about 2006 and have a combined 

population of 3,710.  The Whitemud ravine forms the area’s eastern boundary offering natural 

walking trails and connects to the North Saskatchewan River valley park system.  Despite access 

to the ravine system, the neighbourhoods accommodate single detached homes to “back onto” 

the ravine.  Sixty-six percent of the housing units are single-detached.  The CT’s only apartment 

building and a row housing development is located in the southwest corner.  The spatial 

distribution of use is therefore overwhelmingly single unit residential with a single pocket of 

multi residential and another pocket for commercial.  The roadway system is a hierarchical 

network where local roads feed into collectors feeding into major collectors, which feed into 

arterials.  Single detached homes are located along local roads consisting typically of cul-de-sacs 

and characteristically “backing onto” collector roads or arterial roadways.  All of the single 

detached homes have a front attached garage.   

I performed two windshield surveys of this CT.  One on a Friday afternoon and the 

second on a Saturday afternoon.  On the Friday, I observed regular vehicular traffic on the major 

collector and collector roadways.  I witnessed three houses on local roadways with the front 

garage door open and someone either in the garage or on the front yard/driveway.  I was only 

able to observe one pedestrian walking.  The individual was walking on the sidewalk flanking a 

major collector roadway.  His pace was brisk.  I returned on a Saturday and observed vehicular 

traffic was similar on the Friday; however, I did see more pedestrians, albeit still not very many.  

Again, their pace was brisk and hurried.  I stopped on a local road within the Hodgson 

Neighbourhood for approximately15 minutes and observed two passing vehicles, both SUVs 
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with single occupants.  Each vehicle slowed to nearly a complete stop as they passed my vehicle 

to get a look at me inside my vehicle.      

 

Figure 18. Map of Census Tract 8350005.11 including neighbourhoods of Hodgson and Ogilvie 

Ridge (Census Tract), Alberta (Source: Statistics Canada, 2015c) 
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Figure 19. Local road within Ogilvie Heights Neighbourhood. (Source: C. Thomas, 2016) 

Established.  The CT with the highest LQ in the established category is CT 8350002.01.  

This CT has a location quotient of 1.47 and consists entirely of the neighbourhood of Greenfield.  

Despite scoring the highest LQ within the established category, this CT ranks ninth among all 

CTs.  The neighbourhood developed between 1963 and 1970 and has a population of 3,805.  

Major roadways on all four sides bind the neighbourhood.  Ninety-two percent of the housing 

units are single-detached.   The housing stock is uniform and homogenous.  A small 

convenience-shopping node is located along its northern boundary.  The roadway system is 

hierarchical built upon a skeleton of collector roadways crisscrossing the neighbourhood.  Rear 

lanes serve almost all of the single detached lots and as such, the majority of homes are equipped 

with a rear-detached garage.   

The lots are generally wide with a large front yard.  The sidewalks flank the carriageway 

with no separation and as a result, there are no boulevard trees.  Homes are well kept and 

orientated toward the street.  Although the LRT flanks the neighbourhood, the nearest station is 
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not conveniently accessible.  Since Greenfield is a low-density single use neighbourhood, there 

are very few amenities and services within walking distance.   

Similar to the suburban CT, I observed more pedestrians on the Saturday than the Friday.  

The number of pedestrians was also similar to the suburban CT as was the speed in which they 

were walking.   

 

Figure 20. Map of Census Tract 8350002.11 including Greenfield neighbourhood (Source: 

Statistics Canada, 2015d) 
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Figure 21. Typical street within Greenfield neighbourhood. (Source: C. Thomas, 2016) 

 Table 8 provides demographic data for each of the four CTs discussed.  The data further 

validates association between life cycle and urban form preferences.  The University of Alberta 

has a significant influence on the urban CT.  Proximity to the University explains the lowest 

median age among the four categories but with the highest proportion of residents 15 years of 

age and older.  The characteristics of this CT are consistent with creative class literature 

regarding areas adjacent to major universities.  Although the urban CT aligns with creative class 

theory, it also aligns with traditional life cycle tendencies.  A young creative worker typically 

seeks out rental accommodation in the urban core close to street-life and other urban amenities.  

Statistical data shown in the other three categories suggest that life cycle factors play an 

important role in where the creative class chooses to live in Edmonton.  Residential choice, 

however, may not be indicative of the urban form preferences of Edmonton creative workers.  

Housing costs in the urban and mature CTs, which include neighbourhoods most connected with 
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creative workers according to creative class literature, are very high.  The mature CT is 

predominately single detached housing, which may limit housing choice.    

Table 8  

Statistical data for CTs with highest LQ in each category  

 Urban 

8350023.00 

Mature 

8350010.00 

Established 

8350002.01 

Suburban 

8350005.11 
Median Age 27.2 43.4 43.6 41.0 

Married or common law* 32.3% 53.8% 61.4% 65.9% 

% of population that are children living with at 

least one parent 

10.5% 26.5% 25.6% 27.3% 

Average Household Size 1.8 3.0 2.9 3.0 

% of population 15 years of age and older 94.4 85.7% 84.4% 83.9% 

Average household income $74,391 $150,084 $112,867 $199,031 

Average individual income $44,828 $72,134 $52,260 $90,667 

Visible minorities 36.2% 13.7% 15.4% 41.9% 

% of Single Detached Housing units 22.1% 76.3% 92% 64.7% 

Average number of rooms per dwelling 4.4 7.9 8.0 7.6 

% of dwellings with 4 or more bedrooms 18.2% 25.1% 68.8% 38.4% 

Owner occupied 26.7% 79.1% 93% 94.4% 

Average value of dwellings $661,750 $653,752 $400,925 $536,709 

*population 15 years of age and older 

Source: Statistics Canada, 2012b; Statistics Canada 2012c; Statistics Canada, 2012d; Statistics Canada, 

2012e; Statistics Canada, 2013a; Statistics Canada, 2013b; Statistics Canada, 2013c; Statistics Canada, 

2013d 

 

CTs with the highest LQ based on population.  Figure 22 identifies the CTs with the 

highest populations of creative workers based on a location quotient of 1.3 and higher.  A visual 

analysis illustrates a donut with a concentration of creative workers in the urban core and in the 

suburban and rural areas.   
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Figure 22. Census tracts with a location quotient of 1.3 and greater based on population of 

creative workers.  Google Maps (2016b) Edmonton Alberta. Retrieved from 

https://www.google.com/fusiontables/DataSource?docid=1bTXzLHPmwltLeJcMT1KAFu7BLui

0dF3yk_6rrRBx#map:id=3   

 

As noted earlier, the CTs interfacing with new suburban development have not had 

boundary adjustments to account for population growth.  Therefore, many of the rural CTs have 

exceptionally high populations.  Table 9 lists the CTs with a location quotient of 1.65 and higher.  

Although many of the suburban/rural CTs have high populations, some (particularly those within 

the City of Edmonton’s southeast and southwest quadrants) have high proportions of creative 
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workers in relation to the total population.  In many cases, however, most of CTs identified in 

Table 9 have a disproportionately low number of creative workers as compared to CTs. 

Table 9  

CTs with Highest Population of Creative Workers  

CT LQ Classification CC Population Total Population % 
8350104.24 5.95 Suburban/Rural 4,999 18,805 26.6% 

8350104.26 5.26 Suburban/Rural 4,422 17,145 25.8% 

8350104.23 5.04 Suburban/Rural 4,237 18,050 23.5% 

8350079.02 3.90 Suburban/Rural 3,280 14,850 22.1% 

8350120.06 2.68 Suburban/Rural 2,250 10,440 21.6% 

8350140.03 2.58 Suburban 2,164 10,725 20.1% 

8350104.12 2.24 Suburban 1,884 8,445 22.3% 

8350021.00 2.03 Urban 1,705 6,138 27.8% 

8350162.02 2.02 Suburban 1,698 11,130 15.3% 

8350104.21 1.99 Suburban 1,669 10,165 16.4% 

8350104.25 1.93 Suburban 1,620 6,588 24.7% 

8350121.09 1.92 Suburban/Rural 1,616 9,005 17.9% 

8350164.02 1.89 Suburban/Rural 1,592 10,434 15.3% 

8350140.06 1.85 Suburban/Rural 1,554 9,862 15.8% 

8350011.00 1.84 Mature 1,543 5,555 27.8% 

8350153.00 1.79 Established/Rural 1,506 10,373 14.5% 

8350079.04 1.79 Suburban/Rural 1,501 7,300 20.6% 

8350121.04 1.78 Suburban 1,498 6,110 24.5% 

8350120.05 1.77 Established/Rural 1,483 6,510 22.8% 

8350007.02 1.76 Suburban 1,479 6,462 22.9% 

8350023.00 1.76 Urban 1,477 5,465 27.0% 

8350121.07 1.75 Suburban/Rural 1,468 7,445 19.7% 

8350029.00 1.74 Mature 1,462 6,001 24.4% 

8350150.00 1.70 Suburban/Rural 1,432 7,983 17.9% 

8350022.00 1.70 Urban 1,431 4,556 31.4% 

8350120.01 1.69 Suburban 1,420 7,574 31.2% 

8350140.05 1.68 Suburban 1,414 8,304 17.0% 

8350032.01 1.68 Urban 1,414 5,177 27.3% 

8350103.00 1.66 Suburban 1,399 7,144 19.6% 

8350034.00 1.66 Urban 1,397 7,708 18.1% 

Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada, Census of Population, 2012a.   
 

  Those CTs with the highest proportion of creative workers, as determined from the first 

part of the location quotient analysis, did not correspond with CTs with the highest population of 
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creative workers.  In analyzing the differences, I did not include those CTs currently under 

development and with a low proportion of creative workers (as shown in bold and italicized in 

Table 9).  In doing so, eliminates those CTs with disproportionately high overall populations, 

and therefore I was able to draw conclusions based on manageable population difference.  

Incidentally, many of the CTs with a high location quotient based on the proportion of creative 

workers were not among the highest CTs based on population.  Most notably were the suburban 

CTs.  The reason for this is likely due to the homogeneity of certain suburban neighbourhoods 

and the lack thereof of the urban core neighbourhoods.  While urban CTs have a higher average 

overall population of about five to twenty percent over suburban CTs, it does illustrate a 

clustering of creative workers among a more diverse population.  It is also important to note that 

despite the urban cluster of creative workers, the majority of the region’s creative class live in 

the suburbs as noted in Table 10.  This raises a number of questions regarding urban preferences 

and life cycle, urban planning policies, housing options and choice, and housing cost.  The next 

section explores this in more detail where I analyze the survey results.  Utilizing a survey 

provides another method to explore the preferences and choices raised in this section.       

Table 10  

Population of Creative Workers by Geographic Typology 

Category Total Creative Class % within CMA % within classification  CTs Avg/CT 

Urban 18,185 9.1% 34.6% 16 1,137 

Mature 21,046 10.5% 33.1% 30 702 

Established 36,368 18.2% 25.9% 68 535 

Suburban 106,926 53.5% 30.9% 103 1,038 

Rural 17,497 8.7% 27.9% 19 921 

Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada, Census of Population, 2012a.   
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Survey Results 

The survey was open from January 14, 2016 to March 8, 2016.  Two hundred and fifty-

six people participated and submitted the survey.  I rejected 22 of the 256 participants because 

respondents were not employed in creative occupations, and two respondents were rejected 

because they were outside the sample area.  In total, 232 respondents that participated in the 

survey were accepted.  Participants had the option not to answer any of the questions.  Therefore, 

the number of responses varies from question to question.  The survey asked respondents to 

provide both their postal code and neighbourhood.  Three respondents chose not to provide a 

postal code and four respondents provided only the first three digits of the postal code.  The three 

respondents that did not provide a postal code provided their neighbourhood name.  For the 

purposes of mapping the location of the respondents, I edited the postal code to correspond the 

neighbourhood.   

The majority of the participants who took the survey do not live in suburban 

neighbourhoods.  Just over 22% live in suburban areas whereas the 2011 census shows 53% of 

creative workers live in the suburbs.  This may be a result of one, or a combination of three 

things: the targeted sample; a demographic shift since the 2011 census; or a flaw in the survey 

distribution.  With respect to the targeted sample, the groups identified in Table 4 are likely to 

have members of the “super creative core” and/or those currently involved in creative pursuits.  

The timing of this research is within the final year of the census cycle and therefore the 2011 

data is five years old.  The data does not account for the population growth over that period 

which may create some degree of divergence between the census and survey data.  Lastly, it is 

possible that there was a flaw in survey distribution.  The survey was distributed to a sample that 

represents a population described in the creative class literature as opposed to a population more 

representative of Edmonton’s creative class.   
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Figure 23. Location of Survey Sample. Google Maps (2016c) Edmonton Alberta. Retrieved from 

https://www.google.ca/maps/@53.5392731,-113.5388878,11z 

Full Sample Population.  The occupation with the most representation is 

managerial/leadership with 21.55% of the responses followed by artistic, architecture.  The 

majority of the sample was between the ages of 26 and 45.  Sixty-eight percent of the 

respondents have either a bachelor or master degree, nearly seven percent have a doctoral 

degree; and just over five percent have a high school diploma.  Appendix H provides the full 

results of the survey.  The survey results provided evidence concerning the social characteristics 
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of creative workers within the Edmonton region relative to the assertions made in Florida’s 

(2002, 2012a) creative class theory.   

 The majority of respondents (about 73%) chose the location where they live based on 

their being able to fulfill the lifestyle they desire.  Proximity is an important characteristic of 

creative class theory; creative workers want to be close to work, the services they require, and 

the places they go to meet others (Florida, 2002, 2012a).  About 19% of the respondents said 

they buy few groceries at a time from a variety of small stores and 38% said they chose where 

they live based on being able to walk to work.  When asked about the type of urban environment 

they desire, 45% said they would like to buy groceries from a variety of small stores and over 

76% would like to be able to walk to work.  About half of the respondents said they chose where 

they live based on being close to entertainment and social activities; however, about 45% said 

they would live in a small apartment to be close to urban amenities – over 21% said this was 

least applicable.   

Respondents generally rejected characteristics synonymous with suburban lifestyles.  

Over 66% (selecting either 1 or 2) said they would not choose to live in a large house in an 

upscale neighbourhood.  Similarly, about 70% would not choose to stock up on groceries from a 

large warehouse style store, such as Costco.   
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Table 11  

Survey Results – Urban Amenities 

On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how 

would you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you? 

 n σ  1 2 3 4 5 

Sidewalk cafes and patios 230 1.1 5.65% 3.48% 11.30% 33.48% 46.06% 

Large indoor shopping malls 228 1 46.93% 26.32% 18.86% 7.02% 0.88% 

Covered elevated walkways (pedways) crossing over 

streets in the city centre 

230 1.29 21.74% 19.13% 28.26% 20% 10.87% 

Buildings with street-orientated shops, restaurants, 

bars, and coffee shops located on the main floor and 

apartments above 

231 1.06 3.03% 6.06% 12.12% 26.84% 51.95% 

Quiet street 229 1.1 3.49% 19.65% 32.75% 25.33% 18.78% 

An extensive LRT system branching out to each 

quadrant of the city and no freeway network 

230 1.19 6.09% 6.52% 13.04% 28.26% 46.09% 

An extensive free-flowing freeway system 

throughout the city and no LRT 

229 1.09 62.01% 20.96% 7.86% 4.80% 4.37% 

Streets with ample parking and standard sidewalks 226 1.25 19.91% 26.11% 26.99% 16.81% 10.18% 

Streets with wider sidewalks and bike lanes in lieu of 

street parking 

226 1.31 8.41% 10.62% 14.6% 23.89% 42.48% 

Busy public plaza in the city centre 230 1.12 4.35% 8.26% 14.78% 33.48% 39.13% 

Large recreation centre in a developing 

neighbourhood 

226 1.28 15.04% 26.55% 24.34% 19.91% 14.16% 

 

Amenity preferences of creative workers revolve around Florida’s thesis of tolerance, 

talent, and technology.  Tolerant areas are seen as being attractive to talented people, and 

therefore creative class theory places greater emphasis on urban form and image.  Creative class 

theory suggests the amenity of the urban environment itself is key for creative workers.  This 

includes active streets with permeable uses such as cafes, bars, and restaurants with sidewalk 

patios, and characteristics that further support urban activity.   

Table 11 shows the amenities which respondents ranked as very high.  These amenities 

correspond with those considered, in the literature, as important to the creative class (Florida, 
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2012a).  Respondents also ranked amenities not considered important to the creative class least 

important.  Nearly 80% said sidewalk cafes/patios and mixed use buildings are very important 

and a similar result opposed indoor shopping malls and an extensive freeway system in lieu of 

LRT.  This is interesting because of the high amount of infrastructure spending on the regional 

freeway network since 2001 and the trend in retail growth in the Edmonton region.  Edmonton 

has more per capita square feet of indoor retail space than any other city in Canada (Avison 

Young, 2016).  Large retail power centres located near the city limits have been the primary 

focus of development in order to service rapidly expanding residential communities (Hernden, 

2012).   

While characteristic creative class amenities ranked high, respondents split their answers 

on those amenities that are less obvious.  Forty-one percent of respondents ranked large 

recreation centre in a developing (suburban) neighbourhood as low importance while about 34% 

ranked them as high importance.  Creative class theory suggests creative workers value active 

outdoor recreation very highly (Florida, 2002, 2012a).  They enjoy a variety of active recreation 

activities ranging from bicycling and running to more extreme activities such as trail running and 

snowboarding.  Edmonton’s river valley and ravine system has great running trails and cross-

country/downhill ski trails.  In addition, there are a number of private and public recreation 

facilities within the city’s urban core.   Similarly, 23% ranked a quiet street as low importance 

versus 44% as high importance.  This may suggest a strong life cycle element with preferences 

towards family orientated amenities such as quiet residential streets, recreation centres, and high 

quality schools (Frenkel, Bendit, & Kaplan, 2013).   

This is somewhat contrary to Florida assertions pertaining to place attachment.  Where 

creative workers are split, there is a suggestion that some creative workers in Edmonton value 
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basics such as safe streets and family-friendly amenities.  This may be true; however, I think it is 

important to look at the responses in context.  Florida (2014) suggests that the highly valued 

attributes within a city were not basic services.  Instead, the most important attributes were social 

offerings such as cafes, restaurants, and entertainment venues; how welcoming the place is; and, 

the beauty of the physical setting.   

Table 12  

Survey Results – Edmonton Attributes 

On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how 

would you rate the following in Edmonton? 

 n σ  1 2 3 4 5 

The availability of outdoor parks, playgrounds, and 

trails 

232 0.78 0.43% 3.03% 6.49% 32.03% 58.01% 

The beauty of the physical setting 228 0.95 1.75% 3.95% 14.04% 32.02% 48.25% 

The vehicular roadway system 227 1.12 11.01% 22.47% 34.80% 22.91% 8.81% 

The availability of affordable housing 221 1.23 4.52% 13.57% 25.79% 17.65% 38.46% 

The overall quality of public schools in your 

community 

200 1.27 8.50% 6.00% 16.00% 25.00% 44.50% 

The overall quality of the colleges and universities 223 0.92 0.90% 4.04% 14.80% 28.25% 52.02% 

Having a vibrant nightlife with restaurants, bars, 

clubs, etc... 

228 1.09 3.95% 14.47% 27.19% 33.77% 20.61% 

Being a good place to meet people and make friends 227 0.95 2.64% 3.52% 15.86% 41.41% 36.56% 

The leadership of elected officials at the municipal 

level 

223 1.07 4.48% 5.38% 10.76% 37.22% 42.15% 

The availability of arts and cultural opportunities, 

such as theatre, museums, and music 

230 0.85 1.30% 2.17% 9.57% 30.43% 56.52% 

The availability of social community events, such as 

festivals, parades, and farmers markets 

230 0.81 0.43% 3.91% 6.09% 34.35% 55.22% 

A place that offers me with the opportunity to make 

a difference 

229 0.95 1.75% 4.37% 12.23% 33.19% 48.47% 
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The results in Table 12 are generally consistent with Florida’s creative class theory in terms of 

quality of place.  Quality of place refers to the unique set of characteristics that define a place 

and make it unique and attractive.  Florida (2002, 2012a, 2014) says quality of place cuts across 

three key dimensions: the combination of the built and natural environment, the setting to 

accommodate the pursuit of creative lives; diversity; and, the vibrancy of urban/street life (cafés, 

arts and culture, and outdoor activities).  Concerning the combination of the built and natural 

environment, respondents scored outdoor parks, playgrounds, and trails, and the beauty of the 

physical setting as very high.  The availability of arts and cultural opportunities such as theatre, 

museums, and music also rated very high among the respondents.  Respondents also scored 

questions related to the vibrancy of urban/street life very highly.     

The results in Table 13 align closely with creative class theory.  The survey asked that 

respondents rate the housing forms on a scale between 1 and 10 with 10 being the most ideal 

housing form that corresponds with their social characteristics and urban preferences.  For the 

purposes of summarizing the responses, Table 15 condenses the responses into three columns: 

least (answers 1, 2, and 3), mid (answers 4, 5, 6, 7), and most (answers 8, 9, and 10).    
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Table 13 Survey Results – Urban Form Preferences 
Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference 

and 1 being the least ideal housing form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. ("social characteristics" refers to the manner 

in which one associates with others within his/her social network)     

Illustration Description n Least Mid Most 

 

Large home within a single use, spatially dispersed neighbourhood.   Quiet street with low 

vehicular traffic volumes.  Approximately 25 minute drive from downtown. Nearest 

commercial district is located along major arterial roadways outside of the neighbourhood 

222 

 

152 

68.5% 

38 

17.1% 

32 

14.4% 

 

Single detached dwelling with detached garage in the rear.  Primarily newer single detached 

and duplex homes on narrow lots. Quiet street with low vehicular traffic volumes.  

Approximately 20 minute drive from downtown. Convenience store within walking 

distance.  Nearest major shopping district is located along major arterial roadways outside 

the neighbourhood. 

220 92 

41.8% 

94 

42.7% 

34 

15.5% 

 

Single use neighbourhood.  Primarily older single detached and duplex homes within a 

mature neighbourhood Mix of housing styles and appearance. Somewhat quiet street and 

moderate vehicular traffic.  Approximately 20 minute walk or 5 minute drive to downtown.  

Nearest grocery store is outside of neighbourhood. 

221 30 

13.6% 

71 

32.1% 

120 

54.3% 

 

Street-orientated townhouse.  Mix of housing forms within neighbourhood including 

duplexes, townhouses, row-houses. Buildings are located close to and oriented toward the 

sidewalk on the street. Approximately 20 minute walk or 5 minute drive to downtown.  

Nearest grocery store is outside of neighbourhood. 

222 35 

15.8% 

108 

48.6% 

79 

35.6% 

 

Large apartment within a building located at the edge of a developing neighbourhood.  

Underground parking. Approx. 20 minutes from downtown by car.  Apartment units are 

accessible from inside the building. Nearby park and trail system.  Walking distance to 

shopping located along major arterial roadway and includes large chain grocery store, 

chartered bank, service station, and fast food restaurants. 

220 138 

62.7% 

70 

31.8% 

12 

5.5% 

Source of Photographs1: C. Thomas 

                                                           
1 Photographs shown in Table 13 are representations of the photographs provided in the survey 
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Table 13 Continued  Survey Results – Urban Form Preferences 
Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference 

and 1 being the least ideal housing form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. ("social characteristics" refers to the manner 

in which one associates with others within his/her social network)    
Illustration Description n Least Mid Most 

 

Street-orientated row-house located in the middle of a new or developing neighbourhood.  

Mix of housing types with higher density housing in the centre and lower density toward 

the edge. Approx. 20 minutes from downtown by car.  Walking distance to neighbourhood 

centre which includes a transit terminal and a few small personal service/retail (salon, 

barber, pharmacy, etc.) and convenience stores. Large commercial development is located 

at one corner of the neighbourhood along a major roadway (about a 10 to 15 minute walk) 

219 83 

37.9% 

69 

31.5% 

43 

19.6% 

 

Apartment within a 4 to 6 storey mixed use building (street-orientated commercial on main 

floor and residential apartments above).  Mixed-use neighbourhood adjacent to the central 

business district. Mixed use buildings located along key streets and single use apartments, 

rowhouses, and townhouses on secondary streets.  Key streets are flanked with ground 

floor uses that include small boutique style stores, specialty stores, bars and restaurants.   

217 33 

15.2% 

71 

32.7% 

113 

52.1% 

 

Loft style apartment within a repurposed historic building.  Historic warehouse district 

located at the fringe of the central business district.  Housing units are primarily within 

repurposed warehouse buildings or newer buildings constructed to be in keeping with the 

district’s architectural style and character. Some streets are flanked with ground floor 

commercial that include coffee shops, specialty and boutique stores, with the occasional 

bar and restaurant. 

220 40 

18.2% 

63 

28.6% 

117 

53.2% 

 

Apartment within a new mixed-use building.  Redeveloped area within the inner city.  

Mixed use neighbourhood. Approximately 20 minute walk to central business district.   

Ground floor commercial is a mix of chain stores/restaurants, coffee shops, medical 

offices, and the odd specialty/boutique store 

218 41 

18.8% 

85 

39.0% 

92 

42.2% 

 

Smaller apartment within a newer high-rise building within central business district.  Area 

consists of high-rise professional office buildings, entertainment, shopping, and other 

services. Majority of shops and food services are located within the downtown shopping 

malls; however, grocery stores are located outside of the central business district. 

221 96 

43.4% 

84 

38.0% 

41 

18.6% 

Source of Photographs2: C. Thomas 

                                                           
2 Photographs shown in Table 13 are representations of the photographs provided in the survey 
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The results suggest proximity is a significant influential factor.  Urban amenities such as 

density, arts and culture, and distance to urban core are the most important factors.   The highest 

rated housing forms were older single-detached house within a mature neighbourhood and close 

to downtown; loft-style apartment within a repurposed historic warehouse building; and an 

apartment in a 4-6 storey mixed-use building adjacent to downtown.  Only 14.4% of respondents 

rated a large suburban style house as very high (68.5% rated as very low).  Other least preferred 

housing forms were large suburban apartments in a walk-up style building (62.7%); suburban 

single detached house on a narrow lot (41.8%) and small apartment in a downtown high-rise 

tower (43.4%).    

The question bank that followed the questions shown in Table 13 asked respondents to 

choose factors that impeded them from attaining the housing form that best corresponds with 

their social characteristics and urban preferences.  Participants could choose up to four answers.  

The most significant factors were cost followed by limited choice and lack of housing quality 

(See Appendix H).     
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Table 13  

Survey Results – Social Characteristics 
Where are most likely to get together with your friends? 

 At Home (either yours or theirs) 99 42.67% 
 At a restaurant or cafe 101 43.53% 
 At a social event 26 11.21% 

How would you describe the people that you most often interact with outside of work? 

 Small circle of close friends 135 58.19% 
 A few people within a larger circle of acquaintances 68 29.31% 
 Quite a few people that you know, but not very well 23 9.91% 

Do you: 

 Know many of your neighbours’ by their first name? 52 22.41% 
 Know some of your neighbours’ by their first name? 91 39.41% 
 Know very few of your neighbours’ by their first name? 83 35.78% 

What best describes where you live? 

 Connected with people in your neighbourhood 56 24.14% 
 Isolated and/or confined 36 15.52% 
 Connected with a few people in your neighbourhood 134 57.76% 

Would you describe your neighbourhood as… 

 A place that corresponds with the type of lifestyle you desire? 167 71.98% 
 A place that impedes the type of lifestyle you desire? 14 6.03% 
 A place that does not correspond with the type of lifestyle you desire? 45 19.4% 

Most of your friends… 

 Live within a 20 minute walk from where you live 37 15.95% 
 Live within a short drive, but too far to walk 50 21.55% 
 Live scattered throughout the city 139 59.91% 

The likelihood of you to attend a local even, such as a festival, parade, or farmer’s market is… 

 Regularly 126 54.31% 
 Sometimes 87 37.50% 
 Rarely 13 5.60% 

 

Advocating the importance of diversity and tolerance and its association to mixed-use 

urban environments, Florida draws upon the work of Jane Jacobs (1961) to encourage tight-knit, 

dense neighbourhoods (Lawton, et al, 2013).  These neighbourhoods are apropos for the social 

characteristics of Florida’s description of a typical creative worker (Florida, 2012a).  Florida 

argues that creative workers make locational decisions based on neighbourhoods best suited for 

spontaneous interaction in culturally rich locations typically within mature or historic parts of the 

city.  Creative class theory suggests neighbourhoods associated with tolerance and diversity take 

to cosmopolitan forms of entertainment such as active street-life, restaurants, cafes, bars, and 

other consumption-based amenities (Clark et al., 2002).   
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The responses in Table 14 are not consistent with the social characteristics described by 

Florida (2012a).  The majority of the respondents prefer traditional forms of social engagement 

instead of a more extemporaneous lifestyle.  Only 11.21% of respondents would most likely 

meet friends at a social event.  The prototypical creative worker, as described by Florida, has 

weak ties and is more likely to interact with many people that he does not know very well as 

opposed to a small circle of close friends.  Responses to questions related to tolerance align very 

closely with creative class theory.  Respondents felt the neighbourhood in which they live is very 

tolerant. 

 Abbreviated sample population.   The following tables provide the results from only 

respondents who are married with children.  Table 18 provides results from married respondents 

with children who reside in a suburban style single detached dwelling.  Sixty-four (64) 

respondents are married with children and 55 of whom (84.62%) reside in single detached 

housing.  Twenty-six of the 55 reside in suburban neighbourhoods.  The purpose of abbreviating 

the sample population is to test the notion of residential preferences based on life cycle factors.     

Table 14 

Abbreviated Sample - Current Lifestyle 

On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how 

would you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and 

neighbourhood 

 n σ  1 2 3 4 5 

I chose where I live based on being close to 

entertainment and social activities 

63 1.39 31.75% 19.05% 23.81% 12.7% 12.7% 

I chose where I live based on being able to walk to 

work 

64 1.49 43.75% 17.19% 15.62% 7.81% 15.62% 

I chose the place I live based on being able to fulfil 

the lifestyle I desire 

64 1.26 7.81% 12.5% 9.38% 23.44% 46.88% 
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 The results in Table 15 differ from the results of the full sample populations.  More 

respondents from the family cohort did not base their location preference on being close to 

entertainment/social activities or being able to walk to work.  The responses were consistent with 

the last question in the table.  This is likely because their desired lifestyle location relates to 

having a family.     

Table 15 

Abbreviated Sample – Desired Lifestyle 

On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how 

would you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the 

lifestyle you desire 

 n σ  1 2 3 4 5 

I am happy to walk 20 minutes to work 62 1.24 4.84% 9.68% 19.35% 16.13% 50% 

I would rather cycle 20 minutes to get to work as 

opposed to driving 5 minutes 

62 1.4 11.29% 22.58% 14.52% 22.58% 29.03% 

I would rather drive 20 minutes to get to work as 

opposed to walking 20 minutes to get to work 

61 1.25 57.38% 22.95% 6.56% 4.925% 8.2% 

I like the freedom of driving and therefore I would 

not choose to live near public transit or close to 

where I work 

61 1.19 45.9% 27.87% 14.75% 4.92% 6.56% 

I am happy to spend 20 minutes taking public transit.  

Therefore, I would choose to live near public transit, 

but not necessarily close to work 

64 1.23 10.94% 15.62% 29.69% 26.56% 17.19% 

I would live in a small apartment to be close to urban 

amenities such as restaurants, bars, arts, and culture 

63 1.22 38.1% 17.46% 25.4% 15.87% 3.17% 

I would live in a large house in an upscale 

neighbourhood 

63 1.45 34.92% 22.22% 12.7% 17.46% 12.7% 

        

 Respondents based their answers in Table 16 on the urban environment best suited for 

them and their desired lifestyle.  The results are generally consistent with the results from the full 

survey sample.  Despite living in predominately single detached housing, respondents prefer to 
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be able to walk or cycle to work as opposed to driving.  This is also despite the results in Table 

16, which indicates this cohort did not base their residential choice on walking or cycling.   

Table 16 

Abbreviated Sample – Urban Amenities 

On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how 

would you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you? 

 n σ  1 2 3 4 5 

Sidewalk cafes and patios 65 1.39 13.85% 6.15% 15.38% 27.69% 36.92% 

Large indoor shopping malls 64 1.18 39.06% 26.56% 17.19% 14.06% 3.12% 

Buildings with street-orientated shops, restaurants, 

bars, and coffee shops located on the main floor and 

apartments above 

64 1.19 6.15% 6.15% 21.54% 26.15% 40.0% 

Quiet street 65 1.18 3.08% 16.92% 24.62% 24.62% 30.77% 

An extensive LRT system branching out to each 

quadrant of the city and no freeway network 

65 1.24 6.15% 9.23% 18.46% 24.62% 41.54% 

An extensive free-flowing freeway system 

throughout the city and no LRT 

64 1.12 54.69% 28.12% 6.25% 6.25% 4.69% 

Busy public plaza in the city centre 64 1.17 6.25% 7.81% 20.31% 32.81% 32.81% 

Large recreation centre in a developing 

neighbourhood 

65 1.12 7.69% 26.15% 27.69% 29.26% 9.23% 

 

The results in Table 17 are also generally consistent with responses from the full survey 

sample.  The general trend demonstrates that despite their residential choice, respondents desire 

certain qualities that are consistent with creative class theory.   
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Table 17 

Abbreviated Sample – Urban Form Preferences 

Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that corresponds 

with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing form that 

corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. ("social characteristics" refers to the 

manner in which one associates with others within his/her social network)     

Illustration Description n Least Mid Most 

 

Large home within a single use, spatially dispersed 

neighbourhood.   Quiet street with low vehicular traffic 

volumes.  Approximately 25 minute drive from downtown. 

Nearest commercial district is located along major arterial 

roadways outside of the neighbourhood 

24 

 

7 

29.2% 

4 

16.7% 

13 

54.1% 

 

Single detached dwelling with detached garage in the rear.  

Primarily newer single detached and duplex homes on narrow 

lots. Quiet street with low vehicular traffic volumes.  

Approximately 20 minute drive from downtown. Convenience 

store within walking distance.  Nearest major shopping 

district is located along major arterial roadways outside the 

neighbourhood. 

26 7 

26.9% 

13 

50% 

11 

23.1% 

 

Single use neighbourhood.  Primarily older single detached 

and duplex homes within a mature neighbourhood Mix of 

housing styles and appearance. Somewhat quiet street and 

moderate vehicular traffic.  Approximately 20 minute walk or 

5 minute drive to downtown.  Nearest grocery store is outside 

of neighbourhood. 

26 3 

11.5% 

12 

46.2% 

11 

42.3% 

 

Apartment within a 4 to 6 storey mixed use building (street-

orientated commercial on main floor and residential 

apartments above).  Mixed-use neighbourhood adjacent to the 

central business district. Mixed use buildings located along 

key streets and single use apartments, rowhouses, and 

townhouses on secondary streets.  Key streets are flanked with 

ground floor uses that include small boutique style stores, 

specialty stores, bars and restaurants.   

26 9 

34.6% 

11 

42.3% 

6 

23.1% 

 

Loft style apartment within a repurposed historic building.  

Historic warehouse district located at the fringe of the central 

business district.  Housing units are primarily within 

repurposed warehouse buildings or newer buildings 

constructed to be in keeping with the district’s architectural 

style and character. Some streets are flanked with ground 

floor commercial that include coffee shops, specialty and 

boutique stores, with the occasional bar and restaurant. 

25 10 

40% 

9 

36% 

6 

24% 

Source of Photographs3: C. Thomas 

  Table 18 provides the results of married respondents who have children and reside 

within suburban style single detached housing.  For the purposes of this cohort, I included only 

built forms that clearly represent typical suburban forms or forms that correspond with built 

forms associated with creative class theory.  Two of the examples are very typical suburban 

                                                           
3 Photographs shown in Table 14 are representations of the photographs provided in the survey 
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housing forms.  Just over half of the respondents scored the larger of the two homes as high; 

whereas only 23% scored the smaller of the two as high.  Although just over half scored the large 

suburban house as high, 29% scored the same house as low.  The single detached dwelling in the 

inner city scored relatively high.  The classic creative built forms score lower; however, about a 

quarter of the respondents scored these built forms as high. 

Relevant Findings and Review of Research Questions 

Urban and Regional Hierarchy.  Edmonton’s regional urban and regional hierarchy is 

different from other medium-sized Canadian CMA’s in terms of economic connections and 

population distribution.  Cities such as Calgary, Winnipeg, Ottawa, Saskatoon, and Regina are 

characteristic of city regions with a centralized population and very few employment nodes or 

urban centres outside of the central city/urban cluster.  As discussed in the regional geography 

section in Chapter 4, there are key links among the various regional players.  In Edmonton, 

heavy industrial nodes are generally separated from urban areas while industrial parks, such as 

Nisku and Acheson, that provide maintenance and supply services to heavy industrial plants are 

located at the periphery.  The City of Edmonton, particularly the urban core, accommodates 

professional, government, educational, and healthcare employment nodes.  Although the region 

has a number of urban centres outside of the City of Edmonton, the majority of workers residing 

in those communities work in the City of Edmonton.  As a result, there are strong social-spatial 

and socioeconomic links between urban-to-urban, urban-to-rural, and rural-to-rural.  Urban-to-

urban links are predominately between Edmonton and St. Albert/Sherwood Park and also 

between Edmonton and Fort Saskatchewan/Spruce Grove/Leduc but to a lesser extent.  Urban-

to-rural links predominate between Edmonton and Nisku/Acheson/Strathcona 

industrial/industrial heartland.  Other significant urban-to-rural connections exist including 

Leduc/Beaumont and Nisku; Spruce Grove/Stony Plain and Acheson; Fort 
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Saskatchewan/Sherwood Park and Strathcona industrial/industrial heartland.  Lastly, the rural-to-

rural links predominate between Nisku/Acheson and the industrial heartland/Strathcona 

industrial.   

The strong population growth since 2006 occurred throughout the region but those cities 

and towns separate from the urban cluster experienced the highest rates of population increase.  

These municipalities as well as the three counties have a higher share of working class residents 

than the urban cluster. 

The composition of Edmonton’s creative class.  Edmonton’s creative class is different 

to the typical understanding of the creative class drawn from the literature.  Edmonton’s 

industrial-based knowledge cluster predicates the make-up of the region’s creative workforce.  

There are fewer creative workers employed in arts, culture, and humanity-related professions and 

more employed in applied sciences occupations that provide pragmatic functions4.  This is 

important because the creative class literature places a high priority on arts and culture as the 

catalyst for urban centric renewal policies.5  

This finding also draws attention to the methodology used regarding the survey sample.  I 

distributed the survey among certain groups immersed in creative endeavours.  As a result, the 

respondents represent a population more closely aligned with the creatives characterized in the 

creative class literature.  The results of the targeted distribution would likely different if I would 

have conducted a broadly distributed survey more representative of Edmonton’s creative class.  

While the results may not provide data demonstrating trends of Edmonton’s creative class as a 

whole, it does represent an important faction of the creative class.   

                                                           
4 See Table 6 
5 Refer to page 21 regarding creative milieu. 
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Contradiction between urban form preference and choice.  The findings bring to light 

a contrast between the location in which a creative worker lives and that in which they would 

prefer to live.  The census data shows variety of residential choices while the general trend from 

the survey supports many of the urban form preferences outlined in creative class theory.  

Respondents supported those built forms most characteristic with creative class theory and 

rejected those least characteristic, such as suburban single detached housing.  Proximity, such as 

being close to work, the services required, and the places to meet others is important to those 

who responded.  Urban life, vibrant streets, arts and culture, and outdoor recreation are also very 

important to respondents.  The biggest difference between choice and preference comes with 

respondents that fall within the married with children cohort.  As noted earlier, 84% of this 

cohort live in single detached dwellings with about half of those living in the suburbs.  Despite 

this, they generally reject the idea of suburban life and prefer urban amenities such as sidewalk 

cafes, active streets, busy plazas, and vibrant nightlife.   

Life Cycle Factors.  The findings support the notion that factors related to individual life 

cycle such as income level and the need for additional space significantly influence residential 

choices of creative workers.  The demographic analysis shows that young creatives without 

children are more likely to reside in the urban core.  The income level of creative workers 

positively correlates with dwelling size.  Those living in the urban core earn less income, reside 

in smaller dwelling units; whereas creative workers in the suburbs are the highest earners, and 

live in the largest dwelling units.6   

Housing value within the most creative CTs is relatively constant among the four 

geographic typologies.  The variance between dwelling size, however, is significant with 

                                                           
6 Tables 7 and 8 
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suburban dwellings being considerably larger (210.9 square metres) than urban core dwellings 

(88.7 square metres).  Therefore, the price per square metre is much lower in the suburban areas 

compared other categories.  Built forms within the urban core are predominately apartment 

dwellings; the non-urban core categories are predominately single detached. However, housing 

within the suburban category offers the best value based purely on monetary cost per area.  To 

put this into perspective, a creative worker can purchase a home for about $500,000 in a creative 

CT within the urban core, the urban form most associated with by the creative class according to 

the literature.  Alternatively, that creative worker can spend about the same amount of money to 

buy a home 45% larger for the same amount of money in a mature neighbourhood, 69% larger in 

an established neighbourhood, or 138% larger in a suburban neighbourhood.7  I questioned the 

data in relation to income levels among creatives in the urban core and high housing value. The 

reason for the disparity is due to amount of owner-occupied housing units versus rental.  The 

majority of housing units in the urban core are rental.  Younger creatives are therefore willing to 

spend a greater portion of their income on rent to live in the urban core.   

Life cycle factors were also evident in the survey results.  Fifty-eight percent of all 

respondents reside in a single detached dwelling with 22% living in suburban homes; whereas, 

85% of married respondents with children reside in a single detached and 41.5% in the suburbs.  

Despite this, married respondents with children generally support the urban qualities identified in 

creative class theory.  The trend among the 27 respondents who are married, have children, and 

live in the suburbs is they chose their home to fulfil the lifestyle they desired.  While very few in 

this cohort chose their location based on being able to walk, bike, or take transit to work, they 

                                                           
7 Value was assessed purely on price per square metre and did not take into account factors such as transportation and utility 

costs.  Value in the sense of creative class theory can be very subjective as creatives may value time saved by being close to 

amenities. 
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would prefer to walk, bike, or take transit to work as opposed to driving; a strong indication that 

lifestyle associated with raising a family trumps lifestyle associated with individual desire.  To 

support this, only 37% among all respondents said they were living in their ideal location.  Over 

half said family was the reason preventing them from choosing their preferred housing.  Lifestyle 

associated with raising a family correlates with the need for cost effective private space. With the 

exception of the urban core, all of the categories offer space as the predominate use in mature, 

established, suburban, and rural is low-density single detached housing.  Mature neighbourhoods 

offer both space and urban amenities; however, cost of housing influences the housing choices of 

creative workers.  It is therefore reasonable to conclude that life cycle plays a significant role in 

terms of housing and location choice among Edmonton’s creative workers.    

Where within Edmonton do the Creative Class Live?  The creative class literature 

suggests both a social and geographic divide between creative workers, working class, and 

service workers (Florida et al, 2015).  That is, cities have distinct and separated clusters of the 

three socioeconomic clusters.  Creative workers cluster within the urban core, near major 

universities and research centres, within walking distance to major urban transit, and near natural 

amenities.8  Working class, on the other hand, cluster in suburban areas (Florida, 2002, 2012a; 

Florida et al, 2015).  The literature also suggests these clusters are as high as 80% of the 

predominate class (Florida et al, 2015).  Despite Edmonton’s robust industrial based economy, it 

has a moderate share of creative workers in relation to major Canadian CMAs and American 

Metropolitan Areas.  Ostensibly, the results from the location quotient and class share methods 

revealed that Edmonton’s creative class choose to live in areas near natural amenities, transit 

hubs, close to the University of Alberta, and within certain suburban areas.  Upon closer 

                                                           
8 Refer to Amenity and Urban Centric Preferences on page 21 
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examination, however, it is difficult to conclude that these areas stand out as creative class 

neighbourhoods.  While the results identify areas of higher concentrations of creative workers, 

the share of creative workers within these areas are considerably lower than areas of higher 

concentrations in other Canadian and American cities (Florida et al, 2015; Martin Prosperity 

Institute, 2016b).  In the Edmonton region, 91% of CTs have more than a 20% share of creative 

workers.  Despite its moderate share of creative workers, none of CTs has a creative class share 

of more than 50%, a stark difference from the research conducted in the literature.  The CT with 

the highest portion of creative workers has a share of 46.7%.  Therefore, it is reasonable to 

conclude that creative workers are dispersed throughout the region and do not overwhelmingly 

gravitate to specific areas.   

Just over half of all creative workers live within suburban neighbourhoods.  Again, it is 

difficult to draw a solid conclusion from this finding.  One hundred and three of the regions 237 

CTs are suburban while only 16 are urban core and 30 are mature.  The urban core has the 

highest concentration of creative workers with a 34% share; however, this is relatively low in 

relation to creative class theory.  The difference between the creative share in the suburban areas 

and creative share urban core is relatively small. 

What factors influence the choices of Edmonton’s creative class regarding urban 

form preferences?  The results draw attention to the diversity of urban form choices among 

those working in creative occupations.  It also points to the importance of traditional residential 

choices such as housing price, dwelling size, need for space, travel time, and access to life-cycle 

specific amenities.  This is important because the type of amenities that Edmonton’s creative 

workers choose to access depends on where they are within their life cycle.  While many 

creatives want urban-centric amenities, they locate where their overall needs are best served.  
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Creatives do not necessarily need to be located near urban amenities because they can be easily 

accessed from anywhere within the urban cluster.  Therefore, the quality of the transport 

infrastructure is also important.  Edmonton is flat and surrounded by open, easy to develop land.  

Urban development in Edmonton has historically radiated outward as opposed to linearly and 

therefore the transportation network allows for relatively short commute times.  Dwelling cost, 

based on cost per square metre basis, is most expensive in the urban core and least expensive in 

the suburbs.  The assessed value of dwelling unit determines municipal tax levy as opposed to 

dwelling size or the actual cost of providing services.  Therefore, property owners in the suburbs 

pay significantly less property tax per square metre than dwellings of similar cost in the other 

urban categories. 

These factors appear to influence the residential choices of Edmonton’s creative class; 

however, the survey results demonstrate a strong desire among all age cohorts for urban 

amenities.  In establishing the survey sample, I targeted creative workers that are or have been 

engaged in carrying out creative work.  Therefore, these individuals are arguably most likely to 

produce new ideas and innovations leading to economic growth.  The most significant factors 

inhibiting creatives from attaining their preferred urban form was cost, lack of choice, and 

quality of place.   

It is important to note that while traditional factors influence residential choices of 

Edmonton’s creative workers, I believe there are other relevant factors that I was not able to 

touch on.  This includes, direct and indirect incentives of purchasing a home in the suburbs, the 

business of suburban development and the marketing of suburban homes.  The findings within 

my research touch on a just a few reasons why creative workers choose to live where they do.  

The findings may be unique to Edmonton or they may point to certain limitations of creative 
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class theory specific to urban-centric factors pertaining to urban form preferences of creative 

workers.    

What are the urban form preferences of Edmonton’s creative workers?  The 

responses from the survey questionnaire demonstrated a trend that aligns with the type of urban 

forms that the creative class prefers according to the literature.  Those who responded to the 

survey were targeted because they are akin to the creative class described in the literature; 

however, the sample does not represent a cross section of Edmonton’s creative class.  The 

findings related to traditional factors raise questions related to choice versus preference; 

however, it is difficult to ignore the comprehensive distribution of Edmonton’s creative people 

throughout the region.  Therefore, I cannot conclude that Edmonton’s creative workers share the 

same urban form preferences as the creative class described in the literature.  While the sample 

represents a unique cohort within Edmonton’s creative class, they are likely the most critical vis-

à-vis new economic growth.  These are people engaged in creative pursuits, transfer knowledge, 

and, according to creative class theory, most likely to creative new forms (Florida, 2014, p. 197).  

In this regard, policies intended to build upon this cohort to establish a creative milieu and attract 

creatives to the area may have value for the Edmonton context.       
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Chapter Five: Discussion and Conclusion 

Edmonton is often perceived as a working class town (Sampert, 2008, p. 98; Ellwand, 

2013); however, the reality is that Edmonton is a region with a diverse economy that includes a 

robust industrial sector and a strong creative workforce tied to its industrial-based knowledge 

cluster.  This makes Edmonton an interesting case study to test the utility of creative class theory.  

Edmonton has the second highest proportion of working class occupations among Canadian 

CMAs and one of the only CMAs that produced job growth within this group between 2006 and 

2011 (Statistics Canada, 2015).  Despite growth in working class occupations, increases in 

creative occupations were slightly greater than increases in working class occupations.   

In this thesis, I explored the urban form preferences of Edmonton’s creative workers.  I 

posed the question, how do the urban form preferences of Edmonton’s creative class compare 

with what would be expected based on creative class theory?  To explore this further, I applied a 

range of methods and revealed a general geographic tendency of where creative workers live 

within the region.  The results suggest that Edmonton’s creative class choose to live within 

pockets of the urban core, near the University of Alberta, close to transit hubs, close to natural 

amenities, and in suburban areas within the City of Edmonton’s southwest quadrant.  Upon 

closer examination, however, it is difficult to conclude that these areas stand out as creative class 

neighbourhoods.  The share of creative workers within even the highest ranked census tracts is 

considerably lower than creative class neighbourhoods contemplated in creative class theory.  

Ninety-one percent of all CTs have more than a 20% share of creative workers and the CT with 

the highest portion has a share of 46.7%.  Therefore, Edmonton’s creative workers spread 

themselves consistently throughout the study area with generally higher concentrations in certain 

areas.  Creative class literature reveals pronounced social and geographic divides among the 

three dominate socioeconomic classes.  The literature finds that 10-30% of a metropolitan area’s 
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CTs have a creative class share of more than 50% and the most dominate CTs have a creative 

class share greater than 80%.   

The lack of clustering among the creative class (and other socioeconomic groups for that 

matter) is a key finding of my research and makes Edmonton very different from other North 

American city regions.  Edmonton’s share of creative workers is quite moderate yet they were 

not drawn to the region by the clustering phenomenon as described in Chapter 2.  Certain clues 

from the survey results suggest the reason why Edmonton’s creative class do not cluster is the 

lack of preferred housing.  The current homogeneous housing mix do not appear to meet the 

needs and preferences of Edmonton’s creatives.  It is important, however, to understand why the 

Edmonton region has a moderate share of creatives despite the lack of clustering.  Edmonton is 

unique because a significant portion of its creative class has strong ties with the region’s working 

class.  A noteworthy tenet of creative class literature is that creatives mingle with creatives 

(Florida, 2002, 2012a).  For example, artists want to be where other artists are in order to expand 

their knowledge; scientists exchange ideas with each other, and so on.  Of course, this does occur 

in Edmonton but to a much lesser degree because a large portion of Edmonton’s creatives is not 

the prototypical creative as described in the literature.  In addition, the region draws in creatives 

seeking employment in pragmatic occupations because of the region’s resource-based economy.  

For that reason, the region is not attracting these creatives because of an existence of a creative 

milieu.  Therefore, they base their housing choice on what exists and what is the best value based 

on where they are within their life cycle.   

The lack of clustering also raises the question whether clustering is a negative feature of 

the creative class and if cities would be better off if socioeconomic classes were more mixed and 

integrated.  Part of the answer hinges on if a dispersed creative class produces innovation and 
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new economic growth.  Creative class theory suggests that it does not because clustering is 

necessary in order to produce a creative milieu to which leads to innovation and economic 

growth.  According to the Martin Prosperity Institute (2012), Edmonton is seeing growth in 

patent production; however, the output of patents is still quite low as compared to other Canadian 

CMAs (see Appendix C).  Nonetheless, given the distribution of Edmonton’s creative class, 

Edmonton can be a unique case study for further research on this surrounding this question. 

With respect to the socioeconomic diversity of Edmonton’s neighbourhoods, Kleinhans 

(2004) identified strong consensus in his literature review regarding the positive impacts of 

social diversification (p. 375).  In particular, mixing of different social classes produces a greater 

likelihood for social engagement and effective collective action (Kleinhans, 2004, p. 376).  

Urban design, and the arrangement and type of built forms, however, influences the degree in 

which interaction across diverse social groups can occur (Atkinson & Kintrea, 1998; Page & 

Boughton, 1997).  While Kleinhans (2004) supports the notion of diversity, he advocates for the 

right physical setting for social engagement to take place, which is not dissimilar to Florida’s 

notion of the creative milieu. Edmonton’s homogeneous housing mix and lack of preferred 

housing may therefore hinder social interaction despite having socially diverse neighbourhoods.     

 What surfaced from the survey results is that the urban form preferences of those who 

participated in the survey align very closely with creative class theory.  Respondents reject 

suburban life and desire better urban centric amenities, housing choice, housing quality, mixed-

use developments, walkable streets, and social infrastructure such as affordable housing, post-

secondary institutions, mass transit, and parks.  Due to the make-up of Edmonton’s creative 

class, I believe there is relevance to the urban policies advocated in the creative class theory vis-

à-vis establishing a creative milieu and promoting social interaction.  Despite having a moderate 
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creative class share, Edmonton lacks creatives employed in arts and culture, who are said to be 

key in establishing that creative milieu (Florida, 2002, 2012a).  That is, the urban policies 

advocated in creative class literature target cities with a diminished industrial sector and a 

creative sector that has yet to be established.  As such, the goal of the policies is to attract not just 

creatives but more importantly, the type of creatives necessary to build creative milieus which 

include artists, designers, musicians, performers, etc...  Because the findings show that 

Edmonton’s creatives are for the most part employed in pragmatic occupations, and not the type 

of occupations to build creative milieus, Edmonton should stand to benefit from such urban 

policies.  This will be the foundation of the recommendations as discussed later. 

It is important to note that the survey was distributed to those who are most 

representative of creatives as described in the literature (Florida, 2002, 2012a; Markusen, 2006; 

Florida et al, 2008; Landry, 2000).  This includes those employed in arts and culture, design, 

media, information technology and the like.  The sample that responded to the survey represents 

only part of Edmonton’s creative class and not the region’s creative class as a whole.  While this 

was a methodological weakness, the results provided important information in relation to what 

this part of the creative class desires in terms of urban forms.  The majority of respondents are 

immersed in creative pursuits and therefore have the greatest likelihood to produce economic 

output if, as articulated in the literature, they can operate within the right spatial, cultural, and 

regulatory conditions.   

The contradiction between the census data (housing choice) and the survey results 

(housing preference) may also suggest where the creative class are choosing to live does not 

correspond with where they might prefer to live.  Of course, this hinges on the perspectives of 

the survey sample and the degree in which this cohort represents Edmonton’s creative class as a 
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whole.  Census data show that 53% of creative workers live within the suburbs, yet the vast 

majority of survey respondents do not exhibit suburban preferences.  According to the survey, 

the largest factor impeding the creative class from obtaining their ideal housing choice is cost 

followed by limited choice and lack of quality of place.  Analyzing demographic and survey data 

in more detail, revealed that traditional factors such as where creatives are within their life cycle, 

housing costs, and need for space are major influencers on where Edmonton’s creative workers 

choose to live.   

The findings in this thesis demonstrate compelling reasons for creative workers to decide 

against living in the types of urban forms that the literature suggests they would normally 

choose.  Housing cost per area in the suburbs is likely the most persuasive reason; however, 

housing choice and quality of place are factors that relate to housing value.  In addition, a lack of 

diversity of housing and quality of housing within the urban core and mature neighbourhoods 

may be pushing creatives into the suburbs.   

My findings suggest that creative workers in Edmonton demonstrate different 

characteristics than that expected from the creative class as presented in the literature.  Not just 

because their housing choices do not align with creative workers in other cities, but also because 

of the type of knowledge clusters in which they are employed.  In this regard, Edmonton is 

unique.  The socioeconomic groups integrate and mix together more so than creative class 

suggest.  In the next section, the recommendations aim to build upon the strengths and 

weaknesses of Edmonton’s unique socio-spatial characteristics.   

Recommendations 

   The recommendations intend to create the right spatial, cultural, and regulatory 

conditions to attract and retain creative workers.  It is both a strength and weakness that 

Edmonton’s creative class is tied to the region’s industrial-based knowledge cluster.  
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Edmonton’s knowledge base has the potential to produce new and innovative forms tied to 

energy, technology, and applied sciences.  The weakness of Edmonton’s creative class is there 

are too few creatives employed in arts and culture, a key ingredient to establishing a creative 

milieu.  Similar to cities with declining working class populations, Edmonton needs to bolster its 

arts and culture in order to establish successful creative milieus to attract and retain creative 

workers not tied to the region’s knowledge cluster.  I have categorized my recommendations into 

three categories: creative milieu, built form, capitalization of Edmonton’s knowledge cluster, and 

property tax reform.     

Creative Milieu.  A principle tenet of creative class theory is building a creative milieu 

grounded in arts and culture (Florida, 2002, 2012a).  The foundation for producing those 

conditions are the individual creators – actors, writers, musicians, filmmakers, designers, and 

performers (among others).  Attracting and retaining these creative people in key locations is 

vital to drawing in other creative workers.  The recommendations below focus on strategies for 

clustering these individual creators in specific locations.   Key observations from the research: 

 The most prominent arts and culture nodes within the region are Old Strathcona, 124th 

Street between Jasper Avenue and 104 Avenue, and Downtown.   

 Edmonton’s annual International Fringe festival is a performing arts festival held in 

Old Strathcona.  Edmonton has also gained the reputation as Canada’s festival city.   

 Survey respondents identified affordability as the most significant reason for not 

being able to attain the most ideal housing form that creative workers desire.  Sixty-

six percent of respondents considered the availability of affordable housing as being 

very important. 
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 Eighty-seven percent of respondents consider the availability of arts and cultural 

opportunities, such as theatre, museums, and music as very important. 

 Respondents identified loft-style housing within the urban core as one of the most 

desired built forms. 

 Respondents overwhelmingly said they would prefer to live within walking distance 

of where they work.  They also acknowledged that they did not base their housing 

decision on being able to walk or cycle to work.  When asked why, the most popular 

responses were affordability, lack of choice, and poor quality of place. 

 The City of Edmonton’s urban core serves as a cultural hub for the region.  Although 

St. Albert, Sherwood Park, and other communities within the region have strong 

cultural venues, the artistic community in the City of Edmonton provides the critical 

mass to support arts and culture clusters.    

 Census data identified 2,700 people employed in creative or performing arts as their 

primary occupation.  Among Edmonton’s creative class occupations, fewer people are 

employed in artistic occupations per capita than the national average.  Musicians and 

singers being the exception.  

Recommendation #1: Encourage the development of affordable arts and culture space 

within prominent arts and culture nodes.  Such space includes studios, and places for 

performance, instruction, and rehearsal.  The rationale for this recommendation is that arts, 

culture and creativity flourish in places that can assist individual artists, organizations and 

cultural businesses.  Edmonton needs to strengthen its arts and culture community; however, 

artists and space for artists are dispersed throughout the region.  Clustering these creative people 
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together builds a creative milieu that can create opportunities for this cohort of the creative class 

and thus contributes to Edmonton’s livability and reputation for being welcoming to creatives. 

Recommendation #2: Encourage the development of affordable housing units for artists.  

Building off the first recommendation, these spaces are designed for artists and include live/work 

units and housing units with shared common space.  The design, character, and appearance of the 

housing units can be collaborative and connected to other uses to foster synergies.  Developing 

policy in this regard ought to be comprehensive and therefore be supported within the hierarchy 

of statutory planning documents so that individual development proposals are justified.   

Built Form.  There is a growing body of evidence that creative activity influences the 

competitive spirit of a city by improving its innovative capacity and the quality of place, which is 

important to attracting and retaining creative workers (Gertler, 2004, p. 9).  In Canada, matters 

related to municipal land use planning are legislated at the Provincial level, thus making 

municipalities “creatures” of the province.  In many ways, this system makes it problematic for 

urban policy to support creative forms of economic activity.  In particular, the Alberta Municipal 

Government Act requires municipal land use bylaws must regulate the use of land but not the 

built form.  It is up to the will of the municipality’s Council if it wishes to regulate the character 

of the built form.  It is therefore important that Municipal policies and regulation ensure that the 

built form is unique, distinct, and authentic.  Key observations from the research are: 

 Survey respondents identified affordability as the most significant reason for not 

being able to attain the most ideal housing form they desire.  Sixty-six percent of 

respondents considered the availability of affordable housing as being very important. 
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 Over 68% of survey respondents ranked a suburban style home as their least preferred 

housing style based on the type of housing form that corresponds with their social 

characteristics and urban preference. 

 Respondents supported urban-centric amenities and rejected suburban lifestyles.   

 Statistics Canada data suggest housing choices among the creative class are strongly 

influenced by traditional factors such as life cycle.   

 Respondents suggested that Edmonton does not offer the types of housing options and 

quality that they prefer. 

 There is limited availability of industrial buildings for cost-effective adaptive reuse 

for cultural purposes. 

 More housing units are being developed in the urban core and mature 

neighbourhoods.  Of all the housing units developed in 2014, 83% were within 

developing suburban neighbourhoods compared to 95% between 2001 and 2006.   

Recommendation #3: Encourage the development of affordable housing that suit the 

needs for a range of demographic profiles.  Both policymakers and the development industry 

need to be innovative to properly regulate and provide for sustainable forms of housing.  

Proposed changes in the Alberta Municipal Government Act intend to provide greater authority 

for municipalities to require developers to provide housing at below market values (Alberta 

Government, 2016).  Affordable housing provisions written into the Edmonton Zoning Bylaw to 

include housing units that accommodate a range of demographic profiles and ensure quality 

design.   

Recommendation #4: Form-Based Zoning.  As much as possible, policies and regulations 

need to respond to the unique attributes of each place (Parolek, Parolek, & Crawford, 2008).  
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Applying tailored policies and regulation to different places requires understanding the distinct 

circumstances, culture, and issues specific to that particular area and creating urban design 

objectives that respond to the place’s identity (Madden & Spikowski, 2006).  Form-based zoning 

is a concept based on function and form as a geographic entity as opposed to the allowed use 

(Madden & Spikowski, 2006). Traditional planning places a higher priority on the allowable use 

and lower priority on built form (Parolek et al, 2008).   A legislated framework that focuses on 

use over built form enables developers to provide homogenous housing stocks (Wilson, 2016, p. 

13 & 35; Madden & Spikowski, 2006).  Form-based zoning places greater importance on the 

built form and its association to the public realm through urban design (Madden & Spikowski, 

2006; Parolek et al, 2008).  A “use-based” approach forfeits control of built form and as a result, 

many of the urban design principles that might be best suited for Edmonton’s creative worker 

cannot be realized.  Form-based zoning aims to produce an attractive, safe, and pleasing public 

realm complemented with a healthy mix of uses (Ferrell & Madden, 2002).  Form-based zoning 

enables the development industry to provide a range of housing choices that responds to the 

needs of the market. 

Capitalizing on Edmonton’s Knowledge Cluster:  Many of Edmonton’s creative class 

work in pragmatic occupations tied to Edmonton industrial based knowledge cluster such as 

engineers, geologists, biologists, researchers, and managers specializing in logistics, 

transportation, analytics, etc.  There is value to establish collaborative partnerships between local 

governments, industry, and post-secondary institutions to leverage Edmonton’s distinct 

economic position with the aim of fostering creativity and innovation leading to economic 

growth.  The built environment can facilitate places that harness the energy and creativity from 

all people and classes.  Key observations include: 
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 The Blatchford redevelopment plan is a mixed-use, transit-orientated development 

intended to add 11,000 housing units within the former City Centre Airport site.  The 

site is immediately adjacent to the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology (NAIT) 

and approximately two kilometers north of Edmonton’s central business district.   

 NAIT provides pragmatic programs focusing on biological sciences, business, 

construction, electrical, electronics, engineering technologies, health technologies, 

manufacturing, mechanical, information technologies, natural resources, 

transportation, and trades.  NAIT’s applied research produces solutions to business 

and industry through the development of new technologies and processes. NAIT 

offers bachelor degrees, diplomas, certificates, and apprenticeships related to 

Edmonton’s knowledge cluster and Alberta’s economy as a whole.  Despite its 

targeted focus on applied research, the school’s primary focus remains true to 

providing technical and vocational skill through its two-year diploma and 

apprenticeship programs. 

 Because of Edmonton’s urban and regional hierarchy, the creative class employed 

within the knowledge cluster is dispersed throughout the region.  In addition, many of 

the companies are also scattered.  As a result, there are very few opportunities for 

collaboration and knowledge transfer.   

 The findings identified strong urban-to-urban, urban-to-rural, and rural-to-rural 

connections in terms of how the regional economy functions.  The issue, however, is 

the provincially mandated system of governance encourages municipalities to be 

autonomous and as such do not have mechanisms to collaborate and leverage their 

assets in an effective and efficient manner.   
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Recommendation # 5: Expand the Blatchford redevelopment plan to include an 

innovation and technology district.  Institute a collaborative leadership network between 

industry, government, and post-secondary institutions (particularly NAIT) with the aim of 

establishing, coordinating, and developing the district.   NAIT’s industry-orientated applied 

research focus is harmonized with Edmonton’s knowledge cluster and as such is very well 

positioned physically, geographically, and academically.  The campus can integrate into the 

Blatchford community in a manner that creates physical linkages and fosters innovation and 

creativity.  Industry has the opportunity to locate in the community adjacent to the institution and 

within walking distances to housing and urban amenities.  This can be a place for start-ups, small 

companies, and business incubators.  Blatchford redevelopment can address many of the factors 

said to impede the attainment of ideal housing forms of creative workers including affordability.  

Lastly, an innovation district within the Blatchford community would support the community’s 

plan to be a sustainable development project.  Innovation districts allow industry, entrepreneurs, 

researchers, start-ups, and investors to work together, share ideas, and foster innovation by 

clustering people with diverse experience and perspectives within a dense urbanized area (Katz 

& Wagner, 2014).  Many innovation districts embrace residential and employment density 

through smart growth strategies (Katz & Wagner, 2014).  Blatchford is planning to use 100% 

renewable energy.  This provides an opportunity to turn the community into a living lab to 

research sustainable projects in concert with NAIT, startup companies, technology firms, and 

entrepreneurs. 

Recommendation #6: Regional collaboration among municipalities.  The notion of better 

regional collaboration is that the Edmonton region can be economically stronger and more 

environmentally sustainable than the sum of its parts.  A regional governance model needs to be 
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designed in a manner so municipalities work together to develop systems in key areas.  This is 

particularly important in the Edmonton region because of the distribution of its creative workers.  

A more collaborative regional governance model can help to develop, attract, and retain creative 

workers because the right systems can build mechanisms to bring such people together.  Areas of 

focus should include land use planning, public transportation, sustainability, and economic 

development.   

Property tax reform.  Property tax is the primary source of revenue for municipalities 

(Kitchen, 2004).   The assessed value of the property is multiplied by a mill rate, as determined 

by Council, which determines the tax levy.  Therefore, dwelling unit valued at $500,000 will be 

taxed the same regardless of size, location, or the amount of municipal services it requires.  Blais 

(2010) argues that this model of property taxation is a disincentive for sustainable urban 

development patterns and an incentive for suburban growth (p. 154).  Key observations include: 

 Housing value within the region’s most creative census tracts (CTs) is relatively 

constant; however, there is a significant difference in dwelling size.  The average 

dwelling size in the suburban CTs is 210.9 square metres, 149.6 square metres in the 

established CTs, 128.2 in the mature CTs, and 88.7 square metres in the urban core 

CTs.  

 Survey respondents identified affordability as the most significant reason for not 

being able to attain the most ideal housing form they desire.  Sixty-six percent of 

respondents considered the availability of affordable housing as being very important. 

 Over 68% of survey respondents ranked a suburban style home as their least preferred 

housing style based on the type of housing form that corresponds with their social 

characteristics and urban preference. 
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 The Alberta Government, the City of Calgary, and City of Edmonton agreed to 

develop legislation, in the form of “city charters” specific to the unique needs of 

Alberta’s two largest cities.  The aim is to build strong, vibrant cities that attract trade, 

investment and economic diversification (Government of Alberta, 2016). 

Recommendation #7: Province to provide Alberta’s two largest cities with greater 

powers, through the proposed new Big City Charter, to levy taxes against residential properties.  

This recommendation is deliberately vague because I cannot speak to the details on what would 

be a very complex and controversial subject.  The findings in this study, however, suggest that 

housing value and its correlating tax rate discourage creative workers from locating in places that 

best suit the lifestyle they desire.    

Further Research 

This thesis focused primarily on the urban form preferences of creative workers in 

Edmonton; however, the research did not provide significant evidence regarding the nature of 

social capital in Edmonton’s creative class.  The assumption within this thesis was that the urban 

forms typically preferred by the creative class encourage social capital, whereas the common 

urban forms as chosen by Edmonton’s creative class do not.  Further research is needed to 

determine if this is hampering creativity and innovation or if creative workers in Edmonton’s 

suburbs are finding alternative means to maintain or create the social capital required to utilize 

their creativity.    

Final Thoughts 

This research has implications for urban planning policy for municipalities within the 

Edmonton region with respect to attracting creative workers.  The desire and rationale, however, 

to promote more sustainable urban development practices and curb suburban sprawl goes beyond 

catering to creative workers.  Many of Edmonton’s current policy initiatives focus on bringing 
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people into the urban core and within transit-orientated developments.  At the same time, policy 

among all the region’s municipalities continues to pave the way for suburban growth.  The 

findings in this paper highlights the importance of policy to enhance connectivity between where 

people live and where people work as well as the need for high quality, affordable and 

inclusionary housing.  The results show that regardless of where people live or where they are 

within their life cycle, they appreciate and acknowledge the importance of urban amenities.  The 

need for space is important; however, the ability to conveniently access urban amenities and 

place of work is also important.   This is not only of significance for attracting and retaining the 

creative class, but also for promoting a more sustainable and livable urban region for the general 

population. 
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APPENDIX A 

Full List of Creative Occupations 

(Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada and Human Resources and Skills Development Canada, 

2011) 

0011 Legislators 

0012 Senior government managers and officials 

0013 Senior managers - Financial, communications and other business services 

0014 Senior managers - Health, education, social and community services and membership 

organizations 

0015 Senior managers - Trade, broadcasting and other services, n.e.c. 

0016 Senior managers - Goods production, utilities, transportation and construction 

0111 Financial managers 

0112 Human resources managers 

0113 Purchasing managers 

0114 Other administrative services managers 

0211 Engineering managers 

0213 Computer and information systems managers 

0212 Architecture and science managers 

0611 Sales, marketing and advertising managers 

0712 Facility operation and maintenance managers 

0621 Retail trade managers 

0121 Insurance, real estate and financial brokerage managers 

0122 Banking, credit and other investment managers 

0123 Other business services managers 

0131 Telecommunication carriers managers 

0311 Managers in health care 

0312 Administrators, post-secondary education and vocational training 

0313 School principals and administrators of elementary and secondary education 

0314 Managers in social, community and correctional services 

0411 Government managers, health and social policy development and program administration 
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0412 Government managers, economic analysis, policy development and program administration 

0413 Government managers, education policy development and program administration 

0414 Other managers in public administration 

0511 Library, archive, museum and art gallery managers 

0512 Managers, publishing, motion pictures, broadcasting and performing arts 

0513 Recreation and sports program and service directors 

1111 Financial auditors and accountants 

1112 Financial and investment analysts 

1113 Securities agents, investment dealers and brokers 

1114 Other financial officers 

1121 Specialists in human resources 

1122 Professional occupations in business services to management 

1231 Bookkeepers 

1232 Loan officers 

1233 Insurance adjusters and claims examiners 

1234 Insurance underwriters 

1235 Assessors, valuators and appraisers 

1236 Customs, ship and other brokers 

* 2111 Physicists and astronomers 

* 2112 Chemists 

* 2113 Geologists, geochemists and geophysicists 

* 2114 Meteorologists 

* 2115 Other professional occupations in physical sciences 

* 2121 Biologists and related scientists 

* 2122 Forestry professionals 

* 2123 Agricultural representatives, consultants and specialists 

* 2131 Civil engineers 

* 2132 Mechanical engineers 

* 2133 Electrical and electronics engineers 

* 2134 Chemical engineers 
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* 2141 Industrial and manufacturing engineers 

* 2142 Metallurgical and materials engineers 

* 2143 Mining engineers 

* 2144 Geological engineers 

* 2145 Petroleum engineers 

* 2146 Aerospace engineers 

* 2147 Computer engineers (except software engineers) 

* 2148 Other professional engineers, n.e.c. 

* 2151 Architects 

* 2152 Landscape architects 

* 2153 Urban and land use planners 

* 2154 Land surveyors 

* 2161 Mathematicians, statisticians and actuaries 

* 2171 Information systems analysts and consultants 

* 2172 Database analysts and data administrators 

* 2173 Software engineers 

* 2174 Computer programmers and interactive media developers 

* 2175 Web designers and developers 

* 2211 Chemical technologists and technicians 

* 2212 Geological and mineral technologists and technicians 

* 2213 Meteorological technicians 

* 2221 Biological technologists and technicians 

* 2222 Agricultural and fish products inspectors 

* 2223 Forestry technologists and technicians 

* 2224 Conservation and fishery officers 

* 2225 Landscape and horticultural technicians and specialists 

* 2231 Civil engineering technologists and technicians 

* 2232 Mechanical engineering technologists and technicians 

* 2233 Industrial engineering and manufacturing technologists and technicians 

* 2234 Construction estimators 
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* 2241 Electrical and electronics engineering technologists and technicians 

* 2242 Electronic service technicians (household and business equipment) 

* 2243 Industrial instrument technicians and mechanics 

* 2244 Aircraft instrument, electrical and avionics mechanics, technicians and inspectors 

* 2251 Architectural technologists and technicians 

* 2252 Industrial designers 

* 2253 Drafting technologists and technicians 

* 2254 Land survey technologists and technicians 

* 2255 Mapping and related technologists and technicians 

* 2261 Non-destructive testers and inspectors 

* 2262 Engineering inspectors and regulatory officers 

* 2263 Inspectors in public and environmental health and occupational health and safety 

* 2264 Construction inspectors 

* 2271 Air pilots, flight engineers and flying instructors 

* 2272 Air traffic control and related occupations 

* 2273 Deck officers, water transport 

* 2274 Engineer officers, water transport 

* 2275 Railway traffic controllers and marine traffic regulators 

* 2281 Computer and network operators and web technicians 

* 2282 User support technicians 

* 2283 Systems testing technicians 

3111 Specialist physicians 

3112 General practitioners and family physicians 

3113 Dentists 

3114 Veterinarians 

3121 Optometrists 

3122 Chiropractors 

3123 Other professional occupations in health diagnosing and treating 

3131 Pharmacists 

3132 Dietitians and nutritionists 
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3141 Audiologists and speech-language pathologists 

3142 Physiotherapists 

3143 Occupational therapists 

3144 Other professional occupations in therapy and assessment 

3151 Head nurses and supervisors 

3152 Registered nurses 

3211 Medical laboratory technologists and pathologists' assistants 

3212 Medical laboratory technicians 

3213 Veterinary and animal health technologists and technicians 

3214 Respiratory therapists, clinical perfusionists and cardio-pulmonary technologists 

3215 Medical radiation technologists 

3216 Medical sonographers 

3217 Cardiology technologists 

3218 Electroencephalographic and other diagnostic technologists, n.e.c. 

3219 Other medical technologists and technicians (except dental health) 

3221 Denturists 

3222 Dental hygienists and dental therapists 

3223 Dental technologists, technicians and laboratory bench workers 

3231 Opticians 

3232 Midwives and practitioners of natural healing 

3233 Licensed practical nurses 

3234 Ambulance attendants and other paramedical occupations 

3235 Other technical occupations in therapy and assessment 

* 4111 Judges 

* 4112 Lawyers and Quebec notaries 

* 4151 Psychologists 

* 4152 Social workers 

* 4153 Family, marriage and other related counselors 

* 4154 Ministers of religion 

* 4155 Probation and parole officers and related occupations 
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* 4161 Natural and applied science policy researchers, consultants and program officers 

* 4162 Economists and economic policy researchers and analysts 

* 4163 Business development officers and marketing researchers and consultants 

* 4164 Social policy researchers, consultants and program officers 

* 4166 Education policy researchers, consultants and program officers 

* 4167 Recreation, sports and fitness program supervisors and consultants 

* 4168 Program officers unique to government 

* 4169 Other professional occupations in social science, n.e.c. 

* 4165 Health policy researchers, consultants and program officers 

* 4121 University professors 

* 4122 Post-secondary teaching and research assistants 

* 4131 College and other vocational instructors 

* 4141 Secondary school teachers 

* 4142 Elementary school and kindergarten teachers 

* 4143 Educational counsellors 

* 5111 Librarians 

* 5112 Conservators and curators 

* 5113 Archivists 

* 5121 Authors and writers 

* 5122 Editors 

* 5123 Journalists 

* 5124 Professional occupations in public relations and communications 

* 5125 Translators, terminologists and interpreters 

* 5131 Producers, directors, choreographers and related occupations 

* 5132 Conductors, composers and arrangers 

* 5133 Musicians and singers 

* 5134 Dancers 

* 5135 Actors and comedians 

* 5136 Painters, sculptors and other visual artists 

* 5211 Library and archive technicians and assistants 
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* 5212 Technical occupations related to museums and art galleries 

* 5221 Photographers 

* 5222 Film and video camera operators 

* 5223 Graphic arts technicians 

* 5224 Broadcast technicians 

* 5225 Audio and video recording technicians 

* 5226 Other technical and co-ordinating occupations in motion pictures, broadcasting and the 

performing arts 

* 5227 Support occupations in motion pictures, broadcasting and the performing arts 

* 5231 Announcers and other broadcasters 

* 5232 Other performers 

* 5241 Graphic designers and illustrators 

* 5242 Interior designers 

* 5243 Theatre, fashion, exhibit and other creative designers 

* 5244 Artisans and craftspersons 

* 5245 Patternmakers, textile, leather and fur products 

* 5251 Athletes 

* 5252 Coaches 

* 5253 Sports officials and referees 

* 5254 Program leaders and instructors in recreation and sport 
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APPENDIX B 

Census Subdivisions in Edmonton CMA 

Census Subdivision Name Type Population 

2011 2006 Change % 

Edmonton City 812,201 730,372 11.2 

Strathcona County Specialized Municipality 92,410 82,511 12.0 

St. Albert City 61,466 57,764 6.4 

Parkland County Municipal District 30,568 29,220 4.6 

Spruce Grove City 26,171 19,541 33.9 

Leduc City 24,279 16,967 43.1 

Sturgeon County Municipal District 19,579 18,566 5.5 

Fort Saskatchewan City 19,051 14,957 27.4 

Stony Plain Town 15,051 12,363 21.7 

Leduc County Municipal District 13,541 13,135 3.1 

Beaumont Town 13,284 8,961 48.2 

Morinville Town 8,569 6,775 26.5 

Devon Town 6,510 6,261 4.0 

Gibbons Town 3,030 2,642 14.7 

Calmar Town 1,970 1,959 0.6 

Redwater Town 1,915 2,202 -13.0 

Bon Accord Town 1,488 1,534 -3.0 

Legal Town 1,225 1,192 2.8 

Bruderheim Town 1,155 1,215 -4.9 

Wabamun 133A Indian Reserve 1,069 1,088 -1.7 

Alexander 134 Indian Reserve 1,027 962 6.8 

Stony Plain 135 Indian Reserve 987 1,418 -30.4 

Thorsby Village 797 945 -15.7 

Warburg Village 789 621 27.1 

Wabamun Village 661 601 10.0 

Spring Lake Village 533 501 6.4 

Seba Beach Summer Village 143 203 -29.6 

Golden Days Summer Village 141 207 -31.9 

Sundance Beach Summer Village 82 102 -19.6 

Lakeview Summer Village 26 36 -27.8 

Itaska Beach Summer Village 20 35 -42.9 

Wabamun 133B Indian Reserve 17 20 -15.0 

Point Alison Summer Village 15 15 0.0 

Betula Beach Summer Village 15 15 0.0 

Kapasiwin Summer Village 10 39 -74.4 

 

Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada, Census of Population, 2012a 
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APPENDIX C 

Edmonton’s 3T’s 

Talent 

Educated Population 
(Secondary School) 

86.0% of Edmonton’s population has at least a high school education. 23.6% have 
high school as their highest level of educational attainment. 

Educated Population  
Post-Secondary 

62.4% of Edmonton’s population has some form of post-secondary education. 22.9% 
of Edmonton’s population has a Bachelor’s degree or higher. 

College and University 
Institutions 

Edmonton is home to five universities, two colleges, and one polytechnic. The 
University of Alberta is Alberta’s top research University, ranked 4th in Canada in 
gross research and development expenditures at $513,473 in 2010. Edmonton is also 
home to Athabasca, a university that specializes in distance education. The Northern 
Alberta Institute of Technology is the city’s major polytechnic institution, with more 
than 28,000 full time and part time students in over 200 credit programs. 

Education Spending Alberta students scored 5th on reading, 4th in science, 11th in mathematics on 2009 
international PISA rankings. Alberta spends the most of any province in Canada on 
education, $11,086 per student in 2008, roughly 4% more than the Canadian average. 
The average class sizes in the province vary between 18.5 and 22.8 students. 
Adjusted for purchasing power parity, Canada's total spending per pupil on primary 
and secondary education is in the middle of the pack of OECD countries, at $US 8,388, 
ranked 15th out of 32 countries reporting in 2011. Canada spends a much higher 
proportion of its wealth on tertiary education, $US 20,903 per pupil, ranked third of 
31 OECD countries reporting in 2011. 

Creative Class Share Creative occupations employs 29% of Edmonton’s workforce. 

Overall Talent Score Edmonton’s strong education infrastructure is evidenced by the quality of its post-
secondary institutions, as well as the province’s high PISA test scores. Despite a high 
proportion of the population having a post-secondary education, Edmonton’s 
Creative Class share is the lowest among Canada’s top 7 CMAs. 

 

Source: Martin Prosperity Institute, 2012. Reproduced with permission  
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Technology 

Patents Edmonton filed 92 patents under the international Patent Cooperation Treaty in 
2009, 3.5% of the country’s share, or 7.7 patents per 100 000 people. 

Innovation Patents filed under the international Patent Cooperation Treaty increased 36% 
between 2000 and 2009, increasing at an annual rate of 4.0%. 

Job Growth Employment grew by 5.9% from 2010 to 2011. The average employment growth in 
the Edmonton CMA was 2.2% between 2007 and 2011. Edmonton has one of the 
lowest unemployment rates amongst Canadian CMAs, with a 2011 annual 
unemployment rate of 5.4%. 

High Tech Index Edmonton has the fourth largest number of scientists and technicians per 1000 
workers amongst all major Canadian CMAs, at 33. More than half of Alberta’s fastest 
growing companies are from the ICT industry. Edmonton houses Canada’s most 
advanced nanotechnology infrastructure, thanks to heavy investment between 
provincial and federal governments, and the University of Alberta. 

Sustainable/Green 
Economy 

The city is quickly developing its clean infrastructure, particularly in water and waste 
management. One such example is The Gold Bar Wastewater Treatment plan that 
recycles municipal waste-water for use at Petro-Canada refineries. Edmonton has a 
strong waste diversion policy: 60% of the municipal waste was diverted from landfill 
in 2010, which is double the Canadian average.  Edmonton’s waste management also 
has a methane diverting system that powers Edmonton homes. In addition, light-rail 
transit is currently under expansion, which will continue to add clean jobs to the 
Edmonton economy. 

Entrepreneurship Canadian Federation of Independent Businesses ranks Edmonton as the fifth most 
entrepreneurial city in Canada. Edmonton has the 6th largest numbers of business 
establishments per capita in Canada (7.00 per 100 people). TEC Edmonton, a recent 
venture between the Edmonton Economic Development Corporation and the 
University of Alberta that assists entrepreneurs in commercializing their ideas, is 
spurring entrepreneurial activity in the city. During 2011, the TEC raised $39.7M in 
venture funding, leading to the generation of 18 new companies. 

Overall Technology 
Score 

Edmonton’s technology landscape is changing quickly, as indicated by the recent 
growth in patent production, nanotechnology sector, sustainable infrastructure, and 
business startups. Overall, the low number of patent outputs and lower percentage 
of Creative Class share in comparison to other CMAs results in a lower Technology 
score for Edmonton. 

 

Source: Martin Prosperity Institute, 2012. Reproduced with permission  
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Tolerance 

Diversity The Immigration increased by nearly 50% from 2007 to 2011 in Alberta, up to 30,941 
in 2011 from 20,860 in 2007. Edmonton attracts about 33% of these immigrants to 
the province (10,449 in 2011, an increase of 60% since 2007). On a per-capita basis, 
this amounts to roughly 8.7 immigrants per 1000 citizens in 2011. 

Immigration Edmonton has a visible minority population of 175,297, or about 17% of the total 
population. The largest numbers of visible minorities are Chinese (47,195), South 
Asian (40,200), Black (20,380), and Filipino (19,630). 

Visible Minorities Canada’s strong multiculturalism policy has in some degree led to ethnic segregation 
in Canadian CMAs. The majority of Edmonton’s South Asian, West Asian, and African 
communities live in distinct neighbourhoods/districts of the city. 

Integration Canada’s multiculturalism policy emphasizes inclusive citizenship as critical to 
immigrant integration in Canadian society. The participation rate in the labour force 
for Alberta immigrants in 2011 was 70.2%, compared to an average of 61.8% in 
Canada. The unemployment rate for Alberta immigrants is 5.6%, compared to an 
average of 8.7% for Canadian immigrants and 7.4% for all Canadians. 

Gay and Lesbian 
Population 

Edmonton is considered one of North America’s most gay-friendly cities. The city's 
gay district, Jasper Village, is home to many gay/lesbian couples of the region and is 
an attraction for gay/lesbian tourists. According to the most recent census data, 
same-sex relationships (Unions and marriages) increased by 30% between 2001 and 
2006 in Edmonton. 

Religious Diversity The 2001 Census data shows Edmonton is religiously diverse. As per 2001 census 
data, 27.6% were Catholic, 23.2% had no religious affiliation, and 11.7% were 
members of the United Church. There were also small populations of Muslims (2.0%), 
Buddhists (1.5%), Sikhs (1.0%), and Hindus (0.8%). Although roughly two-thirds of 
citizens in Edmonton’s were Christian in 2001, experts believe this figure will fall over 
time as Edmonton’s immigrant population continues grow. 

Openness Edmonton’s doors are open to all lifestyles, as evidenced by their continually 
increasing immigration figures, ethnic communities, respect for religious diversity, 
and respect towards the gay/lesbian population. 

Bohemians Edmonton scores 1.03 on the BOHO index, ranking 13th out of Canada’s 35 largest 
urban regions. 

Overall Tolerance Score Edmonton’s high ratio of foreign-born population, growing immigrant population, 
diverse religious affiliations, and relatively large gay/lesbian population are clear signs 
of a tolerant city. 

 

Source: Martin Prosperity Institute, 2012. Reproduced with permission  
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APPENDIX D 

Class Share Results 

 

Census Tract Service Class Creative Class Working Class 

8350078.12 0.466819 0.243737 0.248458 

8350104.10 0.390493 0.161356 0.424619 

8350104.12 0.324532 0.385797 0.193749 

8350104.13 0.389092 0.357403 0.15623 

8350079.02 0.392226 0.352253 0.18027 

8350004.01 0.275545 0.412175 0.145702 

8350004.02 0.3817 0.37732 0.149675 

8350006.13 0.515246 0.239128 0.208694 

8350006.14 0.425343 0.274681 0.222488 

8350006.15 0.470544 0.250905 0.224707 

8350006.16 0.477488 0.237833 0.23082 

8350006.17 0.413336 0.338043 0.186992 

8350006.18 0.415913 0.372893 0.121864 

8350026.01 0.473305 0.243185 0.256316 

8350026.02 0.423476 0.312328 0.18016 

8350140.05 0.415669 0.286295 0.238163 

8350140.06 0.367692 0.272918 0.308761 

8350068.01 0.302738 0.213976 0.414146 

8350068.02 0.426458 0.201045 0.327659 

8350067.01 0.414977 0.232161 0.262955 

8350067.02 0.435866 0.218133 0.307978 

8350066.01 0.378725 0.16212 0.447857 

8350066.02 0.366213 0.177277 0.37375 

8350024.01 0.299532 0.379325 0.211818 

8350024.02 0.43016 0.361514 0.08102 

8350005.07 0.377998 0.42527 0.098182 

8350005.08 0.355701 0.439862 0.095421 

8350008.01 0.35095 0.377824 0.158492 

8350008.02 0.462712 0.202319 0.311818 

8350104.15 0.34625 0.309971 0.253958 

8350104.16 0.363081 0.333233 0.220476 

8350105.05 0.337891 0.341213 0.241786 

8350105.06 0.337642 0.29182 0.295 

8350106.01 0.312868 0.277215 0.332869 

8350106.02 0.288241 0.254251 0.381456 

8350003.00 0.302829 0.410202 0.162827 
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8350009.00 0.316034 0.411692 0.137356 

8350010.00 0.278903 0.471149 0.12011 

8350011.00 0.309072 0.411839 0.179933 

8350013.00 0.290143 0.385101 0.238113 

8350014.00 0.311571 0.319715 0.298503 

8350017.00 0.36531 0.306437 0.263945 

8350020.00 0.374689 0.341753 0.20024 

8350021.00 0.299613 0.388263 0.215355 

8350022.00 0.366874 0.401632 0.12732 

8350023.00 0.263744 0.483396 0.107049 

8350025.00 0.521 0.195099 0.254638 

8350027.00 0.482024 0.192335 0.287802 

8350028.00 0.43904 0.213829 0.317918 

8350029.00 0.335175 0.403807 0.170278 

8350030.00 0.406068 0.362091 0.152271 

8350031.00 0.417497 0.334211 0.182682 

8350034.00 0.34559 0.352695 0.198782 

8350035.00 0.281447 0.390093 0.211416 

8350036.00 0.353253 0.314327 0.270786 

8350037.00 0.381355 0.286641 0.278292 

8350038.00 0.37994 0.296841 0.265616 

8350039.00 0.31983 0.383593 0.223333 

8350040.00 0.328644 0.350072 0.239503 

8350041.00 0.409998 0.252572 0.294706 

8350043.00 0.36531 0.370657 0.168504 

8350044.00 0.476067 0.24585 0.244939 

8350045.00 0.521809 0.167503 0.254719 

8350046.00 0.458141 0.229608 0.289878 

8350047.00 0.481477 0.246002 0.231156 

8350048.00 0.344028 0.381283 0.203536 

8350049.00 0.386007 0.328184 0.174522 

8350050.00 0.386834 0.226417 0.353529 

8350053.00 0.462845 0.265293 0.2193 

8350054.00 0.448386 0.263973 0.258571 

8350055.00 0.410294 0.239612 0.319003 

8350056.00 0.368791 0.202412 0.403786 

8350057.00 0.279703 0.42225 0.208707 

8350058.00 0.422746 0.188663 0.3564 

8350059.00 0.416441 0.182623 0.368549 

8350061.00 0.432684 0.218473 0.302021 

8350062.00 0.426573 0.197103 0.35133 
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8350063.00 0.402381 0.257149 0.291663 

8350069.00 0.42171 0.233814 0.251498 

8350070.00 0.490079 0.149371 0.349475 

8350071.00 0.437033 0.132353 0.398421 

8350072.00 0.45908 0.177047 0.32558 

8350073.00 0.40486 0.229248 0.314536 

8350104.17 0.346191 0.317392 0.267057 

8350104.18 0.364588 0.345718 0.209454 

8350104.19 0.366894 0.301538 0.262813 

8350002.01 0.320626 0.426303 0.148932 

8350002.02 0.356603 0.320965 0.256277 

8350012.01 0.334099 0.390123 0.186134 

8350012.02 0.322875 0.331608 0.282976 

8350075.01 0.537355 0.193273 0.224313 

8350075.02 0.405872 0.261431 0.277295 

8350102.00 0.370984 0.294115 0.267847 

8350103.00 0.35959 0.33304 0.231439 

8350111.00 0.376024 0.245151 0.339179 

8350141.00 0.294108 0.262071 0.360719 

8350100.00 0.377467 0.292838 0.264649 

8350001.02 0.422628 0.339723 0.18625 

8350001.03 0.417902 0.365713 0.164438 

8350001.04 0.35969 0.332496 0.19129 

8350001.05 0.388671 0.271771 0.301057 

8350002.03 0.44917 0.338621 0.148971 

8350005.01 0.375914 0.380364 0.144286 

8350005.02 0.390112 0.3885 0.133734 

8350006.03 0.520313 0.225311 0.237188 

8350006.04 0.459884 0.263645 0.231365 

8350006.05 0.4683 0.262018 0.235797 

8350006.06 0.439273 0.204953 0.31739 

8350007.01 0.448872 0.265164 0.235514 

8350007.02 0.364669 0.376023 0.161714 

8350015.02 0.35791 0.281991 0.30321 

8350016.02 0.408357 0.280305 0.258571 

8350019.02 0.380428 0.268201 0.321045 

8350032.01 0.410486 0.383873 0.129727 

8350032.02 0.355459 0.416919 0.117613 

8350042.01 0.368547 0.212537 0.365443 

8350042.02 0.420483 0.200792 0.348966 

8350051.01 0.308298 0.28631 0.345126 
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8350052.02 0.4743 0.237839 0.237692 

8350060.01 0.375663 0.152288 0.407289 

8350060.02 0.39821 0.175482 0.398831 

8350064.01 0.403653 0.27538 0.254576 

8350065.01 0.422954 0.232745 0.310488 

8350065.02 0.478798 0.209474 0.284848 

8350075.03 0.490918 0.245866 0.21107 

8350075.04 0.42375 0.205801 0.33 

8350075.05 0.401647 0.196371 0.339463 

8350075.07 0.397239 0.275738 0.275614 

8350076.02 0.378824 0.224339 0.348699 

8350077.01 0.428405 0.273665 0.236081 

8350077.02 0.480851 0.224513 0.25824 

8350078.01 0.296003 0.316003 0.259299 

8350078.02 0.39649 0.228201 0.299316 

8350078.03 0.463189 0.23414 0.232658 

8350078.05 0.394929 0.314178 0.227368 

8350090.01 0.431475 0.277023 0.249313 

8350090.02 0.450607 0.249141 0.271071 

8350090.03 0.431988 0.243631 0.28 

8350090.04 0.463173 0.174948 0.336533 

8350090.05 0.436473 0.221858 0.301949 

8350090.06 0.429853 0.224636 0.30957 

8350090.08 0.418068 0.254319 0.283659 

8350090.09 0.418732 0.284797 0.242934 

8350101.01 0.385668 0.292977 0.243355 

8350101.02 0.38956 0.292511 0.241765 

8350120.01 0.385032 0.319907 0.213882 

8350120.02 0.348688 0.315151 0.255379 

8350120.03 0.402093 0.329923 0.199492 

8350121.02 0.380114 0.283618 0.27486 

8350121.03 0.427236 0.302891 0.201429 

8350142.01 0.331496 0.250452 0.347722 

8350001.06 0.412354 0.323239 0.222534 

8350001.07 0.378023 0.366516 0.186863 

8350002.04 0.36544 0.367598 0.228095 

8350002.05 0.394413 0.342073 0.213746 

8350006.08 0.472668 0.270606 0.202762 

8350006.09 0.417212 0.275985 0.240366 

8350075.08 0.421563 0.245674 0.29699 

8350075.10 0.434593 0.239573 0.292548 
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8350075.09 0.44145 0.262766 0.261806 

8350078.06 0.423091 0.217556 0.308571 

8350078.07 0.414584 0.22516 0.319298 

8350090.11 0.438598 0.250923 0.255543 

8350090.12 0.378481 0.239156 0.343208 

8350090.13 0.434342 0.211113 0.323598 

8350090.15 0.411069 0.266508 0.273572 

8350110.01 0.355919 0.250087 0.342992 

8350110.02 0.385299 0.219055 0.368552 

8350142.03 0.362586 0.240129 0.324466 

8350142.04 0.326934 0.273439 0.323233 

8350150.00 0.291432 0.279755 0.35874 

8350152.00 0.370701 0.233151 0.343993 

8350153.00 0.384598 0.237011 0.330555 

8350154.00 0.367188 0.249271 0.339651 

8350155.00 0.320287 0.237226 0.366508 

8350156.00 0.397894 0.218624 0.343618 

8350161.01 0.355744 0.281946 0.299303 

8350161.02 0.365526 0.255847 0.317197 

8350164.01 0.369438 0.180693 0.264375 

8350164.02 0.327564 0.25847 0.336874 

8350104.20 0.381278 0.282726 0.26748 

8350104.21 0.380657 0.277311 0.291088 

8350104.22 0.372434 0.278167 0.300447 

8350104.23 0.333474 0.366155 0.237646 

8350163.05 0.396352 0.170953 0.401019 

8350163.06 0.350724 0.268815 0.318301 

8350079.03 0.406972 0.173033 0.367017 

8350079.04 0.384549 0.331638 0.213537 

8350104.24 0.331741 0.438278 0.134846 

8350104.25 0.35011 0.422336 0.147955 

8350104.26 0.353899 0.412465 0.156173 

8350104.27 0.406366 0.331983 0.182174 

8350121.07 0.383891 0.340274 0.187526 

8350121.08 0.37041 0.298383 0.268606 

8350121.09 0.39542 0.296446 0.248837 

8350078.14 0.399934 0.272265 0.28 

8350078.15 0.399111 0.262286 0.275059 

8350078.16 0.46328 0.224519 0.258448 

8350078.17 0.395837 0.316796 0.226286 

8350075.11 0.414864 0.258093 0.277449 
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8350075.12 0.398147 0.266877 0.303654 

8350090.16 0.446294 0.206341 0.320859 

8350090.17 0.457537 0.250064 0.254377 

8350090.18 0.425376 0.229547 0.275232 

8350078.08 0.473542 0.208084 0.28885 

8350078.09 0.414599 0.236288 0.278619 

8350104.02 0.338315 0.358346 0.196893 

8350121.04 0.346147 0.399339 0.151984 

8350200.00 0.277957 0.125479 0.51227 

8350006.11 0.349504 0.39747 0.131408 

8350090.19 0.476448 0.214157 0.273373 

8350090.20 0.484297 0.200589 0.289825 

8350090.21 0.413458 0.280497 0.258766 

8350090.22 0.4057 0.260935 0.268866 

8350120.05 0.366611 0.361596 0.171104 

8350120.06 0.351769 0.356228 0.189363 

8350121.06 0.407373 0.29496 0.223891 

8350160.01 0.339455 0.321743 0.246138 

8350160.02 0.322914 0.270487 0.318889 

8350162.01 0.380972 0.222157 0.317197 

8350162.02 0.341054 0.256766 0.347315 

8350165.01 0.322279 0.234158 0.377962 

8350165.02 0.337311 0.229586 0.382789 

8350005.05 0.369515 0.403661 0.126115 

8350140.03 0.355063 0.358853 0.191802 

8350140.04 0.314086 0.321765 0.242069 

8350005.09 0.411299 0.425113 0.056128 

8350005.10 0.365947 0.453797 0.116066 

8350005.11 0.332118 0.464177 0.095263 

8350033.01 0.44753 0.387836 0.090423 

8350033.02 0.410355 0.356616 0.157466 

8350105.03 0.295362 0.32284 0.312306 

8350105.04 0.333942 0.290509 0.314861 

8350151.01 0.37624 0.303902 0.243152 

8350151.02 0.334705 0.325793 0.266156 

8350163.03 0.312604 0.253692 0.387895 

Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada, Census of Population, 2012a. 
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APPENDIX E 

Location Quotient – Proportion of Creative Class 

Census Tract Location Quotient Category 

8350023.00 1.666611 Urban Core 

8350010.00 1.641811 Mature 

8350005.11 1.608005 Suburban 

8350005.10 1.569717 Suburban 

8350104.24 1.523976 Suburban 

8350005.08 1.522077 Suburban 

8350005.09 1.475028 Suburban 

8350005.07 1.471469 Suburban 

8350002.01 1.471194 Established 

8350057.00 1.470694 Mature 

8350104.25 1.461841 Suburban 

8350032.02 1.450599 Urban Core 

8350104.26 1.43628 Suburban 

8350004.01 1.435463 Established 

8350009.00 1.431878 Established 

8350011.00 1.431662 Mature 

8350005.05 1.409579 Suburban 

8350029.00 1.402454 Mature 

8350022.00 1.399466 Urban Core 

8350003.00 1.395001 Established 

8350006.11 1.389365 Suburban 

8350121.04 1.384446 Suburban 

8350012.01 1.363202 Mature 

8350035.00 1.35626 Mature 

8350033.01 1.353477 Urban Core 

8350104.12 1.34584 Suburban 

8350032.01 1.343064 Urban Core 

8350005.02 1.342846 Suburban 

8350021.00 1.340927 Urban Core 

8350039.00 1.339933 Mature 

8350005.01 1.327826 Established 

8350024.01 1.32658 Mature 

8350048.00 1.326317 Mature 

8350008.01 1.320813 Established 

8350007.02 1.314592 Suburban 

8350013.00 1.313703 Urban Core 

8350006.18 1.308958 Suburban 
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8350004.02 1.304264 Established 

8350043.00 1.283597 Mature 

8350002.04 1.273625 Suburban 

8350104.23 1.270525 Suburban 

8350001.07 1.265289 Suburban 

8350024.02 1.263389 Mature 

8350120.05 1.261767 Suburban 

8350030.00 1.259336 Urban Core 

8350140.03 1.254977 Suburban 

8350104.02 1.253564 Rural 

8350120.06 1.247423 Suburban 

8350104.13 1.244143 Suburban 

8350001.03 1.236468 Established 

8350033.02 1.233672 Urban Core 

8350079.02 1.229938 Suburban 

8350040.00 1.228416 Established 

8350034.00 1.219497 Urban Core 

8350104.18 1.209845 Suburban 

8350105.05 1.193953 Rural 

8350020.00 1.193903 Mature 

8350121.07 1.189942 Suburban 

8350001.02 1.184321 Suburban 

8350002.05 1.183265 Suburban 

8350006.17 1.177753 Suburban 

8350031.00 1.165429 Urban Core 

8350002.03 1.162465 Urban Core 

8350104.27 1.1623 Suburban 

8350104.16 1.15933 Suburban 

8350079.04 1.158607 Suburban 

8350103.00 1.156578 Suburban 

8350120.03 1.149044 Mature 

8350012.02 1.144125 Mature 

8350001.04 1.141383 Established 

8350049.00 1.139689 Mature 

8350151.02 1.138972 Suburban 

8350105.03 1.130971 Rural 

8350160.01 1.129274 Rural 

8350001.06 1.126942 Established 

8350140.04 1.117557 Rural 

8350120.01 1.116895 Suburban 

8350104.17 1.114182 Suburban 
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8350014.00 1.10733 Mature 

8350120.02 1.107015 Established 

8350002.02 1.098523 Established 

8350078.17 1.09633 Suburban 

8350078.01 1.096115 Established 

8350078.05 1.094905 Suburban 

8350026.02 1.08393 Established 

8350104.15 1.080498 Suburban 

8350036.00 1.076768 Mature 

8350017.00 1.07638 Mature 

8350151.01 1.05724 Suburban 

8350121.03 1.056271 Established 

8350104.19 1.05609 Suburban 

8350038.00 1.041697 Established 

8350121.08 1.041245 Suburban 

8350101.01 1.032463 Suburban 

8350121.06 1.02657 Suburban 

8350102.00 1.026366 Suburban 

8350101.02 1.024997 Suburban 

8350105.06 1.020537 Rural 

8350100.00 1.017199 Established 

8350105.04 1.013685 Rural 

8350121.09 1.010044 Suburban 

8350051.01 1.003356 Established 

8350140.05 0.997549 Suburban 

8350121.02 0.993703 Established 

8350037.00 0.990805 Established 

8350161.01 0.990344 Established 

8350015.02 0.987889 Mature 

8350104.20 0.9832 Suburban 

8350016.02 0.981927 Established 

8350150.00 0.981388 Rural 

8350090.09 0.98034 Suburban 

8350090.21 0.976309 Suburban 

8350106.01 0.970644 Suburban 

8350006.09 0.964797 Suburban 

8350104.22 0.964001 Suburban 

8350090.01 0.963265 Suburban 

8350104.21 0.962113 Suburban 

8350142.04 0.957804 Rural 

8350006.14 0.956521 Suburban 
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8350077.01 0.953917 Established 

8350001.05 0.943731 Established 

8350078.14 0.943091 Suburban 

8350140.06 0.942741 Rural 

8350075.07 0.93614 Suburban 

8350160.02 0.934948 Rural 

8350064.01 0.933986 Established 

8350163.06 0.933983 Suburban 

8350006.08 0.930529 Suburban 

8350075.12 0.930033 Suburban 

8350019.02 0.928305 Established 

8350006.04 0.923842 Suburban 

8350090.15 0.921435 Suburban 

8350141.00 0.91727 Rural 

8350054.00 0.910817 Mature 

8350164.02 0.910234 Rural 

8350006.05 0.908665 Suburban 

8350075.09 0.906103 Suburban 

8350075.02 0.903788 Established 

8350078.15 0.899192 Suburban 

8350053.00 0.897985 Mature 

8350090.22 0.897714 Suburban 

8350075.11 0.89638 Suburban 

8350162.02 0.895103 Suburban 

8350090.08 0.892001 Suburban 

8350007.01 0.89178 Established 

8350161.02 0.891025 Suburban 

8350063.00 0.888981 Established 

8350041.00 0.88617 Established 

8350163.03 0.886101 Established 

8350106.02 0.885781 Rural 

8350090.11 0.881116 Suburban 

8350142.01 0.872258 Rural 

8350090.17 0.871003 Suburban 

8350110.01 0.870931 Established 

8350154.00 0.86441 Suburban 

8350075.08 0.863991 Suburban 

8350111.00 0.861416 Mature 

8350006.15 0.861347 Suburban 

8350075.03 0.854345 Established 

8350090.02 0.852581 Suburban 
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8350047.00 0.851102 Urban Core 

8350078.12 0.850938 Suburban 

8350090.03 0.845006 Suburban 

8350142.03 0.842666 Established 

8350026.01 0.842584 Established 

8350044.00 0.84209 Urban Core 

8350075.10 0.839398 Established 

8350006.13 0.835137 Suburban 

8350155.00 0.833908 Rural 

8350153.00 0.831241 Established 

8350078.03 0.828997 Suburban 

8350078.09 0.828244 Established 

8350090.12 0.827606 Suburban 

8350006.16 0.826212 Suburban 

8350067.01 0.821334 Established 

8350052.02 0.81844 Established 

8350152.00 0.815717 Suburban 

8350165.01 0.813343 Rural 

8350055.00 0.805344 Mature 

8350069.00 0.80394 Established 

8350065.01 0.802864 Established 

8350090.18 0.801119 Suburban 

8350073.00 0.795474 Established 

8350078.02 0.794539 Established 

8350050.00 0.793547 Mature 

8350165.02 0.79073 Rural 

8350090.06 0.789512 Suburban 

8350046.00 0.787265 Urban Core 

8350078.07 0.78456 Suburban 

8350077.02 0.778701 Established 

8350078.16 0.777836 Suburban 

8350076.02 0.777407 Established 

8350162.01 0.771253 Established 

8350090.05 0.767352 Suburban 

8350006.03 0.765957 Suburban 

8350110.02 0.76328 Established 

8350156.00 0.76217 Established 

8350090.19 0.7534 Suburban 

8350061.00 0.751309 Mature 

8350078.06 0.746787 Suburban 

8350067.02 0.744577 Established 
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8350068.01 0.739749 Established 

8350028.00 0.735994 Established 

8350042.01 0.734443 Established 

8350078.08 0.732276 Suburban 

8350090.13 0.725968 Suburban 

8350065.02 0.725936 Established 

8350090.16 0.719861 Suburban 

8350006.06 0.714924 Suburban 

8350056.00 0.707943 Mature 

8350075.04 0.700354 Established 

8350068.02 0.697862 Established 

8350090.20 0.697033 Suburban 

8350008.02 0.696692 Established 

8350075.05 0.683833 Established 

8350025.00 0.68077 Established 

8350042.02 0.679922 Established 

8350075.01 0.670845 Established 

8350062.00 0.668635 Mature 

8350027.00 0.668114 Established 

8350058.00 0.645498 Established 

8350059.00 0.636274 Mature 

8350164.01 0.630273 Rural 

8350072.00 0.62419 Established 

8350079.03 0.610927 Suburban 

8350090.04 0.601423 Suburban 

8350066.02 0.598532 Established 

8350060.02 0.597596 Mature 

8350163.05 0.596916 Suburban 

8350045.00 0.59373 Urban Core 

8350066.01 0.573193 Established 

8350104.10 0.573155 Suburban 

8350060.01 0.530227 Mature 

8350070.00 0.528802 Established 

8350071.00 0.461989 Established 

8350200.00 0.440647 Established 

Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada, Census of Population, 2012a. 
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APPENDIX F 

Location Quotient – Population of Creative Class 

Census Tract Population of Creative Workers Location Quotient 

8350104.24 4999.717 5.948928 

8350104.26 4422.39 5.261993 

8350104.23 4237.267 5.041724 

8350079.02 3280.469 3.903275 

8350120.06 2249.588 2.676679 

8350140.03 2164.497 2.575433 

8350104.12 1884.301 2.242041 

8350021.00 1704.83 2.028496 

8350162.02 1696.144 2.018162 

8350104.21 1669.017 1.985884 

8350104.25 1620.227 1.927831 

8350121.09 1616.383 1.923259 

8350164.02 1592.039 1.894292 

8350140.06 1554.518 1.849647 

8350011.00 1543.782 1.836873 

8350153.00 1506.183 1.792136 

8350079.04 1501.2 1.786207 

8350121.04 1498.807 1.78336 

8350120.05 1483.287 1.764893 

8350007.02 1479.585 1.760488 

8350023.00 1477.746 1.758301 

8350121.07 1468.624 1.747447 

8350029.00 1462.144 1.739737 

8350150.00 1431.578 1.703367 

8350022.00 1431.01 1.702691 

8350120.01 1419.999 1.68959 

8350140.05 1413.78 1.68219 

8350032.01 1413.672 1.682061 

8350103.00 1399.327 1.664994 

8350034.00 1396.97 1.662189 

8350032.02 1387.866 1.651356 

8350020.00 1362.53 1.62121 

8350151.01 1351.716 1.608343 

8350104.18 1339.198 1.593448 

8350104.02 1330.223 1.58277 

8350106.01 1313.183 1.562495 

8350033.01 1293.009 1.53849 
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8350006.17 1290.2 1.535148 

8350104.22 1283.516 1.527195 

8350030.00 1253.501 1.491482 

8350090.21 1248.242 1.485224 

8350142.03 1225.604 1.458289 

8350031.00 1221.698 1.453641 

8350078.17 1202.57 1.430882 

8350033.02 1182.085 1.406507 

8350039.00 1157.428 1.377169 

8350160.01 1125.657 1.339366 

8350121.06 1120.178 1.332847 

8350121.08 1119.811 1.33241 

8350161.02 1118.815 1.331225 

8350005.10 1113.466 1.324861 

8350005.11 1108.43 1.318869 

8350104.13 1097.816 1.30624 

8350013.00 1097.196 1.305502 

8350003.00 1085.294 1.29134 

8350006.08 1083.249 1.288907 

8350010.00 1075.382 1.279546 

8350047.00 1072.337 1.275923 

8350078.14 1053.365 1.253349 

8350012.01 1052.757 1.252626 

8350078.12 1051.443 1.251063 

8350009.00 1040.264 1.237761 

8350005.07 1035.357 1.231922 

8350001.07 1035.046 1.231553 

8350152.00 1033.588 1.229818 

8350075.11 1020.42 1.21415 

8350141.00 1010.095 1.201864 

8350151.02 1006.643 1.197757 

8350101.02 1002.658 1.193016 

8350001.03 997.3234 1.186668 

8350142.01 996.7027 1.18593 

8350090.15 994.9142 1.183802 

8350005.05 991.8102 1.180108 

8350053.00 974.7313 1.159787 

8350104.19 972.6592 1.157321 

8350163.06 972.3987 1.157011 

8350002.04 970.8288 1.155144 

8350104.16 951.6842 1.132364 
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8350005.02 942.9351 1.121954 

8350075.10 939.9472 1.118399 

8350140.04 939.7685 1.118186 

8350154.00 938.2864 1.116423 

8350004.02 936.3607 1.114131 

8350014.00 934.3357 1.111722 

8350105.05 934.0036 1.111327 

8350075.12 924.3942 1.099893 

8350104.27 922.5404 1.097687 

8350142.04 917.7522 1.09199 

8350006.09 913.4146 1.086829 

8350090.09 909.9037 1.082652 

8350006.05 909.6536 1.082354 

8350101.01 906.6025 1.078724 

8350005.09 900.7459 1.071755 

8350001.05 893.4701 1.063098 

8350165.02 893.3662 1.062974 

8350035.00 886.4067 1.054694 

8350048.00 883.9086 1.051721 

8350104.20 881.6243 1.049003 

8350002.01 881.5722 1.048941 

8350105.06 881.5353 1.048897 

8350075.02 854.362 1.016565 

8350102.00 854.2779 1.016465 

8350090.01 854.1058 1.01626 

8350028.00 838.8927 0.998159 

8350120.02 837.4972 0.996498 

8350001.06 828.397 0.985671 

8350105.03 816.8021 0.971874 

8350040.00 815.1496 0.969908 

8350044.00 811.6946 0.965797 

8350156.00 803.3289 0.955843 

8350075.07 792.5678 0.943039 

8350075.08 767.3166 0.912994 

8350121.02 764.5621 0.909716 

8350046.00 761.1002 0.905597 

8350161.01 754.8966 0.898216 

8350155.00 753.7187 0.896814 

8350105.04 734.9962 0.874537 

8350027.00 715.6597 0.85153 

8350006.18 715.0937 0.850856 
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8350005.08 709.6237 0.844348 

8350006.11 709.3467 0.844018 

8350049.00 709.0056 0.843612 

8350006.06 705.4776 0.839415 

8350006.13 703.4722 0.837028 

8350076.02 695.9799 0.828114 

8350078.07 679.9434 0.809033 

8350043.00 673.7034 0.801608 

8350017.00 672.6996 0.800414 

8350100.00 672.0817 0.799678 

8350006.15 668.886 0.795876 

8350002.02 662.9727 0.78884 

8350106.02 658.7245 0.783785 

8350059.00 650.6153 0.774137 

8350090.22 649.625 0.772958 

8350078.09 647.9174 0.770926 

8350036.00 643.6838 0.765889 

8350110.01 640.2076 0.761753 

8350090.12 639.1333 0.760475 

8350063.00 638.2196 0.759387 

8350037.00 634.8045 0.755324 

8350090.06 632.2967 0.75234 

8350078.06 615.167 0.731958 

8350078.05 601.2866 0.715443 

8350104.15 599.5559 0.713383 

8350058.00 596.3499 0.709569 

8350077.02 586.8885 0.698311 

8350104.17 586.3784 0.697704 

8350110.02 565.4412 0.672792 

8350073.00 560.8503 0.667329 

8350012.02 559.5947 0.665835 

8350057.00 557.3683 0.663186 

8350001.02 547.0739 0.650937 

8350038.00 545.251 0.648769 

8350050.00 543.6031 0.646808 

8350019.02 542.9853 0.646073 

8350163.05 542.931 0.646008 

8350006.03 537.8484 0.63996 

8350015.02 535.4532 0.637111 

8350024.02 534.8141 0.63635 

8350007.01 534.3744 0.635827 
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8350002.03 530.3281 0.631012 

8350090.04 529.8276 0.630417 

8350078.16 527.2792 0.627385 

8350090.08 526.853 0.626878 

8350090.05 524.5613 0.624151 

8350078.02 522.6935 0.621928 

8350041.00 520.8739 0.619763 

8350078.01 498.491 0.593131 

8350016.02 494.3058 0.588151 

8350026.02 492.9493 0.586537 

8350075.09 492.4193 0.585907 

8350160.02 490.7127 0.583876 

8350002.05 487.3586 0.579885 

8350090.13 482.7748 0.574431 

8350078.08 475.4498 0.565715 

8350055.00 471.0626 0.560495 

8350026.01 466.3352 0.55487 

8350090.11 466.239 0.554756 

8350054.00 465.0219 0.553308 

8350090.20 464.5292 0.552721 

8350090.17 455.9055 0.542461 

8350090.19 449.2995 0.5346 

8350121.03 427.4997 0.508662 

8350061.00 425.4887 0.506269 

8350090.18 425.0547 0.505753 

8350090.02 423.0961 0.503422 

8350056.00 420.1652 0.499935 

8350025.00 408.9063 0.486538 

8350077.01 407.902 0.485343 

8350005.01 402.579 0.47901 

8350120.03 391.0999 0.465351 

8350006.04 389.7569 0.463753 

8350075.05 388.2526 0.461963 

8350065.01 385.794 0.459038 

8350065.02 383.0881 0.455819 

8350165.01 376.8712 0.448421 

8350090.16 376.7938 0.448329 

8350163.03 364.9639 0.434253 

8350069.00 363.3162 0.432293 

8350062.00 359.5431 0.427803 

8350078.03 356.8565 0.424607 
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8350042.02 351.9992 0.418827 

8350070.00 346.364 0.412122 

8350051.01 342.9469 0.408056 

8350060.02 341.0001 0.40574 

8350008.01 340.0071 0.404558 

8350042.01 339.2617 0.403672 

8350008.02 336.7685 0.400705 

8350078.15 334.3489 0.397826 

8350064.01 327.2507 0.38938 

8350072.00 324.9319 0.386621 

8350162.01 324.2785 0.385844 

8350079.03 317.1537 0.377366 

8350052.02 312.516 0.371848 

8350067.02 304.5438 0.362362 

8350090.03 304.5328 0.362349 

8350068.02 304.3991 0.36219 

8350075.03 303.0113 0.360539 

8350006.14 295.4761 0.351573 

8350024.01 294.0623 0.349891 

8350006.16 293.0334 0.348667 

8350001.04 259.5389 0.308813 

8350111.00 255.01 0.303424 

8350004.01 250.4528 0.298002 

8350071.00 242.4774 0.288512 

8350066.01 229.5264 0.273103 

8350075.04 228.3635 0.271719 

8350060.01 210.0467 0.249925 

8350067.01 206.7315 0.24598 

8350075.01 206.2692 0.24543 

8350104.10 182.7893 0.217492 

8350068.01 176.675 0.210217 

8350045.00 150.2922 0.178826 

8350066.02 143.8039 0.171105 

8350200.00 89.48552 0.106475 

8350164.01 58.58895 0.069712 

 

Source: Adapted from Statistics Canada, Census of Population, 2012a. 
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APPENDIX G 

Survey Results – Respondents by Occupation and Location 

Survey Results – Respondents by Occupation and Location 

Occupation Urban Core Mature Established Suburban Rural 

Artistic 21 7 3 4 0 

Architecture, Planners 14 11 2 2 0 

Computer Sciences 5 2 2 3 0 

Teacher/Instruction/Academia 7 4 4 3 0 

Media/Broadcasting/Advertising 11 5 1 4 0 

Librarian/Archivist 4 1 2 0 0 

Managerial/Leadership 10 11 9 12 0 

Engineering 1 0 0 8 0 

 

Survey Results – Respondents by Age and Location 

 Urban Mature Established Suburban Rural 

18-25 5 2 2 2 0 

26-30 26 3 6 5 0 

31-35 24 13 5 7 0 

36-40 11 11 5 7 0 

41-45 5 8 6 4 0 

46-50 5 3 2 2 0 

51-55 4 2 2 7 0 

56-60 4 1 1 2 0 

61-65 2 1 1 1 0 

Over 65 1 0 1 0 0 
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APPENDIX H 

Full Survey Results 
 
 
Number of records in this query: 232   
Total records in survey:   232   
Percentage of total:   100.00%   
    
    
Field summary for 001    
What neighbourhood do you live in?    
Answer     31 99.57%  
No answer    1 0.43%  
Not displayed    0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 002    
What is your postal code?    
Answer     231 99.57%  
No answer    1 0.43%  
Not displayed    0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 003    
What type of dwelling do you live in?    
Answer Count Percentage  
Apartment in a Walk-up style building (2-4 storeys) (003A)  40 17.24%  
Apartment in a Mid-Rise style building (5-8 storeys) (003B)  8 3.45%  
Apartment in a High-Rise style building (8 storeys and higher) (003C) 29 12.50%  
Townhouse (three or more units with ground floor access) (003D) 10 4.31%  
Duplex unit (003E)       9 3.88%  
Original single detached dwelling (over 50 years old) (003F)  84 36.21%  
Suburban style single detached house (003G)    52 22.41%  
Other         3 1.29%  
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Field summary for 004(004A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I buy groceries for the week at the local supermarket]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   17 7.62%  15.70% 
2 (2)   18 8.07%  
3 (3)   44 19.73%  19.73% 
4 (4)   61 27.35%  
5 (5)   83 37.22%  64.57% 
Sum (Answers)  223 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  9 3.88%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.78   
Standard deviation 1.24   
    
    
Field summary for 004(004B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I buy few groceries at a time, but on a daily basis and from a variety of small stores]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   76 35.02% 60.83% 
2 (2)   56 25.81%  
3 (3)   42 19.35% 19.35% 
4 (4)   24 11.06%  
5 (5)   19 8.76% 19.82% 
Sum (Answers)  217 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  15 6.47%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.33   
Standard deviation 1.29   
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Field summary for 004(004C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I stock up on groceries from a large warehouse style building such as Costco]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   98 44.75%  59.82% 
2 (2)   33 15.07%  
3 (3)   44 20.09%  20.09% 
4 (4)   21 9.59%  
5 (5)   23 10.50%  20.09% 
Sum (Answers)  219 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  13 5.60%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.26   
Standard deviation 1.38   
    
    
Field summary for 004(004D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I buy groceries on a daily basis from the local supermarket]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   100 46.30%  68.06% 
2 (2)   47 21.76%  
3 (3)   27 12.50%  12.50% 
4 (4)   27 12.50%  
5 (5)   15 6.94%  19.44% 
Sum (Answers)  216 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  16 6.90%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.12   
Standard deviation 1.31   
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Field summary for 005(005A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I chose the place where I live based on being close to entertainment and social activities]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   44 19.47%  30.97% 
2 (2)   26 11.50%  
3 (3)   42 18.58%  18.58% 
4 (4)   61 26.99%  
5 (5)   53 23.45%  50.44% 
Sum (Answers)  226 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  6 2.59%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.23   
Standard deviation 1.43   
    
    
Field summary for 005(005B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I chose the place I live based on being able to walk to work]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   80 35.56%  50.22% 
2 (2)   33 14.67%  
3 (3)   27 12.00%  12.00% 
4 (4)   24 10.67%  
5 (5)   61 27.11%  37.78% 
Sum (Answers)  225 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  7 3.02%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.79   
Standard deviation 1.65   
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Field summary for 005(005C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I chose the place I live based on being able to fulfill the lifestyle I desire]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   17 7.36%  14.72% 
2 (2)   17 7.36%  
3 (3)   29 12.55%  12.55% 
4 (4)   53 22.94%  
5 (5)   115 49.78%  72.73% 
Sum (Answers)  231 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  1 0.43%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4   
Standard deviation 1.26   
    
    
Field summary for 006(006A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire. 
[I would like to buy groceries for the week at the local supermarket]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   12 5.36%  15.18% 
2 (2)   22 9.82%  
3 (3)   52 23.21%  23.21% 
4 (4)   61 27.23%  
5 (5)   77 34.38%  61.61% 
Sum (Answers)  224 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  8 3.45%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.75   
Standard deviation 1.18   
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Field summary for 006(006B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire. 
[I would buy few groceries but on a daily basis from a variety of small stores]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   41 18.39%  34.53% 
2 (2)   36 16.14%  
3 (3)   45 20.18%  20.18% 
4 (4)   46 20.63%  
5 (5)   55 24.66%  45.29% 
Sum (Answers)  223 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  9 3.88%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.17   
Standard deviation 1.44   
    
    
Field summary for 006(006C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire. 
[I would like to stock up on groceries for the next couple of weeks by going to a large warehouse style 
building such as Costco]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   104 47.27%  68.64% 
2 (2)   47 21.36%  
3 (3)   30 13.64%  13.64% 
4 (4)   23 10.45%  
5 (5)   16 7.27%  17.73% 
Sum (Answers)  220 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  12 5.17%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.09   
Standard deviation 1.3   
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Field summary for 007(007A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I am happy to walk 20 minutes to work]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   12 5.26%  11.40% 
2 (2)   14 6.14%  
3 (3)   26 11.40%  11.40% 
4 (4)   48 21.05%  
5 (5)   128 56.14%  7.19% 
Sum (Answers)  228 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  4 1.72%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.17   
Standard deviation 1.17   
    
    
Field summary for 007(007B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I would rather cycle 20 minutes to get to work as opposed to driving 5 minutes]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   29 12.89%  24.44% 
2 (2)   26 11.56%  
3 (3)   34 15.11%  15.11% 
4 (4)   51 22.67%  
5 (5)   85 37.78%  60.44% 
Sum (Answers)  225 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  7 3.02%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.61   
Standard deviation 1.42   
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Field summary for 007(007C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I would rather drive 20 minutes to work as opposed to walking 20 minutes to get to work]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   141 62.95%  82.59% 
2 (2)   44 19.64%  
3 (3)   16 7.14%  7.14% 
4 (4)   14 6.25%  
5 (5)   9 4.02%  10.27% 
Sum (Answers)  224 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  8 3.45%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 1.69   
Standard deviation 1.1   
    
    
Field summary for 007(007D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I like the freedom of driving and therefore, I would not choose to live near public transit or close to 
where I work]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   123 55.66%  82.35% 
2 (2)   59 26.70%  
3 (3)   22 9.95%  9.95% 
4 (4)   9 4.07%  
5 (5)   8 3.62%  7.69% 
Sum (Answers)  221 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  11 4.74%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 1.73   
Standard deviation 1.04   
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Field summary for 007(007E)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I am happy to spend 20 minutes taking public transit.  Therefore, I would choose to live near public 
transit, but not necessarily close to where I work.]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   29 12.72%  30.26% 
2 (2)   40 17.54%  
3 (3)   60 26.32%  26.32% 
4 (4)   45 19.74%  
5 (5)   54 23.68%  43.42% 
Sum (Answers)  228 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  4 1.72%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.24   
Standard deviation 1.33   
    
    
Field summary for 007(007F)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I would live in a small apartment to be close to urban amenities such as restaurants, bars, arts, and 
culture]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   50 21.83%  34.06% 
2 (2)   28 12.23%  
3 (3)   47 20.52%  20.52% 
4 (4)   46 20.09%  
5 (5)   58 25.33%  45.41% 
Sum (Answers)  229 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  3 1.29%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.15   
Standard deviation 1.48   
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Field summary for 007(007G)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I would live in a large house in an upscale neighbourhood.]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   98 42.98%  66.23% 
2 (2)   53 23.25%  
3 (3)   30 13.16%  13.16% 
4 (4)   28 12.28%  
5 (5)   19 8.33%  20.61% 
Sum (Answers)  228 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  4 1.72%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.2   
Standard deviation 1.33   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Sidewalk cafes and patios]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   13 5.65%  9.13% 
2 (2)   8 3.48%  
3 (3)   26 11.30%  11.30% 
4 (4)   77 33.48%  
5 (5)   106 46.09%  79.57% 
Sum (Answers)  230 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  2 0.86%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.11   
Standard deviation 1.1   
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Field summary for 008(008B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Large indoor shopping malls]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   107 46.93%  73.25% 
2 (2)   60 26.32%  
3 (3)   43 18.86%  18.86% 
4 (4)   16 7.02%  
5 (5)   2 0.88%  7.89% 
Sum (Answers)  228 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  4 1.72%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 1.89   
Standard deviation 1   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Covered elevated walkways (pedways) crossing over streets in the city centre]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   50 21.74%  40.87% 
2 (2)   44 19.13%  
3 (3)   65 28.26%  28.26% 
4 (4)   46 20.00%  
5 (5)   25 10.87%  30.87% 
Sum (Answers)  230 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  2 0.86%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.79   
Standard deviation 1.29   
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Field summary for 008(008D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Buildings with street-orientated shops, restaurants, bars, and coffee shops located on the main floor 
and apartments above]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   7 3.03%  9.09% 
2 (2)   14 6.06%  
3 (3)   28 12.12%  12.12% 
4 (4)   62 26.84%  
5 (5)   120 51.95%  78.79% 
Sum (Answers)  231 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  1 0.43%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.19   
Standard deviation 1.06   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008E)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Quiet street]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   8 3.49%  23.14% 
2 (2)   45 19.65%  
3 (3)   75 32.75%  32.75% 
4 (4)   58 25.33%  
5 (5)   43 18.78%  44.10% 
Sum (Answers)  229 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  3 1.29%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.36   
Standard deviation 1.1   
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Field summary for 008(008F)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[An extensive LRT system branching out to each quadrant of the city and no freeway network]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   14 6.09%  12.61% 
2 (2)   15 6.52%  
3 (3)   30 13.04%  13.04% 
4 (4)   65 28.26%  
5 (5)   106 46.09%  4.35% 
Sum (Answers)  230 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  2 0.86%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.02   
Standard deviation 1.19   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008G)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[An extensive free-flowing freeway system throughout the city and no LRT]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   142 62.01%  82.97% 
2 (2)   48 20.96%  
3 (3)   18 7.86%  7.86% 
4 (4)   11 4.80%  
5 (5)   10 4.37%  9.17% 
Sum (Answers)  229 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  3 1.29%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 1.69   
Standard deviation 1.09   
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Field summary for 008(008H)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Streets with ample parking and standard sidewalks]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   45 19.91% 4 6.02% 
2 (2)   59 26.11%  
3 (3)   61 26.99%  26.99% 
4 (4)   38 16.81%  
5 (5)   23 10.18%  26.99% 
Sum (Answers)  226 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  6 2.59%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.71   
Standard deviation 1.25   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008I)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Streets with wider sidewalks and bike lanes in lieu of street parking]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   19 8.41%  19.03% 
2 (2)   24 10.62%  
3 (3)   33 14.60%  14.60% 
4 (4)   54 23.89%  
5 (5)   96 42.48%  66.37% 
Sum (Answers)  226 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  6 2.59%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.81   
Standard deviation 1.31   
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Field summary for 008(008J)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Busy public plaza in the city centre]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   10 4.35%  12.61% 
2 (2)   19 8.26%  
3 (3)   34 14.78%  14.78% 
4 (4)   77 33.48%  
5 (5)   90 39.13%  72.61% 
Sum (Answers)  230 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  2 0.86%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.95   
Standard deviation 1.12   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008K)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Large recreation centre in a developing neighbourhood]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   34 15.04%  41.59% 
2 (2)   60 26.55%  
3 (3)   55 24.34%  24.34% 
4 (4)   45 19.91%  
5 (5)   32 14.16%  34.07% 
Sum (Answers)  226 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  6 2.59%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.92   
Standard deviation 1.28   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081A)   
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The availability of outdoor parks, playgrounds, and trails]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 0.43%  3.46% 
2 (2)   7 3.03%  
3 (3)   15 6.49%  6.49% 
4 (4)   74 32.03%  
5 (5)   134 58.01%  90.04% 
Sum (Answers)  231 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  1 0.43%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.44   
Standard deviation 0.78   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The beauty of the physical setting]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   4 1.75%  5.70% 
2 (2)   9 3.95%  
3 (3)   32 14.04%  14.04% 
4 (4)   73 32.02%  
5 (5)   110 48.25%  80.26% 
Sum (Answers)  228 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  4 1.72%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.21   
Standard deviation 0.95   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The vehicular roadway system]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   25 11.01%  33.48% 
2 (2)   51 22.47%  
3 (3)   79 34.80%  34.80% 
4 (4)   52 22.91%  
5 (5)   20 8.81%  31.72% 
Sum (Answers)  227 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  5 2.16%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.96   
Standard deviation 1.12   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The availability of affordable housing]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   10 4.52%  18.10% 
2 (2)   30 13.57%  
3 (3)   57 25.79%  25.79% 
4 (4)   39 17.65%  
5 (5)   85 38.46%  56.11% 
Sum (Answers)  221 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  11 4.74%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.72   
Standard deviation 1.23   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081E)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The overall quality of public schools in your community]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   17 8.50%  14.50% 
2 (2)   12 6.00%  
3 (3)   32 16.00%  16.00% 
4 (4)   50 25.00%  
5 (5)   89 44.50%  69.50% 
Sum (Answers)  200 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  32 13.79%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.91   
Standard deviation 1.27   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081F)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The overall quality of the colleges and universities]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 0.90%  4.93% 
2 (2)   9 4.04%  
3 (3)   33 14.80%  14.80% 
4 (4)   63 28.25%  
5 (5)   116 52.02%  80.27% 
Sum (Answers)  223 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  9 3.88%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.26   
Standard deviation 0.92   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081G)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[Having a vibrant nightlife with restaurants, clubs, bars, etc.]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   9 3.95%  18.42% 
2 (2)   33 14.47%  
3 (3)   62 27.19%  27.19% 
4 (4)   77 33.77%  
5 (5)   47 20.61%  54.39% 
Sum (Answers)  228 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  4 1.72%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.53   
Standard deviation 1.09   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081H)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[Being a good place to meet people and make friends]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   6 2.64%  6.17% 
2 (2)   8 3.52%  
3 (3)   36 15.86%  15.86% 
4 (4)   94 41.41%  
5 (5)   83 36.56%  7.97% 
Sum (Answers)  227 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  5 2.16%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.06   
Standard deviation 0.95   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081I)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The leadership of the elected officials at the municipal level]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   10 4.48%  9.87% 
2 (2)   12 5.38%  
3 (3)   24 10.76%  10.76% 
4 (4)   83 37.22%  
5 (5)   94 42.15%  79.37% 
Sum (Answers)  223 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  9 3.88%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.07   
Standard deviation 1.07   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081J)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The availability of arts and cultural opportunities, such as theater, museums, and music]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   3 1.30%  3.48% 
2 (2)   5 2.17%  
3 (3)   22 9.57%  9.57% 
4 (4)   70 30.43%  
5 (5)   130 56.52%  86.96% 
Sum (Answers)  230 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  2 0.86%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.39   
Standard deviation 0.85   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081K)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The availability of social community events, such as festivals, parades, and farmers markets]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 0.43%  4.35% 
2 (2)   9 3.91%  
3 (3)   14 6.09%  6.09% 
4 (4)   79 34.35%  
5 (5)   127 55.22%  89.57% 
Sum (Answers)  230 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  2 0.86%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.4   
Standard deviation 0.81   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081L)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[A place that offers me with the opportunity to make a difference]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   4 1.75%  6.11% 
2 (2)   10 4.37%  
3 (3)   28 12.23%  12.23% 
4 (4)   76 33.19%  
5 (5)   111 48.47%  81.66% 
Sum (Answers)  229 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  3 1.29%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.22   
Standard deviation 0.95   
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Field summary for 009X(009XA)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Large home within a single use, spatially dispersed neighbourhood.     Quiet street with low vehicular 
traffic volumes.  Approximately 25 minute drive from downtown. Nearest commercial district is located 
along major arterial roadways outside of the neighbourhood    ]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 93 40.09%  
2 (2) 28 12.07%  
3 (3) 31 13.36%  
4 (4) 7 3.02%  
5 (5) 7 3.02%  
6 (6) 13 5.60%  
7 (7) 11 4.74%  
8 (8) 9 3.88%  
9 (9) 8 3.45%  
10 (10) 15 6.47%  
No answer 10 4.31%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 009X(009XB)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Single detached dwelling with detached garage in the rear.  Primarily newer single detached and duplex 
homes on narrow lots.   Quiet street with low vehicular traffic volumes.  Approximately 20 minute drive 
from downtown.   Convenience store within walking distance.  Nearest major shopping district is 
located along major arterial roadways outside the neighbourhood.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 27 11.64%  
2 (2) 29 12.50%  
3 (3) 36 15.52%  
4 (4) 27 11.64%  
5 (5) 17 7.33%  
6 (6) 24 10.34%  
7 (7) 26 11.21%  
8 (8) 18 7.76%  
9 (9) 10 4.31%  
10 (10) 6 2.59%  
No answer 12 5.17%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XC)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Single use neighbourhood.  Primarily older single detached and duplex homes within a mature 
neighbourhood   Mix of housing styles and appearance.   Somewhat quiet street and moderate 
vehicular traffic.  Approximately 20 minute walk or 5 minute drive to downtown.  Nearest grocery store 
is outside of neighbourhood.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 3 1.29%  
2 (2) 7 3.02%  
3 (3) 20 8.62%  
4 (4) 17 7.33%  
5 (5) 20 8.62%  
6 (6) 13 5.60%  
7 (7) 21 9.05%  
8 (8) 46 19.83%  
9 (9) 37 15.95%  
10 (10) 37 15.95%  
No answer 11 4.74%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
Field summary for 009X(009XD)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Street-orientated townhouse.  Mix of housing forms within neighbourhood including duplexes, 
townhouses, rowhouses.   Buildings are located close to and oriented toward the sidewalk on the 
street.   Approximately 20 minute walk or 5 minute drive to downtown.  Nearest grocery store is outside 
of neighbourhood.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 15 6.47%  
2 (2) 4 1.72%  
3 (3) 16 6.90%  
4 (4) 24 10.34%  
5 (5) 28 12.07%  
6 (6) 29 12.50%  
7 (7) 27 11.64%  
8 (8) 36 15.52%  
9 (9) 29 12.50%  
10 (10) 14 6.03%  
No answer 10 4.31%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XE)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Large apartment within a building located at the edge of a developing neighbourhood.  Underground 
parking   Approximately 20 minutes from downtown by car.  Apartment units are accessible from 
inside the building.   Nearby park and trail system.  Walking distance to shopping located along major 
arterial roadway and includes large chain grocery store, chartered bank, service station, and fast food 
restaurants.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 72 31.03%  
2 (2) 37 15.95%  
3 (3) 29 12.50%  
4 (4) 18 7.76%  
5 (5) 14 6.03%  
6 (6) 18 7.76%  
7 (7) 20 8.62%  
8 (8) 8 3.45%  
9 (9) 3 1.29%  
10 (10) 1 0.43%  
No answer 12 5.17%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XF)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Street-orientated rowhouse located in the middle of a new or developing neighbourhood.  Mix of 
housing types with higher density housing in the centre and lower density toward the edge.  
 Approximately 20 minutes from downtown by car.  Walking distance to neighbourhood centre 
which includes a transit terminal and a few small personal service/retail (salon, barber, pharmacy, etc..) 
and convenience stores.   Large commercial development is located at one corner of the 
neighbourhood along a major roadway(about a 10 to 15 minute walk)]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 27 11.64%  
2 (2) 27 11.64%  
3 (3) 29 12.50%  
4 (4) 32 13.79%  
5 (5) 24 10.34%  
6 (6) 13 5.60%  
7 (7) 24 10.34%  
8 (8) 24 10.34%  
9 (9) 12 5.17%  
10 (10) 7 3.02%  
No answer 13 5.60%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XG)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Apartment within a 4 to 6 storey mixed use building (street-orientated commercial on main floor and 
residential apartments above).  Mixed-use neighbourhood adjacent to the central business district.  
Mixed use buildings located along key streets and single use apartments, rowhouses, and townhouses 
on secondary streets.  Key streets are flanked with ground floor uses that include small boutique style 
stores, specialty stores, bars and restaurants.  ]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 16 6.90%  
2 (2) 8 3.45%  
3 (3) 9 3.88%  
4 (4) 14 6.03%  
5 (5) 14 6.03%  
6 (6) 18 7.76%  
7 (7) 25 10.78%  
8 (8) 53 22.84%  
9 (9) 38 16.38%  
10 (10) 22 9.48%  
No answer 15 6.47%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XH)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Loft style apartment within a repurposed historic building.  Historic warehouse district located at the 
fringe of the central business district.  Housing units are primarily within repurposed warehouse 
buildings or newer buildings constructed to be in keeping with the district’s architectural style and 
character.   Some streets are flanked with ground floor commercial that include coffee shops, 
specialty and boutique stores, with the ocasional bar and restaurant.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 14 6.03%  
2 (2) 13 5.60%  
3 (3) 13 5.60%  
4 (4) 9 3.88%  
5 (5) 9 3.88%  
6 (6) 20 8.62%  
7 (7) 25 10.78%  
8 (8) 36 15.52%  
9 (9) 44 18.97%  
10 (10) 37 15.95%  
No answer 12 5.17%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XI)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Apartment within a new mixed use building.  Redeveloped area within the inner city.  Mixed use 
neighbourhood.   Approximately 20 minute walk to central business district.   Ground floor 
commercial is a mix of chain stores/restaurants, coffee shops, medical offices, and the odd 
specialty/boutique store]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 19 8.19%  
2 (2) 11 4.74%  
3 (3) 11 4.74%  
4 (4) 20 8.62%  
5 (5) 15 6.47%  
6 (6) 19 8.19%  
7 (7) 31 13.36%  
8 (8) 43 18.53%  
9 (9) 27 11.64%  
10 (10) 22 9.48%  
No answer 14 6.03%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 009X(009XJ)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Smaller apartment within a newer high-rise building within central business district.  Area consists of 
high-rise professional office buildings, entertainment, shopping, and other services.    Majority of 
shops and food services are located within the downtown shopping malls; however, grocery stores are 
located outside of the central business district.  ]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 43 18.53%  
2 (2) 23 9.91%  
3 (3) 30 12.93%  
4 (4) 20 8.62%  
5 (5) 16 6.90%  
6 (6) 22 9.48%  
7 (7) 26 11.21%  
8 (8) 21 9.05%  
9 (9) 10 4.31%  
10 (10) 10 4.31%  
No answer 11 4.74%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009XX    
What is preventing you from attaining the type of housing form that corresponds with your social 
characteristics and urban preferences?       
Answer         Count Percentage  
My choices are very limited (009XXA)     59 25.43%  
The type of housing form doesn't exist in Edmonton (009XXB)  44 18.97%  
I get better value for my money buying a single detached dwelling  
in the suburbs (009XXC)       30 12.93%  
Family (009XXD)       43 18.53%  
There are too many other issues in those areas, such as crime. (009XXE) 10 4.31%  
Can't afford it (009XXF)       107 46.12%  
The quality of place (design, character, and appearance) needs to 
 be better than it currently is (009XXG)     58 25.00%  
Nothing.  I am where I want to be. (009XXH)    83 35.78%  
Other         40 17.24%  
    
    
Field summary for 010    
Where are you most likely to get together with your friends?    
Answer      Count Percentage  
At Home (either yours or theirs) (010A)  99 42.67%  
At a restaurant or cafe (010B)   101 43.53%  
At a social event (010C)    26 11.21%  
    
    
Field summary for 011    
How would you describe the people that you most often interact with outside of work    
Answer        Count Percentage  
Small circle of close friends (011A)    135 58.19%  
A few people within a larger circle of acquaintances (011B) 68 29.31%  
Quite a few people that you know, but not very well (011C) 23 9.91%  
    
    
Field summary for 012    
Do you:    
Answer        Count Percentage  
Know many of your neighbours' by their first name? (012A) 52 22.41%  
Know some of your neighbours' by their first name? (012B) 91 39.22%  
Know very few of your neighbours' by their first name (012C) 83 35.78%  
    
    
Field summary for 013    
What best describes where you live?    
Answer        Count Percentage  
Connected with people in your neighbourhood (013A)  56 24.14%  
Isolated and/or confined (013B)     36 15.52%  
Connected with a few people in your neighbourhood (013C) 134 57.76%  
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Field summary for 014    
Would you describe your neighbourhood as...    
Answer          Count Percentage  
A place that corresponds with the type of lifestyle you desire (014A)  167 71.98%  
A place that impedes the type of lifestyle you desire (014B)   14 6.03%  
A place that does not correspond with the type of lifestyle you desire (014C) 45 19.40%  
    
    
Field summary for 015    
Most of your friends...    
Answer        Count Percentage  
Live within a 20 minute walk from where you live (015A)  37 15.95%  
Live within a short drive, but too far to walk (015B)  50 21.55%  
Live scattered throughout the City (015C)   139 59.91%  
    
    
Field summary for 016    
The likelihood of you to attend a local event, such as a festival, parade, or farmer's market is...  
  
Answer   Count Percentage  
Regularly (016A) 126 54.31%  
Sometimes (016B) 87 37.50%  
Rarely (016C)  13 5.60%  
    
    
Field summary for 017(017A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[An open and tolerant place for new immigrants from another country]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   5 2.31%  6.48% 
2 (2)   9 4.17%  
3 (3)   35 16.20%  16.20% 
4 (4)   66 30.56%  
5 (5)   101 46.76%  77.31% 
Sum (Answers)  216 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  16 6.90%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.15   
Standard deviation 0.99   
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Field summary for 017(017B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[An open and tolerant place for people who are lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, or trans-gender (LGBT)]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   4 1.89% 6.13% 
2 (2)   9 4.25%  
3 (3)   26 12.26% 12.26% 
4 (4)   67 31.60%  
5 (5)   106 50.00% 81.60% 
Sum (Answers)  212 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  20 8.62%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.24   
Standard deviation 0.95   
    
    
Field summary for 017(017C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[An open and tolerant place for racial and ethnic minorities]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   3 1.39% 4.17% 
2 (2)   6 2.78%  
3 (3)   27 12.50% 12.50% 
4 (4)   71 32.87%  
5 (5)   109 50.46% 83.33% 
Sum (Answers)  216 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  16 6.90%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.28   
Standard deviation 0.89   
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Field summary for 017(017D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[A welcoming place for talented, young university graduates looking to enter to job market]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   10 4.69% 18.78% 
2 (2)   30 14.08%  
3 (3)   31 14.55% 14.55% 
4 (4)   59 27.70%  
5 (5)   83 38.97% 66.67% 
Sum (Answers)  213 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  19 8.19%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.82   
Standard deviation 1.22   
    
    
Field summary for 017(017E)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[A welcoming place for low-income artists, musicians, and performers]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   28 13.08% 28.97% 
2 (2)   34 15.89%  
3 (3)   49 22.90% 22.90% 
4 (4)   40 18.69%  
5 (5)   63 29.44% 48.13% 
Sum (Answers)  214 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 232 100.00%  
No answer  18 7.76%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.36   
Standard deviation 1.39   
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Field summary for 018    
What is your age    
Answer   Count Percentage  
Under 18 (018A) 0 0.00%  
18-25 (018B)  10 4.31%  
26-30 (018C)  42 18.10%  
31-35 (018D)  54 23.28%  
36-40 (018E)  39 16.81%  
41-45 (018F)  31 13.36%  
46-50 (018G)  13 5.60%  
51-55 (018H)  15 6.47%  
56-60 (018I)  7 3.02%  
61-65 (018J)  5 2.16%  
Over 65 (018K)  2 0.86%  
No answer  14 6.03%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 019    
Are you married (including common law)?    
Answer  Count Percentage  
Yes (Y)  148 63.79%  
No (N)  63 27.16%  
No answer 21 9.05%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 020    
How many children do you have currently living at home?    
Calculation  Result   
Count   206   
Sum   137   
Standard deviation 1.01   
Average  0.67   
Minimum  0   
1st quartile (Q1) 0   
2nd quartile (Median) 0   
3rd quartile (Q3) 1   
Maximum  4   
Null values are ignored in calculations    
Q1 and Q3 calculated using minitab method    
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Field summary for 021    
Gender    
Answer Count Percentage  
Female (F) 114 49.14%  
Male (M) 101 43.53%  
No answer 17 7.33%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 022    
Were you born in Edmonton?    
Answer  Count Percentage  
Yes (Y)  100 43.10%  
No (N)  114 49.14%  
No answer 18 7.76%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 023    
If you were born outside of Edmonton, where were you born?    
Answer  116 50.00%  
No answer 116 50.00%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 024    
What is your occupational category    
Answer          Count Percentage  
Managerial/Leadership (Main focus is organizational management  
and/or leadership) (024A)       50 21.55%  
Engineering (024B)        11 4.74%  
Physicist, Chemical Sciences, and related professionals (024C)   5 2.16%  
Artistic (Musician, Artist, Writer, Entertainer, Designer) (024D)   37 15.95%  
Mathematicians, statisticians and related professionals (024E)   2 0.86%  
Computer Sciences (024F)       15 6.47%  
Architects, Interior Designers, Landscape Architects, Urban Planner (024G) 32 13.79%  
Life Science Professional (Biologists, Forestry, Environmental  
Professional) (024H)        8 3.45%  
University Professor or Researcher (024I)     8 3.45%  
University/College/Technical Institute Instructor (024J)    8 3.45%  
Teacher (Primary or Secondary School) (024K)     3 1.29%  
Health Care Professional (Nursing Excluded) (024L)    3 1.29%  
Archivist, Librarian, and Related Professionals (024M)    7 3.02%  
Design Professional (Fashion, Graphic, Industrial) (024N)    13 5.60%  
Media, Broadcasting, Advertising (024O)     21 9.05%  
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Field summary for 025    
What is your Educational Attainment?    
Answer       Count Percentage  
Less than high school (025A)    1 0.43%  
High School (025B)     12 5.17%  
Trade or Certificate (025C)    1 0.43%  
Technical/College Diploma (025D)   31 13.36%  
University Certificate/Diploma (025E)   20 8.62%  
Bachelor or Applied Undergraduate Degree (025F) 89 38.36%  
Masters Degree (025G)     68 29.31%  
Doctorate (025H)     16 6.90%  
    
    
Field summary for 026    
What is your household income?    
Answer    Count Percentage  
$0 - $39,999 (026A)  10 4.31%  
$40,000 - 59,999 (026B)  27 11.64%  
$60,000 - $79,999 (026C) 18 7.76%  
$80,000 - $99,999 (026D) 26 11.21%  
$100,000 - $119,999 (026E) 47 20.26%  
$120,000 - $139,999 (026F) 26 11.21%  
$140,000 - $159,999 (026G) 20 8.62%  
$160,000 - $179,000 (026H) 11 4.74%  
$180,000 - $199,000 (026I) 9 3.88%  
$200,000 - $219,000 (026J) 8 3.45%  
$220,000 - $249,000 (026K) 7 3.02%  
Over $250,000 (026L)  6 2.59%  
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APPENDIX I 

Abbreviated Survey Results – Respondents Married with Children 

 

Number of records in this query: 65   
Total records in survey:   232   
Percentage of total:   28.02%   
    
       
Field summary for 003    
What type of dwelling do you live in?    
Answer         Count Percentage  
Apartment in a Walk-up style building (2-4 storeys) (003A)  2 3.08%  
Apartment in a Mid-Rise style building (5-8 storeys) (003B)  0 0.00%  
Apartment in a High-Rise style building (8 storeys and higher) (003C) 2 3.08%  
Townhouse (three or more units with ground floor access) (003D) 3 4.62%  
Duplex unit (003E)       2 3.08%  
Original single detached dwelling (over 50 years old) (003F)  28 43.08%  
Suburban style single detached house (003G)    27 41.54%  
Other         1 1.54%  
    
    
Field summary for 004(004A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I buy groceries for the week at the local supermarket]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   5 8.06%  14.52% 
2 (2)   4 6.45%  
3 (3)   13 20.97%  20.97% 
4 (4)   20 32.26%  
5 (5)   20 32.26%  64.52% 
Sum (Answers)  62 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  3 4.62%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.74   
Standard deviation 1.21   
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Field summary for 004(004B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I buy few groceries at a time, but on a daily basis and from a variety of small stores]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   26 44.07%  64.41% 
2 (2)   12 20.34%  
3 (3)   13 22.03%  22.03% 
4 (4)   5 8.47%  
5 (5)   3 5.08%  13.56% 
Sum (Answers)  59 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  6 9.23%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.1   
Standard deviation 1.21   
    
    
Field summary for 004(004C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I stock up on groceries from a large warehouse style building such as Costco]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   16 25.40%  41.27% 
2 (2)   10 15.87%  
3 (3)   16 25.40%  25.40% 
4 (4)   9 14.29%  
5 (5)   12 19.05%  33.33% 
Sum (Answers)  63 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  2 3.08%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.86   
Standard deviation 1.45   
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Field summary for 004(004D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I buy groceries on a daily basis from the local supermarket]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   31 52.54%  74.58% 
2 (2)   13 22.03%  
3 (3)   6 10.17%  10.17% 
4 (4)   6 10.17%  
5 (5)   3 5.08%  15.25% 
Sum (Answers)  59 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  6 9.23%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 1.93   
Standard deviation 1.23   
    
    
Field summary for 005(005A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I chose the place where I live based on being close to entertainment and social activities]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   20 31.75%  50.79% 
2 (2)   12 19.05%  
3 (3)   15 23.81%  23.81% 
4 (4)   8 12.70%  
5 (5)   8 12.70%  25.40% 
Sum (Answers)  63 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  2 3.08%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.56   
Standard deviation 1.39   
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Field summary for 005(005B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I chose the place I live based on being able to walk to work]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   28 43.75%  60.94% 
2 (2)   11 17.19%  
3 (3)   10 15.62%  15.62% 
4 (4)   5 7.81%  
5 (5)   10 15.62%  23.44% 
Sum (Answers)  64 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  1 1.54%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.34   
Standard deviation 1.49   
    
    
Field summary for 005(005C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I chose the place I live based on being able to fulfill the lifestyle I desire]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   5 7.81%  20.31% 
2 (2)   8 12.50%  
3 (3)   6 9.38%  9.38% 
4 (4)   15 23.44%  
5 (5)   30 46.88%  70.31% 
Sum (Answers)  64 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  1 1.54%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.89   
Standard deviation 1.33   
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Field summary for 006(006A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire. 
[I would like to buy groceries for the week at the local supermarket]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   3 4.84%  9.68% 
2 (2)   3 4.84%  
3 (3)   24 38.71%  38.71% 
4 (4)   10 16.13%  
5 (5)   22 35.48%  51.61% 
Sum (Answers)  62 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  3 4.62%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.73   
Standard deviation 1.15   
    
    
Field summary for 006(006B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire. 
[I would buy few groceries but on a daily basis from a variety of small stores]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   19 31.67%  41.67% 
2 (2)   6 10.00%  
3 (3)   10 16.67%  16.67% 
4 (4)   8 13.33%  
5 (5)   17 28.33%  41.67% 
Sum (Answers)  60 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  5 7.69%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.97   
Standard deviation 1.64   
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Field summary for 006(006C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire. 
[I would like to stock up on groceries for the next couple of weeks by going to a large warehouse style 
building such as Costco]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   21 34.43%  55.74% 
2 (2)   13 21.31%  
3 (3)   11 18.03%  18.03% 
4 (4)   8 13.11%  
5 (5)   8 13.11%  26.23% 
Sum (Answers)  61 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  4 6.15%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.49   
Standard deviation 1.42   
    
    
Field summary for 007(007A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I am happy to walk 20 minutes to work]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   3 4.84%  14.52% 
2 (2)   6 9.68%  
3 (3)   12 19.35%  19.35% 
4 (4)   10 16.13%  
5 (5)   31 50.00%  66.13% 
Sum (Answers)  62 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  3 4.62%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.97   
Standard deviation 1.24   
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Field summary for 007(007B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I would rather cycle 20 minutes to get to work as opposed to driving 5 minutes]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   7 11.29%  33.87% 
2 (2)   14 22.58%  
3 (3)   9 14.52%  14.52% 
4 (4)   14 22.58%  
5 (5)   18 29.03%  51.61% 
Sum (Answers)  62 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  3 4.62%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.35   
Standard deviation 1.4   
    
    
Field summary for 007(007C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I would rather drive 20 minutes to work as opposed to walking 20 minutes to get to work]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   35 57.38%  80.33% 
2 (2)   14 22.95%  
3 (3)   4 6.56%  6.56% 
4 (4)   3 4.92%  
5 (5)   5 8.20%  13.11% 
Sum (Answers)  61 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  4 6.15%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 1.84   
Standard deviation 1.25   
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Field summary for 007(007D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I like the freedom of driving and therefore, I would not choose to live near public transit or close to 
where I work]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   28 45.90%  73.77% 
2 (2)   17 27.87%  
3 (3)   9 14.75%  14.75% 
4 (4)   3 4.92%  
5 (5)   4 6.56%  11.48% 
Sum (Answers)  61 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  4 6.15%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 1.98   
Standard deviation 1.19   
    
    
Field summary for 007(007E)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I am happy to spend 20 minutes taking public transit.  Therefore, I would choose to live near public 
transit, but not necessarily close to where I work.]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   7 10.94% 26.56% 
2 (2)   10 15.62%  
3 (3)   19 29.69% 29.69% 
4 (4)   17 26.56%  
5 (5)   11 17.19% 43.75% 
Sum (Answers)  64 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  1 1.54%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.23   
Standard deviation 1.23   
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Field summary for 007(007F)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I would live in a small apartment to be close to urban amenities such as restaurants, bars, arts, and 
culture]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   24 38.10%  55.56% 
2 (2)   11 17.46%  
3 (3)   16 25.40%  25.40% 
4 (4)   10 15.87%  
5 (5)   2 3.17%  19.05% 
Sum (Answers)  63 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  2 3.08%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.29   
Standard deviation 1.22   
    
    
Field summary for 007(007G)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I would live in a large house in an upscale neighbourhood.]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   22 34.92%  57.14% 
2 (2)   14 22.22%  
3 (3)   8 12.70%  12.70% 
4 (4)   11 17.46%  
5 (5)   8 12.70%  30.16% 
Sum (Answers)  63 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  2 3.08%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.51   
Standard deviation 1.45   
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Field summary for 008(008A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Sidewalk cafes and patios]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   9 13.85%  20.00% 
2 (2)   4 6.15%  
3 (3)   10 15.38%  15.38% 
4 (4)   18 27.69%  
5 (5)   24 36.92%  64.62% 
Sum (Answers)  65 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.68   
Standard deviation 1.39   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Large indoor shopping malls]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   25 39.06%  65.62% 
2 (2)   17 26.56%  
3 (3)   11 17.19%  17.19% 
4 (4)   9 14.06%  
5 (5)   2 3.12%  17.19% 
Sum (Answers)  64 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  1 1.54%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.16   
Standard deviation 1.18   
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Field summary for 008(008C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Covered elevated walkways (pedways) crossing over streets in the city centre]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   13 20.00%  49.23% 
2 (2)   19 29.23%  
3 (3)   15 23.08%  23.08% 
4 (4)   12 18.46%  
5 (5)   6 9.23%  27.69% 
Sum (Answers)  65 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.68   
Standard deviation 1.25   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Buildings with street-orientated shops, restaurants, bars, and coffee shops located on the main floor 
and apartments above]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   4 6.15%  12.31% 
2 (2)   4 6.15%  
3 (3)   14 21.54%  21.54% 
4 (4)   17 26.15%  
5 (5)   26 40.00%  66.15% 
Sum (Answers)  65 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.88   
Standard deviation 1.19   
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Field summary for 008(008E)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Quiet street]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 3.08% 2 0.00% 
2 (2)   11 16.92%  
3 (3)   16 24.62%  24.62% 
4 (4)   16 24.62%  
5 (5)   20 30.77%  55.38% 
Sum (Answers)  65 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.63   
Standard deviation 1.18   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008F)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[An extensive LRT system branching out to each quadrant of the city and no freeway network]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   4 6.15%  15.38% 
2 (2)   6 9.23%  
3 (3)   12 18.46%  18.46% 
4 (4)   16 24.62%  
5 (5)   27 41.54%  66.15% 
Sum (Answers)  65 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.86   
Standard deviation 1.24   
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Field summary for 008(008G)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[An extensive free-flowing freeway system throughout the city and no LRT]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   35 54.69%  82.81% 
2 (2)   18 28.12%  
3 (3)   4 6.25%  6.25% 
4 (4)   4 6.25%  
5 (5)   3 4.69%  10.94% 
Sum (Answers)  64 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  1 1.54%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 1.78   
Standard deviation 1.12   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008H)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Streets with ample parking and standard sidewalks]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   9 14.06%  34.38% 
2 (2)   13 20.31%  
3 (3)   25 39.06%  39.06% 
4 (4)   10 15.62%  
5 (5)   7 10.94%  26.56% 
Sum (Answers)  64 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  1 1.54%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.89   
Standard deviation 1.17   
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Field summary for 008(008I)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Streets with wider sidewalks and bike lanes in lieu of street parking]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   6 9.38%  20.31% 
2 (2)   7 10.94%  
3 (3)   14 21.88%  21.88% 
4 (4)   13 20.31%  
5 (5)   24 37.50%  57.81% 
Sum (Answers)  64 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  1 1.54%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.66   
Standard deviation 1.34   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008J)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Busy public plaza in the city centre]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   4 6.25%  14.06% 
2 (2)   5 7.81%  
3 (3)   13 20.31%  20.31% 
4 (4)   21 32.81%  
5 (5)   21 32.81%  65.62% 
Sum (Answers)  64 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  1 1.54%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.78   
Standard deviation 1.17   
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Field summary for 008(008K)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Large recreation centre in a developing neighbourhood]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   5 7.69%  33.85% 
2 (2)   17 26.15%  
3 (3)   18 27.69%  27.69% 
4 (4)   19 29.23%  
5 (5)   6 9.23%  38.46% 
Sum (Answers)  65 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.06   
Standard deviation 1.12   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081A)   
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The availability of outdoor parks, playgrounds, and trails]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 1.54%  4.62% 
2 (2)   2 3.08%  
3 (3)   2 3.08%  3.08% 
4 (4)   16 24.62%  
5 (5)   44 67.69%  92.31% 
Sum (Answers)  65 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.54   
Standard deviation 0.83   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The beauty of the physical setting]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 3.08%  9.23% 
2 (2)   4 6.15%  
3 (3)   9 13.85%  13.85% 
4 (4)   15 23.08%  
5 (5)   35 53.85%  76.92% 
Sum (Answers)  65 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.18   
Standard deviation 1.09   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The vehicular roadway system]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 3.08%  23.08% 
2 (2)   13 20.00%  
3 (3)   27 41.54%  41.54% 
4 (4)   16 24.62%  
5 (5)   7 10.77%  35.38% 
Sum (Answers)  65 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.2   
Standard deviation 0.99   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The availability of affordable housing]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 3.23%  16.13% 
2 (2)   8 12.90%  
3 (3)   17 27.42%  27.42% 
4 (4)   10 16.13%  
5 (5)   25 40.32%  56.45% 
Sum (Answers)  62 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  3 4.62%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.77   
Standard deviation 1.21   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081E)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The overall quality of public schools in your community]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 1.59%  7.94% 
2 (2)   4 6.35%  
3 (3)   7 11.11%  11.11% 
4 (4)   12 19.05%  
5 (5)   39 61.90%  80.95% 
Sum (Answers)  63 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  2 3.08%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.33   
Standard deviation 1.02   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081F)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The overall quality of the colleges and universities]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 1.54%  1.54% 
2 (2)   0 0.00%  
3 (3)   11 16.92%  16.92% 
4 (4)   15 23.08%  
5 (5)   38 58.46%  81.54% 
Sum (Answers)  65 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.37   
Standard deviation 0.88   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081G)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[Having a vibrant nightlife with restaurants, clubs, bars, etc.]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 3.08%  27.69% 
2 (2)   16 24.62%  
3 (3)   17 26.15%  26.15% 
4 (4)   23 35.38%  
5 (5)   7 10.77%  46.15% 
Sum (Answers)  65 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.26   
Standard deviation 1.05   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081H)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[Being a good place to meet people and make friends]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 1.61%  6.45% 
2 (2)   3 4.84%  
3 (3)   12 19.35%  19.35% 
4 (4)   28 45.16%  
5 (5)   18 29.03%  74.19% 
Sum (Answers)  2 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  3 4.62%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.95   
Standard deviation 0.91   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081I)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The leadership of the elected officials at the municipal level]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 3.17%  7.94% 
2 (2)   3 4.76%  
3 (3)   8 12.70%  12.70% 
4 (4)   24 38.10%  
5 (5)   26 41.27%  79.37% 
Sum (Answers)  63 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  2 3.08%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.1   
Standard deviation 1.01   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081J)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The availability of arts and cultural opportunities, such as theater, museums, and music]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 3.12%  4.69% 
2 (2)   1 1.56%  
3 (3)   6 9.38%  9.38% 
4 (4)   22 34.38%  
5 (5)   33 51.56%  85.94% 
Sum (Answers)  64 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  1 1.54%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.3   
Standard deviation 0.94   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081K)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The availability of social community events, such as festivals, parades, and farmers markets]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 1.56%  6.25% 
2 (2)   3 4.69%  
3 (3)   5 7.81%  7.81% 
4 (4)   22 34.38%  
5 (5)   33 51.56%  85.94% 
Sum (Answers)  64 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  1 1.54%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.3   
Standard deviation 0.92   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081L)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[A place that offers me with the opportunity to make a difference]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 1.54%  4.62% 
2 (2)   2 3.08%  
3 (3)   5 7.69%  7.69% 
4 (4)   27 41.54%  
5 (5)   30 46.15%  87.69% 
Sum (Answers)  65 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.28   
Standard deviation 0.86   
    
    
Field summary for 009X(009XA)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
 
 (""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others 
within his/her social network)    
[Large home within a single use, spatially dispersed neighbourhood.     Quiet street with low vehicular 
traffic volumes.  Approximately 25 minute drive from downtown. Nearest commercial district is located 
along major arterial roadways outside of the neighbourhood    ]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 15 23.08%  
2 (2) 12 18.46%  
3 (3) 7 10.77%  
4 (4) 2 3.08%  
5 (5) 1 1.54%  
6 (6) 5 7.69%  
7 (7) 3 4.62%  
8 (8) 5 7.69%  
9 (9) 5 7.69%  
10 (10) 9 13.85%  
No answer 1 1.54%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XB)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Single detached dwelling with detached garage in the rear.  Primarily newer single detached and duplex 
homes on narrow lots.   Quiet street with low vehicular traffic volumes.  Approximately 20 minute drive 
from downtown.   Convenience store within walking distance.  Nearest major shopping district is 
located along major arterial roadways outside the neighbourhood.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 9 13.85%  
2 (2) 5 7.69%  
3 (3) 8 12.31%  
4 (4) 7 10.77%  
5 (5) 5 7.69%  
6 (6) 8 12.31%  
7 (7) 8 12.31%  
8 (8) 9 13.85%  
9 (9) 3 4.62%  
10 (10) 2 3.08%  
No answer 1 1.54%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 009X(009XC)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Single use neighbourhood.  Primarily older single detached and duplex homes within a mature 
neighbourhood   Mix of housing styles and appearance.   Somewhat quiet street and moderate 
vehicular traffic.  Approximately 20 minute walk or 5 minute drive to downtown.  Nearest grocery store 
is outside of neighbourhood.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 1 1.54%  
2 (2) 0 0.00%  
3 (3) 4 6.15%  
4 (4) 2 3.08%  
5 (5) 8 12.31%  
6 (6) 4 6.15%  
7 (7) 6 9.23%  
8 (8) 13 20.00%  
9 (9) 15 23.08%  
10 (10) 11 16.92%  
No answer 1 1.54%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XD)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Street-orientated townhouse.  Mix of housing forms within neighbourhood including duplexes, 
townhouses, rowhouses.   Buildings are located close to and oriented toward the sidewalk on the 
street.   Approximately 20 minute walk or 5 minute drive to downtown.  Nearest grocery store is outside 
of neighbourhood.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 6 9.23%  
2 (2) 3 4.62%  
3 (3) 7 10.77%  
4 (4) 7 10.77%  
5 (5) 4 6.15%  
6 (6) 11 16.92%  
7 (7) 10 15.38%  
8 (8) 8 12.31%  
9 (9) 5 7.69%  
10 (10) 3 4.62%  
No answer 1 1.54%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XE)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Large apartment within a building located at the edge of a developing neighbourhood.  Underground 
parking   Approximately 20 minutes from downtown by car.  Apartment units are accessible from 
inside the building.   Nearby park and trail system.  Walking distance to shopping located along major 
arterial roadway and includes large chain grocery store, chartered bank, service station, and fast food 
restaurants.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 27 41.54%  
2 (2) 10 15.38%  
3 (3) 13 20.00%  
4 (4) 3 4.62%  
5 (5) 3 4.62%  
6 (6) 3 4.62%  
7 (7) 4 6.15%  
8 (8) 1 1.54%  
9 (9) 0 0.00%  
10 (10) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 1.54%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XF)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Street-orientated rowhouse located in the middle of a new or developing neighbourhood.  Mix of 
housing types with higher density housing in the centre and lower density toward the edge.  
 Approximately 20 minutes from downtown by car.  Walking distance to neighbourhood centre 
which includes a transit terminal and a few small personal service/retail (salon, barber, pharmacy, etc..) 
and convenience stores.   Large commercial development is located at one corner of the 
neighbourhood along a major roadway(about a 10 to 15 minute walk)]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 10 15.38%  
2 (2) 7 10.77%  
3 (3) 10 15.38%  
4 (4) 10 15.38%  
5 (5) 7 10.77%  
6 (6) 6 9.23%  
7 (7) 5 7.69%  
8 (8) 3 4.62%  
9 (9) 2 3.08%  
10 (10) 2 3.08%  
No answer 3 4.62%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XG)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Apartment within a 4 to 6 storey mixed use building (street-orientated commercial on main floor and 
residential apartments above).  Mixed-use neighbourhood adjacent to the central business district.  
 Mixed use buildings located along key streets and single use apartments, rowhouses, and 
townhouses on secondary streets.  Key streets are flanked with ground floor uses that include small 
boutique style stores, specialty stores, bars and restaurants.  ]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 9 13.85%  
2 (2) 4 6.15%  
3 (3) 5 7.69%  
4 (4) 7 10.77%  
5 (5) 5 7.69%  
6 (6) 6 9.23%  
7 (7) 4 6.15%  
8 (8) 12 18.46%  
9 (9) 7 10.77%  
10 (10) 4 6.15%  
No answer 2 3.08%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XH)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
 
 (""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others 
within his/her social network)    
[Loft style apartment within a repurposed historic building.  Historic warehouse district located at the 
fringe of the central business district.  Housing units are primarily within repurposed warehouse 
buildings or newer buildings constructed to be in keeping with the district’s architectural style and 
character.   Some streets are flanked with ground floor commercial that include coffee shops, 
specialty and boutique stores, with the ocasional bar and restaurant.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 8 12.31%  
2 (2) 7 10.77%  
3 (3) 6 9.23%  
4 (4) 4 6.15%  
5 (5) 3 4.62%  
6 (6) 7 10.77%  
7 (7) 9 13.85%  
8 (8) 7 10.77%  
9 (9) 5 7.69%  
10 (10) 7 10.77%  
No answer 2 3.08%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XI)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
 
 (""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others 
within his/her social network)    
[Apartment within a new mixed use building.  Redeveloped area within the inner city.  Mixed use 
neighbourhood.   Approximately 20 minute walk to central business district.   Ground floor 
commercial is a mix of chain stores/restaurants, coffee shops, medical offices, and the odd 
specialty/boutique store]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 9 13.85%  
2 (2) 7 10.77%  
3 (3) 3 4.62%  
4 (4) 10 15.38%  
5 (5) 4 6.15%  
6 (6) 8 12.31%  
7 (7) 6 9.23%  
8 (8) 8 12.31%  
9 (9) 3 4.62%  
10 (10) 5 7.69%  
No answer 2 3.08%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XJ)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
 
 (""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others 
within his/her social network)    
[Smaller apartment within a newer high-rise building within central business district.  Area consists of 
high-rise professional office buildings, entertainment, shopping, and other services.    Majority of 
shops and food services are located within the downtown shopping malls; however, grocery stores are 
located outside of the central business district.  ]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 22 33.85%  
2 (2) 7 10.77%  
3 (3) 12 18.46%  
4 (4) 8 12.31%  
5 (5) 5 7.69%  
6 (6) 4 6.15%  
7 (7) 4 6.15%  
8 (8) 1 1.54%  
9 (9) 0 0.00%  
10 (10) 1 1.54%  
No answer 1 1.54%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 009XX    
What is preventing you from attaining the type of housing form that corresponds with your social 
characteristics and urban preferences?       
Answer         Count Percentage  
My choices are very limited (009XXA)     14 21.54%  
The type of housing form doesn't exist in Edmonton (009XXB)  10 15.38%  
I get better value for my money buying a single detached  
dwelling in the suburbs (009XXC)     12 18.46%  
Family (009XXD)       25 38.46%  
There are too many other issues in those areas, such as crime. (009XXE) 4 6.15%  
Can't afford it (009XXF)       22 33.85%  
The quality of place (design, character, and appearance) needs to be  
better than it currently is (009XXG)     13 20.00%  
Nothing.  I am where I want to be. (009XXH)    26 40.00%  
Other         9 13.85%  
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Field summary for 010    
Where are you most likely to get together with your friends?    
Answer      Count Percentage  
At Home (either yours or theirs) (010A)  45 69.23%  
At a restaurant or cafe (010B)   16 24.62%  
At a social event (010C)    4 6.15%  
    
    
Field summary for 011    
How would you describe the people that you most often interact with outside of work    
Answer        Count Percentage  
Small circle of close friends (011A)    48 73.85%  
A few people within a larger circle of acquaintances (011B) 15 23.08%  
Quite a few people that you know, but not very well (011C) 2 3.08%  
    
    
Field summary for 012    
Do you:    
Answer        Count Percentage  
Know many of your neighbours' by their first name? (012A) 26 40.00%  
Know some of your neighbours' by their first name? (012B) 25 38.46%  
Know very few of your neighbours' by their first name (012C) 14 21.54%  
    
    
Field summary for 013    
What best describes where you live?    
Answer Count Percentage  
Connected with people in your neighbourhood (013A)  21 32.31%  
Isolated and/or confined (013B)     10 15.38%  
Connected with a few people in your neighbourhood (013C) 34 52.31%  
    
    
Field summary for 014    
Would you describe your neighbourhood as...    
Answer          Count Percentage  
A place that corresponds with the type of lifestyle you desire (014A)  43 66.15%  
A place that impedes the type of lifestyle you desire (014B)   4 6.15%  
A place that does not correspond with the type of lifestyle you desire (014C) 18 27.69%  
    
    
Field summary for 015    
Most of your friends...    
Answer        Count Percentage  
Live within a 20 minute walk from where you live (015A)  8 12.31%  
Live within a short drive, but too far to walk (015B)  14 21.54%  
Live scattered throughout the City (015C)   43 66.15%  
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Field summary for 016    
The likelihood of you to attend a local event, such as a festival, parade, or farmer's market is...  
  
Answer   Count Percentage  
Regularly (016A) 31 47.69%  
Sometimes (016B) 29 44.62%  
Rarely (016C)  5 7.69%  
    
    
Field summary for 017(017A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[An open and tolerant place for new immigrants from another country]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 3.17%  7.94% 
2 (2)   3 4.76%  
3 (3)   9 14.29%  14.29% 
4 (4)   18 28.57%  
5 (5)   31 49.21%  77.78% 
Sum (Answers)  63 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  2 3.08%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.16   
Standard deviation 1.05   
    
    
Field summary for 017(017B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[An open and tolerant place for people who are lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, or trans-gender (LGBT)]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 3.33%  13.33% 
2 (2)   6 10.00%  
3 (3)   13 21.67%  21.67% 
4 (4)   15 25.00%  
5 (5)   24 40.00%  65.00% 
Sum (Answers)  60 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  5 7.69%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.88   
Standard deviation 1.15   
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Field summary for 017(017C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[An open and tolerant place for racial and ethnic minorities]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 1.59%  7.94% 
2 (2)   4 6.35%  
3 (3)   8 12.70%  12.70% 
4 (4)   18 28.57%  
5 (5)   32 50.79%  79.37% 
Sum (Answers)  63 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  2 3.08%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.21   
Standard deviation 1   
    
    
Field summary for 017(017D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[A welcoming place for talented, young university graduates looking to enter to job market]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   3 4.69%  23.44% 
2 (2)   12 18.75%  
3 (3)   8 12.50%  12.50% 
4 (4)   17 26.56%  
5 (5)   24 37.50%  64.06% 
Sum (Answers)  64 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  1 1.54%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.73   
Standard deviation 1.28   
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Field summary for 017(017E)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[A welcoming place for low-income artists, musicians, and performers]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   10 15.87%  38.10% 
2 (2)   14 22.22%  
3 (3)   16 25.40%  25.40% 
4 (4)   6 9.52%  
5 (5)   17 26.98%  36.51% 
Sum (Answers)  63 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 65 100.00%  
No answer  2 3.08%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.1   
Standard deviation 1.43   
    
    
Field summary for 018    
What is your age    
Answer   Count Percentage  
Under 18 (018A) 0 0.00%  
18-25 (018B)  0 0.00%  
26-30 (018C)  2 3.08%  
31-35 (018D)  11 16.92%  
36-40 (018E)  18 27.69%  
41-45 (018F)  18 27.69%  
46-50 (018G)  4 6.15%  
51-55 (018H)  7 10.77%  
56-60 (018I)  4 6.15%  
61-65 (018J)  1 1.54%  
Over 65 (018K)  0 0.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 019    
Are you married (including common law)?    
Answer Count Percentage  
Yes (Y)  65 100.00%  
No (N)  0 0.00%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 020    
How many children do you have currently living at home?    
Calculation Result   
Count   65   
Sum   120   
Standard deviation 0.85   
Average  1.85   
Minimum  1   
1st quartile (Q1) 1   
Median value  2   
3rd quartile (Q3) 2   
Maximum  4   
Null values are ignored in calculations    
Q1 and Q3 calculated using minitab method    
    
    
Field summary for 021    
Gender    
Answer  Count Percentage  
Female (F) 28 43.08%  
Male (M) 37 56.92%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 022    
Were you born in Edmonton?    
Answer  Count Percentage  
Yes (Y)  32 49.23%  
No (N)  30 46.15%  
No answer 3 4.62%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 024    
What is your occupational category    
Answer          Count Percentage  
Managerial/Leadership (Main focus is organizational  
management and/or leadership) (024A)      19 29.23%  
Engineering (024B)        2 3.08%  
Physicist, Chemical Sciences, and related professionals (024C)   2 3.08%  
Artistic (Musician, Artist, Writer, Entertainer, Designer) (024D)   7 10.77%  
Mathematicians, statisticians and related professionals (024E)   0 0.00%  
Computer Sciences (024F)       3 4.62%  
Architects, Interior Designers, Landscape Architects, Urban Planner (024G) 8 12.31%  
Life Science Professional (Biologists, Forestry,  
Environmental Professional) (024H)      2 3.08%  
University Professor or Researcher (024I)     2 3.08%  
University/College/Technical Institute Instructor (024J)    3 4.62%  
Teacher (Primary or Secondary School) (024K)     2 3.08%  
Health Care Professional (Nursing Excluded) (024L)    2 3.08%  
Archivist, Librarian, and Related Professionals (024M)    2 3.08%  
Design Professional (Fashion, Graphic, Industrial) (024N)    4 6.15%  
Media, Broadcasting, Advertising (024O)     7 10.77%  
    
    
Field summary for 025    
What is your Educational Attainment?    
Answer       Count Percentage  
Less than high school (025A)    1 1.54%  
High School (025B)     3 4.62%  
Trade or Certificate (025C)    0 0.00%  
Technical/College Diploma (025D)   9 13.85%  
University Certificate/Diploma (025E)   5 7.69%  
Bachelor or Applied Undergraduate Degree (025F) 19 29.23%  
Masters Degree (025G)     23 35.38%  
Doctorate (025H)     7 10.77%  
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Field summary for 026    
What is your household income?    
Answer    Count Percentage  
$0 - $39,999 (026A)  1 1.54%  
$40,000 - 59,999 (026B)  1 1.54%  
$60,000 - $79,999 (026C) 3 4.62%  
$80,000 - $99,999 (026D) 5 7.69%  
$100,000 - $119,999 (026E) 13 20.00%  
$120,000 - $139,999 (026F) 13 20.00%  
$140,000 - $159,999 (026G) 6 9.23%  
$160,000 - $179,000 (026H) 6 9.23%  
$180,000 - $199,000 (026I) 5 7.69%  
$200,000 - $219,000 (026J) 5 7.69%  
$220,000 - $249,000 (026K) 2 3.08%  
Over $250,000 (026L)  2 3.08%  
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APPENDIX J 

Abbreviated Survey Results 

Respondents Married with Children Living in Suburban Style Single Detached House 
 

Number of records in this query: 27   
Total records in survey:   232   
Percentage of total:   11.64%   
    
    
Field summary for 001    
What neighbourhood do you live in?    
Answer  27 100.00%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
       
Field summary for 003    
What type of dwelling do you live in?    
Answer         Count Percentage  
Apartment in a Walk-up style building (2-4 storeys) (003A)  0 0.00%  
Apartment in a Mid-Rise style building (5-8 storeys) (003B)  0 0.00%  
Apartment in a High-Rise style building (8 storeys and higher) (003C) 0 0.00%  
Townhouse (three or more units with ground floor access) (003D) 0 0.00%  
Duplex unit (003E)       0 0.00%  
Original single detached dwelling (over 50 years old) (003F)  0 0.00%  
Suburban style single detached house (003G)    27 100.00%  
Other         0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 004(004A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I buy groceries for the week at the local supermarket]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 8.00%  16.00% 
2 (2)   2 8.00%  
3 (3)   4 16.00%  16.00% 
4 (4)   9 36.00%  
5 (5)   8 32.00%  68.00% 
Sum (Answers)  25 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  2 7.41%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.76   
Standard deviation 1.23   
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Field summary for 004(004B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I buy few groceries at a time, but on a daily basis and from a variety of small stores]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   13 54.17%  66.67% 
2 (2)   3 12.50%  
3 (3)   6 25.00%  25.00% 
4 (4)   2 8.33%  
5 (5)   0 0.00%  8.33% 
Sum (Answers)  24 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  3 11.11%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 1.88   
Standard deviation 1.08   
    
    
Field summary for 004(004C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I stock up on groceries from a large warehouse style building such as Costco]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   3 11.11%  25.93% 
2 (2)   4 14.81%  
3 (3)   9 33.33%  33.33% 
4 (4)   5 18.52%  
5 (5)   6 22.22%  40.74% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.26   
Standard deviation 1.29   
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Field summary for 004(004D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I buy groceries on a daily basis from the local supermarket]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   13 52.00%  64.00% 
2 (2)   3 12.00%  
3 (3)   4 16.00%  16.00% 
4 (4)   2 8.00%  
5 (5)   3 12.00%  20.00% 
Sum (Answers)  25 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  2 7.41%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.16   
Standard deviation 1.46   
    
    
Field summary for 005(005A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I chose the place where I live based on being close to entertainment and social activities]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   11 42.31%  69.23% 
2 (2)   7 26.92%  
3 (3)   6 23.08%  23.08% 
4 (4)   1 3.85%  
5 (5)   1 3.85%  7.69% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2   
Standard deviation 1.1   
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Field summary for 005(005B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I chose the place I live based on being able to walk to work]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   17 65.38%  84.62% 
2 (2)   5 19.23%  
3 (3)   2 7.69%  7.69% 
4 (4)   0 0.00%  
5 (5)   2 7.69%  7.69% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 1.65   
Standard deviation 1.16   
    
    
Field summary for 005(005C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on what best reflects your current lifestyle and neighbourhood 
[I chose the place I live based on being able to fulfill the lifestyle I desire]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 3.70%  22.22% 
2 (2)   5 18.52%  
3 (3)   2 7.41%  7.41% 
4 (4)   7 25.93%  
5 (5)   12 44.44%  70.37% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.89   
Standard deviation 1.28   
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Field summary for 006(006A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire. 
[I would like to buy groceries for the week at the local supermarket]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 8.33%  12.50% 
2 (2)   1 4.17%  
3 (3)   8 33.33%  33.33% 
4 (4)   4 16.67%  
5 (5)   9 37.50%  54.17% 
Sum (Answers)  24 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  3 11.11%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.71   
Standard deviation 1.27   
    
    
Field summary for 006(006B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire. 
[I would buy few groceries but on a daily basis from a variety of small stores]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   10 43.48%  47.83% 
2 (2)   1 4.35%  
3 (3)   3 13.04%  13.04% 
4 (4)   5 21.74%  
5 (5)   4 17.39%  39.13% 
Sum (Answers)  23 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  4 14.81%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.65   
Standard deviation 1.64   
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Field summary for 006(006C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire. 
[I would like to stock up on groceries for the next couple of weeks by going to a large warehouse style 
building such as Costco]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   7 29.17%  45.83% 
2 (2)   4 16.67%  
3 (3)   4 16.67%  16.67% 
4 (4)   4 16.67%  
5 (5)   5 20.83%  37.50% 
Sum (Answers)  24 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  3 11.11%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.83   
Standard deviation 1.55   
    
    
Field summary for 007(007A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I am happy to walk 20 minutes to work]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 8.00%  24.00% 
2 (2)   4 16.00%  
3 (3)   5 20.00%  20.00% 
4 (4)   6 24.00%  
5 (5)   8 32.00%  56.00% 
Sum (Answers)  25 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  2 7.41%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.56   
Standard deviation 1.33   
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Field summary for 007(007B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I would rather cycle 20 minutes to get to work as opposed to driving 5 minutes]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   3 11.54%  46.15% 
2 (2)   9 34.62%  
3 (3)   2 7.69%  7.69% 
4 (4)   4 15.38%  
5 (5)   8 30.77% 4 6.15% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.19   
Standard deviation 1.5   
    
    
Field summary for 007(007C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I would rather drive 20 minutes to work as opposed to walking 20 minutes to get to work]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   14 53.85%  80.77% 
2 (2)   7 26.92%  
3 (3)   1 3.85%  3.85% 
4 (4)   1 3.85%  
5 (5)   3 11.54%  15.38% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 1.92   
Standard deviation 1.35   
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Field summary for 007(007D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I like the freedom of driving and therefore, I would not choose to live near public transit or close to 
where I work]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   5 20.00%  68.00% 
2 (2)   12 48.00%  
3 (3)   4 16.00%  16.00% 
4 (4)   1 4.00%  
5 (5)   3 12.00%  16.00% 
Sum (Answers)  25 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  2 7.41%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.4   
Standard deviation 1.22   
    
    
Field summary for 007(007E)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I am happy to spend 20 minutes taking public transit.  Therefore, I would choose to live near public 
transit, but not necessarily close to where I work.]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   4 15.38%  34.62% 
2 (2)   5 19.23%  
3 (3)   7 26.92%  26.92% 
4 (4)   4 15.38%  
5 (5)   6 23.08%  38.46% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.12   
Standard deviation 1.4   
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Field summary for 007(007F)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I would live in a small apartment to be close to urban amenities such as restaurants, bars, arts, and 
culture]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   10 40.00%  48.00% 
2 (2)   2 8.00%  
3 (3)   7 28.00%  28.00% 
4 (4)   6 24.00%  
5 (5)   0 0.00%  24.00% 
Sum (Answers)  25 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  2 7.41%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.36   
Standard deviation 1.25   
    
    
Field summary for 007(007G)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most applicable and 1 means least applicable, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban environment best suited for you and the lifestyle you desire 
[I would live in a large house in an upscale neighbourhood.]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   5 20.00%  36.00% 
2 (2)   4 16.00%  
3 (3)   6 24.00%  24.00% 
4 (4)   6 24.00%  
5 (5)   4 16.00%  40.00% 
Sum (Answers)  25 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  2 7.41%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3   
Standard deviation 1.38   
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Field summary for 008(008A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Sidewalk cafes and patios]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   5 18.52%  22.22% 
2 (2)   1 3.70%  
3 (3)   5 18.52%  8.52% 
4 (4)   7 25.93%  
5 (5)   9 33.33%  59.26% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.52   
Standard deviation 1.48   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Large indoor shopping malls]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   5 19.23%  46.15% 
2 (2)   7 26.92%  
3 (3)   7 26.92%  26.92% 
4 (4)   6 23.08%  
5 (5)   1 3.85%  26.92% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.65   
Standard deviation 1.16   
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Field summary for 008(008C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Covered elevated walkways (pedways) crossing over streets in the city centre]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 7.41%  18.52% 
2 (2)   3 11.11%  
3 (3)   10 37.04%  37.04% 
4 (4)   8 29.63%  
5 (5)   4 14.81%  44.44% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.33   
Standard deviation 1.11   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Buildings with street-orientated shops, restaurants, bars, and coffee shops located on the main floor 
and apartments above]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   3 11.11%  14.81% 
2 (2)   1 3.70%  
3 (3)   8 29.63%  29.63% 
4 (4)   8 29.63%  
5 (5)   7 25.93%  55.56% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.56   
Standard deviation 1.25   
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Field summary for 008(008E)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Quiet street]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 3.70%  18.52% 
2 (2)   4 14.81%  
3 (3)   8 29.63%  29.63% 
4 (4)   7 25.93%  
5 (5)   7 25.93%  51.85% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.56   
Standard deviation 1.15   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008F)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[An extensive LRT system branching out to each quadrant of the city and no freeway network]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   3 11.11%  29.63% 
2 (2)   5 18.52%  
3 (3)   5 18.52%  18.52% 
4 (4)   8 29.63%  
5 (5)   6 22.22%  51.85% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.33   
Standard deviation 1.33   
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Field summary for 008(008G)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[An extensive free-flowing freeway system throughout the city and no LRT]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   13 48.15%  77.78% 
2 (2)   8 29.63%  
3 (3)   4 14.81%  14.81% 
4 (4)   1 3.70%  
5 (5)   1 3.70%  7.41% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 1.85   
Standard deviation 1.06   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008H)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Streets with ample parking and standard sidewalks]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   0 0.00%  11.54% 
2 (2)   3 11.54%  
3 (3)   15 57.69%  57.69% 
4 (4)   5 19.23%  
5 (5)   3 11.54%  30.77% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.31   
Standard deviation 0.84   
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Field summary for 008(008I)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Streets with wider sidewalks and bike lanes in lieu of street parking]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   4 14.81%  29.63% 
2 (2)   4 14.81%  
3 (3)   6 22.22% 2 2.22% 
4 (4)   4 14.81%  
5 (5)   9 33.33%  48.15% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.37   
Standard deviation 1.47   
    
    
Field summary for 008(008J)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Busy public plaza in the city centre]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 7.41% 18.52% 
2 (2)   3 11.11%  
3 (3)   6 22.22% 22.22% 
4 (4)   10 37.04%  
5 (5)   6 22.22% 59.26% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.56   
Standard deviation 1.19   
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Field summary for 008(008K)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means most important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following based on the urban amenities that are important to you. 
[Large recreation centre in a developing neighbourhood]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   3 11.11%  25.93% 
2 (2)   4 14.81%  
3 (3)   8 29.63%  29.63% 
4 (4)   8 29.63%  
5 (5)   4 14.81%  44.44% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.22   
Standard deviation 1.22   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081A)   
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The availability of outdoor parks, playgrounds, and trails]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 3.70%  3.70% 
2 (2)   0 0.00%  
3 (3)   0 0.00%  0.00% 
4 (4)   9 33.33%  
5 (5)   17 62.96%  96.30% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.52   
Standard deviation 0.85   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The beauty of the physical setting]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 3.70%  3.70% 
2 (2)   0 0.00%  
3 (3)   6 22.22%  22.22% 
4 (4)   5 18.52%  
5 (5)   15 55.56%  74.07% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.22   
Standard deviation 1.05   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The vehicular roadway system]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 3.70%  22.22% 
2 (2)   5 18.52%  
3 (3)   10 37.04%  37.04% 
4 (4)   9 33.33%  
5 (5)   2 7.41%  40.74% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.22   
Standard deviation 0.97   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The availability of affordable housing]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 3.85%  15.38% 
2 (2)   3 11.54%  
3 (3)   8 30.77%  30.77% 
4 (4)   5 19.23%  
5 (5)   9 34.62%  53.85% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.69   
Standard deviation 1.19   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081E)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The overall quality of public schools in your community]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 3.85%  11.54% 
2 (2)   2 7.69%  
3 (3)   4 15.38%  15.38% 
4 (4)   5 19.23%  
5 (5)   14 53.85%  73.08% 
Sum (Answers) 2 6 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.12   
Standard deviation 1.18   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081F)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The overall quality of the colleges and universities]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 3.70%  3.70% 
2 (2)   0 0.00%  
3 (3)   9 33.33%  33.33% 
4 (4)   3 11.11%  
5 (5)   14 51.85%  62.96% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.07   
Standard deviation 1.11   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081G)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[Having a vibrant nightlife with restaurants, clubs, bars, etc.]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 3.70%  25.93% 
2 (2)   6 22.22%  
3 (3)   11 40.74%  40.74% 
4 (4)   7 25.93%  
5 (5)   2 7.41%  33.33% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.11   
Standard deviation 0.97   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081H)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[Being a good place to meet people and make friends]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   0 0.00%  7.69% 
2 (2)   2 7.69%  
3 (3)   6 23.08%  23.08% 
4 (4)   15 57.69%  
5 (5)   3 11.54%  69.23% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.73   
Standard deviation 0.78   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081I)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The leadership of the elected officials at the municipal level]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 7.69%  11.54% 
2 (2)   1 3.85%  
3 (3)   5 19.23%  19.23% 
4 (4)   11 42.31%  
5 (5)   7 26.92%  69.23% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.77   
Standard deviation 1.14   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081J)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The availability of arts and cultural opportunities, such as theater, museums, and music]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 3.70%  7.41% 
2 (2)   1 3.70%  
3 (3)   5 18.52%  18.52% 
4 (4)   8 29.63%  
5 (5)   12 44.44%  74.07% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.07   
Standard deviation 1.07   
    
    
Field summary for 008.1(0081K)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[The availability of social community events, such as festivals, parades, and farmers markets]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   0 0.00%  7.69% 
2 (2)   2 7.69%  
3 (3)   4 15.38%  15.38% 
4 (4)   9 34.62%  
5 (5)   11 42.31%  76.92% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.12   
Standard deviation 0.95   
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Field summary for 008.1(0081L)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very important and 1 means least important, how would 
you rate the following in Edmonton? 
[A place that offers me with the opportunity to make a difference]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   0 0.00%  0.00% 
2 (2)   0 0.00%  
3 (3)   1 3.70%  3.70% 
4 (4)   19 70.37%  
5 (5)   7 25.93%  96.30% 
Sum (Answers)  27 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 4.22   
Standard deviation 0.51   
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Field summary for 009X(009XA)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
 
 (""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others 
within his/her social network)    
[Large home within a single use, spatially dispersed neighbourhood.     Quiet street with low vehicular 
traffic volumes.  Approximately 25 minute drive from downtown. Nearest commercial district is located 
along major arterial roadways outside of the neighbourhood    ]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 2 7.41%  
2 (2) 4 14.81%  
3 (3) 1 3.70%  
4 (4) 1 3.70%  
5 (5) 0 0.00%  
6 (6) 2 7.41%  
7 (7) 3 11.11%  
8 (8) 3 11.11%  
9 (9) 3 11.11%  
10 (10) 7 25.93%  
No answer 1 3.70%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XB)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Single detached dwelling with detached garage in the rear.  Primarily newer single detached and duplex 
homes on narrow lots.   Quiet street with low vehicular traffic volumes.  Approximately 20 minute drive 
from downtown.   Convenience store within walking distance.  Nearest major shopping district is 
located along major arterial roadways outside the neighbourhood.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 4 14.81%  
2 (2) 1 3.70%  
3 (3) 2 7.41%  
4 (4) 1 3.70%  
5 (5) 2 7.41%  
6 (6) 5 18.52%  
7 (7) 5 18.52%  
8 (8) 5 18.52%  
9 (9) 1 3.70%  
10 (10) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 3.70%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 009X(009XC)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Single use neighbourhood.  Primarily older single detached and duplex homes within a mature 
neighbourhood   Mix of housing styles and appearance.   Somewhat quiet street and moderate 
vehicular traffic.  Approximately 20 minute walk or 5 minute drive to downtown.  Nearest grocery store 
is outside of neighbourhood.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 1 3.70%  
2 (2) 0 0.00%  
3 (3) 2 7.41%  
4 (4) 0 0.00%  
5 (5) 5 18.52%  
6 (6) 3 11.11%  
7 (7) 4 14.81%  
8 (8) 5 18.52%  
9 (9) 5 18.52%  
10 (10) 1 3.70%  
No answer 1 3.70%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XD)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Street-orientated townhouse.  Mix of housing forms within neighbourhood including duplexes, 
townhouses, rowhouses.   Buildings are located close to and oriented toward the sidewalk on the 
street.   Approximately 20 minute walk or 5 minute drive to downtown.  Nearest grocery store is outside 
of neighbourhood.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 6 22.22%  
2 (2) 2 7.41%  
3 (3) 2 7.41%  
4 (4) 1 3.70%  
5 (5) 2 7.41%  
6 (6) 6 22.22%  
7 (7) 3 11.11%  
8 (8) 2 7.41%  
9 (9) 1 3.70%  
10 (10) 1 3.70%  
No answer 1 3.70%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XE)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Large apartment within a building located at the edge of a developing neighbourhood.  Underground 
parking   Approximately 20 minutes from downtown by car.  Apartment units are accessible from 
inside the building.   Nearby park and trail system.  Walking distance to shopping located along major 
arterial roadway and includes large chain grocery store, chartered bank, service station, and fast food 
restaurants.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 10 37.04%  
2 (2) 2 7.41%  
3 (3) 6 22.22%  
4 (4) 1 3.70%  
5 (5) 3 11.11%  
6 (6) 2 7.41%  
7 (7) 2 7.41%  
8 (8) 0 0.00%  
9 (9) 0 0.00%  
10 (10) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 3.70%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XF)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Street-orientated rowhouse located in the middle of a new or developing neighbourhood.  Mix of 
housing types with higher density housing in the centre and lower density toward the edge.  
 Approximately 20 minutes from downtown by car.  Walking distance to neighbourhood centre 
which includes a transit terminal and a few small personal service/retail (salon, barber, pharmacy, etc..) 
and convenience stores.   Large commercial development is located at one corner of the 
neighbourhood along a major roadway(about a 10 to 15 minute walk)]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 6 22.22%  
2 (2) 3 11.11%  
3 (3) 1 3.70%  
4 (4) 5 18.52%  
5 (5) 3 11.11%  
6 (6) 2 7.41%  
7 (7) 3 11.11%  
8 (8) 2 7.41%  
9 (9) 0 0.00%  
10 (10) 1 3.70%  
No answer 1 3.70%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XG)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Apartment within a 4 to 6 storey mixed use building (street-orientated commercial on main floor and 
residential apartments above).  Mixed-use neighbourhood adjacent to the central business district.  
 Mixed use buildings located along key streets and single use apartments, rowhouses, and 
townhouses on secondary streets.  Key streets are flanked with ground floor uses that include small 
boutique style stores, specialty stores, bars and restaurants.  ]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 5 18.52%  
2 (2) 2 7.41%  
3 (3) 2 7.41%  
4 (4) 4 14.81%  
5 (5) 2 7.41%  
6 (6) 3 11.11%  
7 (7) 2 7.41%  
8 (8) 4 14.81%  
9 (9) 0 0.00%  
10 (10) 2 7.41%  
No answer 1 3.70%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 009X(009XH)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Loft style apartment within a repurposed historic building.  Historic warehouse district located at the 
fringe of the central business district.  Housing units are primarily within repurposed warehouse 
buildings or newer buildings constructed to be in keeping with the district’s architectural style and 
character.   Some streets are flanked with ground floor commercial that include coffee shops, 
specialty and boutique stores, with the ocasional bar and restaurant.]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 6 22.22%  
2 (2) 3 11.11%  
3 (3) 1 3.70%  
4 (4) 2 7.41%  
5 (5) 2 7.41%  
6 (6) 1 3.70%  
7 (7) 4 14.81%  
8 (8) 1 3.70%  
9 (9) 2 7.41%  
10 (10) 3 11.11%  
No answer 2 7.41%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 009X(009XI)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Apartment within a new mixed use building.  Redeveloped area within the inner city.  Mixed use 
neighbourhood.   Approximately 20 minute walk to central business district.   Ground floor 
commercial is a mix of chain stores/restaurants, coffee shops, medical offices, and the odd 
specialty/boutique store]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 3 11.11%  
2 (2) 5 18.52%  
3 (3) 2 7.41%  
4 (4) 2 7.41%  
5 (5) 3 11.11%  
6 (6) 3 11.11%  
7 (7) 2 7.41%  
8 (8) 2 7.41%  
9 (9) 0 0.00%  
10 (10) 3 11.11%  
No answer 2 7.41%  
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Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 009X(009XJ)    
"Please rate the following housing forms.  10 being the most ideal type of housing form that 
corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preference and 1 being the least ideal housing 
form that corresponds with your social characteristics and urban preferences. 
(""social characteristics"" refers to the manner in which one associates with others within his/her social 
network)    
[Smaller apartment within a newer high-rise building within central business district.  Area consists of 
high-rise professional office buildings, entertainment, shopping, and other services.    Majority of 
shops and food services are located within the downtown shopping malls; however, grocery stores are 
located outside of the central business district.  ]"    
Answer Count Percentage  
1 (1) 10 37.04%  
2 (2) 3 11.11%  
3 (3) 4 14.81%  
4 (4) 2 7.41%  
5 (5) 2 7.41%  
6 (6) 3 11.11%  
7 (7) 0 0.00%  
8 (8) 1 3.70%  
9 (9) 0 0.00%  
10 (10) 1 3.70%  
No answer 1 3.70%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 009XX    
What is preventing you from attaining the type of housing form that corresponds with your social 
characteristics and urban preferences?       
Answer         Count Percentage  
My choices are very limited (009XXA)     4 14.81%  
The type of housing form doesn't exist in Edmonton (009XXB)  1 3.70%  
I get better value for my money buying a single detached dwelling  
in the suburbs (009XXC)       7 25.93%  
Family (009XXD)       14 51.85%  
There are too many other issues in those areas, such as crime. (009XXE) 0 0.00%  
Can't afford it (009XXF)       6 22.22%  
The quality of place (design, character, and appearance) needs to be  
better than it currently is (009XXG)     4 14.81%  
Nothing.  I am where I want to be. (009XXH)    10 37.04%  
Other         3 11.11%  
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Field summary for 010    
Where are you most likely to get together with your friends?    
Answer     Count Percentage  
At Home (either yours or theirs) (010A) 17 62.96%  
At a restaurant or cafe (010B)  7 25.93%  
At a social event (010C)   3 11.11%  
    
    
Field summary for 011    
How would you describe the people that you most often interact with outside of work    
Answer        Count Percentage  
Small circle of close friends (011A)    18 66.67%  
A few people within a larger circle of acquaintances (011B) 8 29.63%  
Quite a few people that you know, but not very well (011C) 1 3.70%  
    
    
Field summary for 012    
Do you:    
Answer        Count Percentage  
Know many of your neighbours' by their first name? (012A) 12 44.44%  
Know some of your neighbours' by their first name? (012B) 9 33.33%  
Know very few of your neighbours' by their first name (012C) 6 22.22%  
    
    
Field summary for 013    
What best describes where you live?    
Answer        Count Percentage  
Connected with people in your neighbourhood (013A)  4 14.81%  
Isolated and/or confined (013B)     4 14.81%  
Connected with a few people in your neighbourhood (013C) 19 70.37%  
    
    
Field summary for 014    
Would you describe your neighbourhood as...    
Answer          Count Percentage  
A place that corresponds with the type of lifestyle you desire (014A)  16 59.26%  
A place that impedes the type of lifestyle you desire (014B)   1 3.70%  
A place that does not correspond with the type of lifestyle you desire (014C) 10 37.04%  
    
    
Field summary for 015    
Most of your friends...    
Answer        Count Percentage  
Live within a 20 minute walk from where you live (015A)  0 0.00%  
Live within a short drive, but too far to walk (015B)  7 25.93%  
Live scattered throughout the City (015C)   20 74.07%  
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Field summary for 016    
The likelihood of you to attend a local event, such as a festival, parade, or farmer's market is...  
  
Answer   Count Percentage  
Regularly (016A) 10 37.04%  
Sometimes (016B) 14 51.85%  
Rarely (016C)  3 11.11%  
    
    
Field summary for 017(017A)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[An open and tolerant place for new immigrants from another country]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 7.69%  15.38% 
2 (2)   2 7.69%  
3 (3)   5 19.23%  19.23% 
4 (4)   6 23.08%  
5 (5)   11 42.31%  65.38% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.85   
Standard deviation 1.29   
    
    
Field summary for 017(017B)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[An open and tolerant place for people who are lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, or trans-gender (LGBT)]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 8.33%  20.83% 
2 (2)   3 12.50%  
3 (3)   5 20.83%  20.83% 
4 (4)   7 29.17%  
5 (5)   7 29.17%  58.33% 
Sum (Answers)  24 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  3 11.11%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.58   
Standard deviation 1.28   
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Field summary for 017(017C)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[An open and tolerant place for racial and ethnic minorities]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   1 3.85%  15.38% 
2 (2)   3 11.54%  
3 (3)   4 15.38%  15.38% 
4 (4)   6 23.08%  
5 (5)   12 46.15%  69.23% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.96   
Standard deviation 1.22   
    
    
Field summary for 017(017D)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[A welcoming place for talented, young university graduates looking to enter to job market]"  
  
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   2 7.69%  26.92% 
2 (2)   5 19.23%  
3 (3)   4 15.38%  15.38% 
4 (4)   6 23.08%  
5 (5)   9 34.62%  57.69% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 3.58   
Standard deviation 1.36   
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Field summary for 017(017E)    
"On a five-point rating scale, where 5 means very much and 1 means very little, how would you rate the 
following in the neighbourhood you live? 
[A welcoming place for low-income artists, musicians, and performers]"    
Answer   Count Percentage Sum 
1 (1)   6 23.08%  53.85% 
2 (2)   8 30.77%  
3 (3)   4 15.38%  15.38% 
4 (4)   2 7.69%  
5 (5)   6 23.08%  30.77% 
Sum (Answers)  26 100.00% 100.00% 
Number of cases 27 100.00%  
No answer  1 3.70%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
Arithmetic mean 2.77   
Standard deviation 1.5   
    
    
Field summary for 018    
What is your age    
Answer   Count Percentage  
Under 18 (018A) 0 0.00%  
18-25 (018B)  0 0.00%  
26-30 (018C)  0 0.00%  
31-35 (018D)  3 11.11%  
36-40 (018E)  7 25.93%  
41-45 (018F)  6 22.22%  
46-50 (018G)  3 11.11%  
51-55 (018H)  5 18.52%  
56-60 (018I)  2 7.41%  
61-65 (018J)  1 3.70%  
Over 65 (018K)  0 0.00%  
No answer  0 0.00%  
Not displayed  0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 019    
Are you married (including common law)?    
Answer  Count Percentage  
Yes (Y)  27 100.00%  
No (N)  0 0.00%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 020    
How many children do you have currently living at home?    
Calculation Result   
Count   27   
Sum   54   
Standard deviation 0.77   
Average  2   
Minimum  1   
1st quartile (Q1) 2   
Median value  2   
3rd quartile (Q3) 2   
Maximum  4   
Null values are ignored in calculations    
Q1 and Q3 calculated using minitab method    
    
    
Field summary for 021    
Gender    
Answer Count Percentage  
Female (F) 11 40.74%  
Male (M) 16 59.26%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 022    
Were you born in Edmonton?    
Answer  Count Percentage  
Yes (Y)  13 48.15%  
No (N)  13 48.15%  
No answer 1 3.70%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
    
    
Field summary for 023    
If you were born outside of Edmonton, where were you born?    
Answer  15 55.56%  
No answer 12 44.44%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for 024    
What is your occupational category    
Answer          Count Percentage  
Managerial/Leadership (Main focus is organizational management  
and/or leadership) (024A)       10 37.04%  
Engineering (024B)        2 7.41%  
Physicist, Chemical Sciences, and related professionals (024C)   0 0.00%  
Artistic (Musician, Artist, Writer, Entertainer, Designer) (024D)   2 7.41%  
Mathematicians, statisticians and related professionals (024E)   0 0.00%  
Computer Sciences (024F)       2 7.41%  
Architects, Interior Designers, Landscape Architects, Urban Planner (024G) 2 7.41%  
Life Science Professional (Biologists, Forestry,  
Environmental Professional) (024H)      1 3.70%  
University Professor or Researcher (024I)     0 0.00%  
University/College/Technical Institute Instructor (024J)    2 7.41%  
Teacher (Primary or Secondary School) (024K)     1 3.70%  
Health Care Professional (Nursing Excluded) (024L)    0 0.00%  
Archivist, Librarian, and Related Professionals (024M)    1 3.70%  
Design Professional (Fashion, Graphic, Industrial) (024N)    1 3.70%  
Media, Broadcasting, Advertising (024O)     3 11.11%  
    
    
Field summary for 025    
What is your Educational Attainment?    
Answer       Count Percentage  
Less than high school (025A)    0 0.00%  
High School (025B)     0 0.00%  
Trade or Certificate (025C)    0 0.00%  
Technical/College Diploma (025D)   4 14.81%  
University Certificate/Diploma (025E)   2 7.41%  
Bachelor or Applied Undergraduate Degree (025F) 8 29.63%  
Masters Degree (025G)     10 37.04%  
Doctorate (025H)     2 7.41%  
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Field summary for 026    
What is your household income?    
Answer    Count Percentage  
$0 - $39,999 (026A)  0 0.00%  
$40,000 - 59,999 (026B)  0 0.00%  
$60,000 - $79,999 (026C) 0 0.00%  
$80,000 - $99,999 (026D) 1 3.70%  
$100,000 - $119,999 (026E) 4 14.81%  
$120,000 - $139,999 (026F) 6 22.22%  
$140,000 - $159,999 (026G) 3 11.11%  
$160,000 - $179,000 (026H) 2 7.41%  
$180,000 - $199,000 (026I) 2 7.41%  
$200,000 - $219,000 (026J) 4 14.81%  
$220,000 - $249,000 (026K) 2 7.41%  
Over $250,000 (026L)  1 3.70%  


